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Mr. F. L. Hogg, the Highgate
amateur, who communicated

for two hours with Canada
on this home=made apparatus.
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"As good as the best ! CONDENSERS dries'
FIXED

Guaranteed

Woe,

VARIOMETER
The finest Van °meter on the market
at any price. Inside winding. Suitable
for broadcast reception on any P.M.G.
'teriai, extraordinary close coupling,
ensuring large tuning range. On a
30 It. indoor aerial the max. wave-

length exceeds 420 metres, and the
minimum on a loci ft. aerial is below
;50 metres The max. on a full-size
outdoor aerial is yoo metres, and the
min. on a 30 It is acio metres. Inductance, the highest possible -9'5 to r.
Metal feet can be adjusted to 15,_
four different positions. Pt ice a

coos.

0003,

J anitar, 12-h, 1021.

0005,

*ow, Mor5. Moulded
cases fitted with nuts
and soldered tags.

Price 11 each.

" DUANODE"
CONDENSER
Realising the difficulty of tuning a
circuit in which
two stages of tuned

-tor Panel M"unting

anode D.E. Ampli-

between plates sufficient for pressure
up to r,000 volts. Engraved Ebonite
Dial. Is suitable for mounting on any
Panel up to in. thick by drilling 3

the " DUANODE "
Condenser, as illustrated. This Condenser - consists of
TWO matched Conoperated
densers,

Retail Selling Prices
001
10: -

Plates

57

29

.0005
.0003
.00025
0002

19
15
13

used,

we have designed

SPECIAL FEATURES.-A.-Aluminium Screening Disc, which besides enhancing the appearance of the dial as it lies flush with the panel, prevents the
band of the operator producing capacity. B.-Metal to metal adjustable bearngs, of which we were the originators, as applied to Condensers. 0.-Stout,
well -cut Aluminium Vanes.
Complete in EVERY respect and exactly
as illustrated to the following specifics,
ion. Rotary Air Dielectric Metal to
Metal Adjustable Bearings. Spacing

is

fication .

-is UNSURPASSED tor Workmanship,Quality at Materials Employed and Efficiency

-

by one knob, thus
by Using matched

8:6
6/9

COILS it is possible

to tune 130TH Circuits perfectly with one operation only. If any difficulty is
experienced in matching the coils they may be roughly matched and a Vernier
connected in parallel with the smallest. The two sets of fixed Vanes
Vernier
CS Condenser
5 Plate
carefully insulated one from the other, and the moving Vanes connected
holes Supplied with screws for fixing.
3 Plate
Vernier
3:9 are
electrically ; the spindle can thus be connected to H.T. PositiiM. This conOur Motto is QUALITY FIRST, and every Condenser carries our denser can also be used for other purposes. The two halves (each of W025 mid.)
61 -

56

money -back guarantee.

Cash with Order.

Stockists everywhere. Too
numerous to mention in
this space.
Our

motto

FIRST

is

REPUTATION

Your Component is not a FALLON" unless

the name "FALLON" appears on same.

QUALITY

and every Article London Agents: Vanstones, Ltd., Cr, Chandos

tarries our
guarantee.

can be used in series or parallel, giving capacities of moor 25, oc,o2 5, and Moo5 Mkt.
with great success in "Frans -Atlantic 9115L
Price

condenser has been used
Please include postage on each article. This
tests.

Street, London, W.C.2..
Sole Trade Distributors: Messrs. G. W. I., Ltd.,

money - back

Shanklin Road, Crouch End, London, N.S, to
REVISED TRADE TERMS n-hor all Trade Enquiries should be sent.

HULLO!! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLINC
you to inspect a new selection

of Wireless Accessories!

MIDGET N.P. SWITCHES FOR PANEL MOUNTING.
Single Pole. Single Throw ......16 each.
Double Pole. Double throw ... ... 2, 3 each.

ALL BRITISH MANUFACTURE.

PROMPT DELIVERY

Note change of address to new and larger. works :

FALLON CONDENSER CO. LTD.

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, Broad Lane, N.15.
7-clop/km,: .r,ttenham L932

PRODUCTS OF
SUPREME EXCELLENCE

Made by the makers of the world-famous Instruments of
Precision, Pye's Wireless Products represent the highest
standard attainable.
The same csseatial accuracy,
meticulous attention to detail and superior craftsmanship =1111.11
is reflected in every wireless instrument that bears the
name " Pye."

OUR SPECIAL MAKE VARIABLE CONDENSERS FOR
PANEL MOUNTING.

.00r, 81'6 each ; .0005, 7/6 each; '0003, 5.9 each;
'0002, 5/- each ; Vernier 4/- each. If with Ebonite Dial 1/2 each extra.
Postage 6d. each extra.

4 -Valve Receiving Set.

Wavelength

Range

3004,400 metres.
This set will operate

a Loud Speaker most

efficiently from any, of

the B.B.C. Stations.

A NEW SERIES

OF

EBONITE LOUD SPEAKER

TRUMPETS.
Modelled on the human throat, giving a perfect and clear delivery of both Vocal and Instrumental items. Can be fitted to
any loud speaker. Small Size 9/- each. Large Size 18,-6 each.

Valves of Every Make, including the New

Dull -Emitters, Always in Stock.

iVrIte fer our New

Catalogue. Now

Ready, sent Post
Free. Postage and

Carriage on all
Goods Extra.

money on so-called Wireless Crystals, secure one
of the New Super Marvel Crystals

- DAYZITE

(Regd.) -

and put an end to all your troubles. Sold only boxed
with Silver Cat's Whisker, 2/6 each, post 3d,extra

WILL DAY, LTD..
Regent 4 5 77.

tion on the tuned -

anode circuit. As no
hightension current
is passed through the
'phones, this circuit
is particularly silent
in operation. Price,
Instrument only

When you are tired of wasting both time and

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
'Phone

It employs a particularly selective circuit,
incorporating reac-

Telegrams

'Titles, West rand, London."

(Including ALL
Royalties)

Send to -day fop
Illustrated Leaflets.

W. G. PYE & CO.
Mann! acturer. of Physical and Electrical instrum:ats,

GRANTA WORKS - - CAMBRIDGE

72(
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TOPICAL NOTES AND NEWS.
German Broadcasting.
German Chancellor,

London.
Dr.

Marx,

THEbroadcast a seasonable message to

the German nation, in the presence

of members of the Reichstag and others, on
New Year's Day.

The -next day Camp Bay; near -

Cape Town, reported picking up 2 L 0
dance niu.§ic on a loud speaker with_good
volume-a most extraordinary ins.tanee of
" freak reception due to equally freakish
atmospheric eoUditions.

OWING to the dancing craze and to
wireless, the Bournemouth Municipal

Orchestra, conducted by Sir Dan
Godfrey, is being neglected. It was stated
that the receipts have dropped in the last
three months by about £1.700.

Captain West appears on page 727.
*

The Greatest Living Wireless Pioneer.

-

IN an article which appeared recently in

Two Radio Romances.

Wireless Effects Orchestra.

B.B.C. has made another stride in this
modern age of science. An article by

THE first wireless " uncles" to marry
since the inception of broadcasting

" The Daily News," the Editor of
POPULAR WIRELESS suggested that the

lows is known to all kiddies as " Uncle

Order of Merit should be conferred on our
greatest living wireless pioneer-Sir Oliver
Lodge. Only one scientist holds that
honour to -day --Sir J. J. Thomson, the

John "); (2) Mr. K. A. Wright, late of 2 Z Y,

electron.

in this country are : (1) Mr. H. Fellows

has married Miss Ellen Milligan (Mr. Fel,

Master of Trinity, who discovered the

*

2 L 0's New Studio.

The Vacant O.M.

THE other night Captain Frost allowed
me to look al the new studio-a very
fine palatial room.
The workmen

Editor of " The Daily News " en-

THEdors& the suggestion in a

.

are at the moment fitting artificial windows.

leading

article, in which he says : " Wireless

so that when the studio is finished it will
resemble a very artistic drawing -room.

is no more the invention of one man than
the modern linotype machine or the foina

Wireless in the Vatican.

taro pen, and the tribute which Mr. Norman
Edwards pays to Sir Oliver Lodge is dern,inty
deserved. It is only one of the titles to
distinction of a veteran, who is admittedly

I T is interesting to note that

Cardinal

Gasparri has asked the Italian Seeretary of State for permission to erect a
powerful wireless station in the Vatican
Gardens fcr the Pope. -The application is
to haVe the careful consideration of the
Cabinet.

the most famous British scientist of the
day. Mr. Edward's suggestion that his
work in this respect alone justifies his in-

clusion in the Order of Merit would certainly

be endorsed enthusiasticallY by popular
opinion."

*

And I feel sure that readers of " p.w."
will agree with the above remarks, and
sincerely hope that our famous scientific
adviser may be the recipient of the dis

Our Cartoons.

ALETTER from a member of .the
American Relay League, a society
which has done so much for the
benefit of wireless, said that " P.W." is
quite popular in U.S., and the cartoon which.

we give every week is considered the best
that any wireless paper produces.
*

2 Z Y on Fire.
TWO microphones worth £100 each were
.destroyed, with other. wireless equip.

ment to the value. of another A00,

by a big fire which mysteriously broke out in

2 Z Y's studio. After the fire was extinguished a land line was run to a neighbouring picture -house. and .from this the
artistes carried out the usual programme.
*

*

*-

interference at Bournemouth.

SEVERAL complaints have come to hand
in respect of " humming " from 6 B M.
Mr. 1-f. Bishop, an assistant chief
engineer cf the B.B.C., is trying to loeate the
Cause.

He told me that nearly all the

stations had their own peculiar hum, and one

by one they had been able to effect a cure.
The cause of the trouble of one station does
not necessarily apply to the .others.
In South Africa.

THE American programme broadcast

in England was heard by listeners in

-Cape. Province,

6,000

miles

from

tinguished Order of Merit.
How would you like to tune in this receiver,

*

constructed by Mr. H. Stumpson of 38, Balfour
Road, Bromley, Kent

America and the " Old Vic."

has married Miss Jessie M. Cormack, M.A.,
the pianist of the Manchester station.

Good luck and long lives of happiness to
both lucky " uncles " and their ladies !
*

*

Too Much,

IWAS demonstrating some time ago, and
reception was being continually spoilt by
somebody who would keep oscillating.

My assistant was so annoyed that he used
the reaction on the set and transmitted, by

means of these oscillations, a few kind
remarks on the subject in Morse. I feel
convinced that my assistant must have
said something terrible, as the oscillator did
not annoy us again.
*
*
Another Advancement.

T KNOW of several wireless experts who
I expressed the opinion that relaying au
American programme from America wat

an impossibility and quite impracticable.

The " Silent Staff of the B.B.C. ' dismissed

such pessinfism and the opinions of such
experts from their minds when` any efforts
are being made for the benefit of this
great science. I remember when Captain

West told me that he was going to build

a small wireless transmitter and broadcast
a programme from the " Old Vic." to 2 L 0
for them to re -broadcast, a great friend of
mine, who is well-known in wireless circles,

laughed at the

idea. As we all know,
Captain West accomplished the feat and

with great success.

*

PROBABLY the greatest advancement
made in broadcasting was the relaying
of K D K A, the Westinghouse station
at Pittsburg. Captain A. D. G. West, who
was in charge of " operations," deserves the
congratulations of all wireless enthusiasts,
aneven those who are not interested in wireless, for the assistant chief engineer of the

Californian Broadcasting.

of our readers has just received
0 NEanOakland,
inquiry in Esperanto from
California, asking whether

the radio concerts broadcast from the
"Tribune Tower" station, lately erected,
have been heard in this country. Their
(Continued on. page 722.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued front pay( 721.)

concerts have already been heard in Alaska,
some 4,000 miles away. The call sign of this
station is " K i1 X."
Any of our readers who have heard these,

transmissions, are requested to communicate with Mr. H. A. Epton, chairman of the
Hackney and District Radio Society, 17,
Chatsworth Road, London, E. 5. Mr. Epton
has arranged to send any reports received
to the proper authorities in Oakland,
California.

when I visited that town.

He is of the

opinion that wireless will be an advantage
to local trade and dwellers ; but, as he told
me, " Let the novelty wear off."
*

*

*

THE Glasgow station was recently heard
at Flandreau; South Dakota, U.S.A..

and by four receiving stations in
Minneapolis. The distance from Glasgow to
Flan.dreau is about 4,780 miles.
*

.

lecture on Educational Wireless at the

from 8 to 10 p.m. a special concert, which
will be re -radiated by the American station.
The power to be used by the French station

is reported to be 15 kw., and the wavelength, 1780 metres.

DURING the past week nearly every

daily and weekly paper has devoted

columns to the question of the re-

N's

permitting.

Truly, the successes achieved open up

coke fire wearing telephones on his ears.

On closer inspection I found that he was
listening -in on a crystal .set, using a short
aerial running along the ropes, enclosing
the " road -up '
*space.*

Plymouth Station at Last.
THE B.B.C. ha3 received a permit

from the Postmaster -General for the

erection of a wireless relay station
at Plymouth, which it is hoped to have
working in three months' time. This
should do a great deal to supply the wireless

needs of the West Country.

The two units of the " P.W." Combination Set,

built into one case by W. Johnson, of 42, Warwick
Road, Stratford, E.15.

and this year will
undoubtedly see tremendous developments
in all branches of wireless science.
endless possibilities,

BOURNEMOUTH is up in arms against

The Town Council have
decided that aerials are spoiling the
appearance of their beautiful town. The
Libraries' Committee reports a falling off
in the number of books issued, and the
town clerk has received sealed orders to

British have done more for radio
THEscience than any other nation in the
world. We have beaten " all comers "

in the Transatlantic tests, " S. B.," and
many other branches of radio which are
not known to the general public, but which
add to the efficiency of broadcasting. It is

a recognised fact that the transmissions
of the British stations are the finest in the
world.

SOME remarkable series of experiments

have been conducted by American
and English enthusiasts. One great

wireless.

experiment is the attempt at communication
with the ice -bound " Bowdain." American

amateurs have actually received accounts
of the progress of the explorers, and in turn

the amateurs have transmitted the latest

look into the 'matter.

news.

Pros and Cons.

Valves Cheaper.

*

ONE man who does not view wireless
with alarm is Alderman Cartwright,

NOW that there is a decided decrease
in the price of valves many crystal

siztion, and gave me a splendid welcome

users are adopting valve sets, although
the largest percentage of listeners are

the Mayor, who opened 6 B M's

Bourne-

waters to those experienced by 2 L 0 a year
ago.

Complaints are being made about

poor attendances at concert halls, theatres,

IREMEMBER about six months ago.the
difficulties the B.B.C. had to overcome
in persuading halls and theatres to have
their productions broadcast. Now the
position might change ; those that refused'
in the early days are only too ready to have
their productions broadcast.
I was talking to an official at the Savoy
Hotel and I asked him whether the broadcasting of its Dance Band had detrimental
effects. " None whatever," he replied.
" It may be argued, of course, that when
first-class dance bands can play into your
own house many people with loud speakers
will dance at home instead of going to the
hotel for that purpose, but in actual
practice there is no detrimental effect."
A New Microphone.

British Enterprise.

Amateurs' Experiments.
o B M Causing Trouble.

wireless.

*'*

THE B.B.C. has now 3,000 artistes at its
call, a considerable number of whom
are under contract. " Every effort
will be made to provide increasingly better

a night watchman with clay pipe and

regarding

mouth is going through similar troubled

No Detrimental Effect.

*

GOING home late one night, I noticed

of concert halls and conductors of

novelty of listening wears off, theatres will
obtain better attendances.

The B.B.C's Promise.

*

*

happen for a time, but as soon as the

2 L 0. She is in her hundredth year.

*

*

paragraph on this page. This is bound to

interested in her old friend, the Rev. Archibald Fleming, who was broadcasting from

*

*

etc., owing to wireless, as recorded in another

7

home in Perthshire, and was particularly

A Novel Aerial.

lecture another time.

orchestras,

She has a set in her

fare during the coming year," is the B.B.C.'s
promise for 1924.

the lecture on chaperons and to make
another attempt to hear the St. Paul's

all unanimous in acclaiming the results

to what they think about the work accomplished on the North Downs. They were

TH E mother of Lord Haldane was one
of the listeners to the New Year's

*

London, that the
receiving set should develop fault.
Instead of receiving a lecture - on " St.
Paul's Cathedral " a chat on " Chaperons
and their Disappearance since the War "
was given. The audience decided to hear

University College,

transmission of American broadcasting, and

A Well -Known Centenarian.

programme.

when

Mr. A. R. Burrows, Director of Programmes, was about to deliver a

Phase That Will Pass.
THERE is still quite a considerable
amount of uneasiness among managers

. obtained to be indications of a far wider and
IT is to be hoped that within a month the more useful application of wireless telephony
in the near future.
1
will give an international

-

Chaperons in Demand.

between CK AC of Montreal and
the Radiola station of Paris for the
latter station to broadcast every Sunday

Relaying Brussels.

evening, with music from such places
as Paris, Brussels, and an American station

popularity before the end of the season.

IT was most unfortunate that

ARRANGEMENTS have been made

Future Developments.

Glasgow Heard 4,780 Miles.

But undoubtedly valves will increase in

Radiola's 15 kw.

*

*

crystal users and probably always will be.

ANEW microphone at 2 L 0 has given
readers cause to inquire what it really
is. Capt. H. J. Round is the designer,

and from many experiments he has now
produced a microphone which is the most

sensitive sound apparatus in existence. It,
really should be called a magnetophone, as
it is on the magnet system-that is, a
.central iron core with a surrounding iron
cylinder.

Round the central core is a

magnetising coil taking about 4 amps. at
8 volts. In, front of the magnetic system is
a very wide air gap, and in the gap is a very
fine aluminium wire pancake coil. This coil

acts as the diaphragm.
*

*

*

A Mystery.

THERE is considerable mystery attached
to the refusal of M. Poincare to broadcast a New Year's message to listeners.
There were no technical difficulties what-

ever in the way, for, as a substitute, a

Paris programme was transmitted with very
good results. The two Governments unhesitatingly placed the telephone sysems

at the disposal of the B.B.C. for the

pose, but for some 'unknown reason M. Poin-

care did not speak.

ARIEL,
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A COMPLETE LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVER.
By H. J. HODGMAN.
During the long winter evenings amateurs naturally turn to wireless matters with which to occupy their time. Listening -in
by oneself is often a boring and monotonous proceeding, and the best way to thoroughly enjoy the broadcast programmes

The set described

is by means of a loud speaker and a set that will give loud speaker signals without distortion.
below will fulfil these requirements
.

.

_

Obviously the first step in construction is
the making of the box, and this will not be
so -difficult if the instructions are followed.

THE chief requirements that this receiver
was designed to meet were, firstly, a
reliable means of obtaining, the local

The kind of wood used is, of course, a that ter

of choice, but mahogany is preferable be-

0 00

_

by

in. by

-1

in.

One is screwed to

the base, and the other to the sides, in
the positions shown in the sketches.

To
these strips the panel is screwed. The
cover, which is, of course, removable,

cause this wood does not want staining, and
gives a good finish when it has been plainly
varnished. It should be fretwork wood of
in. thickness, as this wood is already planed

to the correct thickness, and this is a great
Qaving to one who is not an expert carpenter.
Also it minimises the number of tools
required for making the box.
The Cabinet Work..

The base and cover measures 15 in. 'by

an overlap of 1, in.

in., allowing

9,;:

all

round, which is rounded with a small plane

having a fine cut, and afterwards sand-

The two sides; each measuring
in. by 10 in.,- and the back measuring
141 in. by 10 in., are cut and the ends

papered.

Fig. 1. A view of the front of the rece.ver.

8

station on a loud speaker, using a minimum
number of controls, so that any member of
the household who

They are- then carefully

chiselled square.

Fig. 4.

Method of fixing the valve lv,s.

is secured to the box by five

strip and the others to the corner blocks.
The complete box is
well sand -papered and
dusted, and then given

is unacquainted with

the mysteries of wire-

AERIAL.

less . could readily

a coat of shellac var-

nish. It will probably

operate with success,
after receiving a few
simple instructions.
And,

secondly

he necessary to give it
four coats before a
LOUD
SP,EAKE R

i

must -be of pleasing

0005

appearance and finish

05

so that it -could very

well be installed in
and harmonise with

paper to remove any

roughness.
..!,..ree,re:e /A"

e

When the box has

is

HT

from which an idea. of

the construction can
be obtained. It will

CARTS/

o

be seen that the valves

PHONES ---"--r--"'

and H.T. battery are
enclosed in the re-

Fig. 3.

ceiver, and that the

various terminals are fil;.ted to the sides of

the box. enabling the doors to be

locked.

without 'disconnecting any wires.

Full wiring diagram of the set.

nailed together, and the whole nailed to
the base, using -fine / in. nails, and taking
care to have 4 in. overlap at the back and
sides, and z in. at the
front, because the doors
.

A'

terminals to the righthand side, and the
L.T., the 'phones, and
the loud -speaker terminals to the left-hand

side, in the positions
judged from photos,
Figs. I and 7. In Fig. 1

the lower pair are the L.T. terminals, and

the other pairs, the 'phones and loud-

speaker terminals respectively. The terminals may be labelled.
(Continued on page 724.)

have yet to be fixed.

The bo,x can be
strengthened by gluing
The dro o Es
measure 71 in. wide by
a bare 10 in, high, so as
corners.

1---;/

0-Nly

...

...w.otoraSoYMIgtowni,

fixing the A and E

pieces of wood at the

A, 7" 8A7TERs..........-

fr'I`IONE

the
terminals can be fitted,
been varnished,

shown in the accompanying photographs

Lr.

pleasing gloss is obtained. Between each

coat the box should be
rubbed with very fine

0

the surroundings of
a drawing -room.

The receiver

i

screws,

three of which are screwed to the top

1;1148/..

-

to avoid any rubbing
against the base or
cover. To the left-hand

door a piece of half round beading and a

,.

lock are fitted.

1

----

Fig. 2. Shcming the 125 -out of the components.

The strips of wood
shown AA in Figs. 6
and 2, and of which
one is seen in photo,
Fig. 5, measure 14 in.

Fig. 5. Interior of the set.
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fastened by a brass clip

A COMPLETE LOUDSPEAKER RECEIVER
(Continued from page 723.)

000 O.

bent into the shape of

the battery and held -by
a small nut and bolt.
The next operation is

that of connecting up.

The connections are given

The dimensions of the panel are 14 in. by

10 in.; and this is squared up to make a
good fit into the box. All the necessary
holes, including the two for viewing the
valves, are drilled in the positions given in'
Fig. 8. A -0005 mfd. variable condenser, a
filament resistance, a crystal detector, and

two sets of plugs are fitted to the panel.

The plugs are employed in place of switches,
the left one for disconnecting the H.T. when

the receiver is not in use, and the right one
for changing from the ear -'phones, when

using crystal only, to the loud speaker,

when using valves and crystal. The valve

legs, which form the plugs, can be fitted
in the ordinary way or as shown in Fig. 4,
which is certainly the better way. In the

latter case, about 1 in. of the legs will have
to be screwed, but this will not be
difficult as they are usually made
of soft brass. The legs will take

in Fig.

3.

Fairly thick

wire, say No. 20 S.W.G.,

should be used for conand covered
with systoflex, or any
other protective covering.
nections,

As the connections are

numerous, which would
make it difficult to trace
&loose wire, and as any
scraping sound caused by
a loose wire would, in this

case, be amplified considerably, all the connections should be soldered.

There can then be no fear

Fig. 8.

of

trouble

through, loose wires.

To operate, obtain the station as loud as
possible on the ear -phones, by varying the

course; the panel will have to be
suitably tapped. The valve legs are

screwed into the panel and are

H.T. battery. This receiver will,

An outline of the inside of the
instrument can be seen in Figs. 6

perienced in manipulating wireless
instruments.
It is not a long range receiver and
no claims are made that it is

and 2, Fig. 6 showing the side view
and Fig. 2 the plan. The transformers and valve holders are
fitted to a platform secured to

capable of distant work even on
Fig. 7.

The receiver in use with a loud speaker.

supports are cut from 1 in. wood to the
.

shape shown in Fig. 6, and the platform cut

in. ebonite to the sizes 12 in. by
11 in. The parts are fitted and the whole
from -13-,

secured to the panel.

Connecting Up.

is fitted to

CRYSTAL

REVIVERS

Some details about the various

means of rejuvenating your crystals.
.0.0 .0 .0 -

The inductance, which is a basket coil,

a piece of ebonite secured

to the panel by one of the detector screws.
The coil is made up in the usual way,
having 45 turns of No. 28 S.W.G., D.C.C.
wire wound on a cardboard former of 3 in.
outer diameter and 11 in. inner diameter,
and with nine divisions.
The method of fixing the H.T. battery is
seen in Figs. 6 and 2. The base of the battery is held by a piece of wood, and the top

THE so-called " crystal reviver " is one

of the very latest additions to the

numerous host of wireless accessories
which have been put on the market during
the last few months. Without a doubt, its

arrival is the outcome of the enormous
popularity with which crystal receiving sets

have been received by the general public,
and, in many respects, the commercial
production of the various brands of crystal
revivers is symbolical of the transient
sensitivity of many of the galena-" ites."
Undue Handling.

Of. course, some types of crystallised

galena often become insensitive through no
intrinsic fault of their own. Careless handling of the crystal is a very common cause
of unsatisfactory rectification with a good
set. Every time a crystal is picked up with
the fingers a minute deposit of the natural

grease and oil of the hands is deposited
until it attains sufficient proportions to

'phones.

clean and fresh surface to be once more
attained. Many solvents can be used for
this purpose.

Pure alcohol, rectified spirits,

ether, acetone, benzene, and even highgrade petrol are all very suitable for the
preparation of crystal revivers.
Can Be Dangerous.

A mixture of equal quantities of alcohol
and ether, to which has been added one or
two drops of strong ammonia, constitutes a
good cleansing fluid for rectifying crystals,
as also does.a mixture of .2 parts of petrol
and 1 of ether.
It is almost unnecessary to remark on the
fact that all these solvents are very highly

inflammable, and consequently that the

operation of cleaning a crystal by rubbing
it with a camel -hair brush which has been
dipped into the solvent, ought to be per-

formed at a respectable distance from a

naked light or a fire.
Whether the grease removal action of the
crystal revivers brings about any permanes
return of \the lost sensitivity of a crystal is
a matter of opinion, and also for experience.

. Personally, the writer prefers the more
prosaic method of chipping away the insen-

offer a great deal of resistance to the current
which passes through it, and consequently

sitive parts of his crystals when the rectification becomes unsatisfactory, but there
is no doubt that if a crystal has been sub:
jetted to a good deal of handling, or if it

the set very much decreases.

has become covered with a layer of dust and
grime, the cautious application of a little of

the signal strength which is produced by
Generally speaking, most of the crystal

revivers which are at present on the

market consist of certain organic solvents
which dissolve away the accumulated grease
Fig. 6. A side view of the cabinet.

into the socket B.
If there is any tendency to

of course, bring in the local station on a loud speaker with
ease, by one who is even inex-

locked by nuts. The front is then
countersunk, as seen in Fig. 4.

This is clearly seen

condenser and adjusting the crystal for
maximum strength, and then switch over
to the loud speaker, by pulling the plug
from socket A, in Fig. 3, and inserting it
oscillation, the iron cores of the
transformers may be joined together and connected either to
earth or to the positive of the

a 1 in die comfortably, and, of

the panel by two supports AA.

Panel dimensions.

from the crystal, and enable its originally

a crystal reviving solution together with a
-subsequent careful chipping away of the
insensitive portions of the crystal will do
much to restore to it a good measure of its
lost sensit'vity.
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The latest type
of receiving set-are made by the

" Cosmos '

manufacturers of
the well-known " COSMOS " RADIOPHONES.
comprise a
" Cosmos
crt rAT:Irrizoarm range of unitscomprehensive
by various
combinations of which the radio experimenter or amateur can build up
any type of receiving set or circuit.

wiirr

have been designed to secure
" Cosmos
the utmost flexibility. They
enable the " listener " to build up his set gradually, as his Means allow,

yet the bricks obtained at first never become useless, but can be
utilized as part of amore elaborate set.

"Cosmos

are thoroughly well made and
moderate in price.

17

Ask your regular Wireless dealer to show you " Cosmos.
If he has not yet obtained his stock, write

sending his name to the manufacturers

THREE -VALVE SET
1'iF-Detector with anode reaction-I.LF

H F c^,olin5! by variable HF

THE Mark
of Efficiency
above atuvration ana alagrans
shows a three -valve set made uP with
The

RADIOBRIX. Get a copy of the new
book,

"BUILDING

WITH

RADIOBR1X," full of useful circuits,
with theoretical and wiring diagrams.
X02

Obtainable

everywhere,
free, 1,15)

(or

post

114F,TF0PoLITAV

AIN1CkerS"
CO LTD

ELECTRICAL

WORKS

.

TRAFFORD PARK,

MANCHESTER

BUILD YOUR RADIO SET WITH RADIOBRIX
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WOUND
INDUCTANCES
Specially wound for concert wave -lengths. Tube
is 3 in. long and 4 in. diameter, with six tappings

2/- each

"MAX -AMP," TRANSFORMERS
Finest
quality
intervalve
Laminated
stalloy core,
well insulated windings.

Transformer.

tested to 500 volts between
windings.
Outer layers
protected with protective

cord winding.

Very silent

in action and free

Start the New Year with Peto-Scott
Units --these three need no Batteries
or Valves
Unit No. 1
A super -efficient Tuner, with
series -parallel and stand-bytune control. Complete with
three -coil

holder, as . shown.

....24,396

Full set of parts
..
Mahogany cabinet
Panel engraved, extra ,.
(if required)

2/

Unit No. 2
The Condenser Unit, consisting
of three variable condensers.
Complete set of parts .. 34 6
.. 4 6
Mahogany cabinet
Panel engraved, extra
(if required)

from

Carries our

all distortion.

full guarantee.
Primary
wound silk covered wire,

18.6 each

GRID LEAKS

Our own manufacture

Guaranteed correct value
under test, and absolutely
unaffected by atmospheric conditions. I to 5
megohms 1.6 each.
With Clips 3d. extra.

2 -COIL
HOLDERS
Well designed, solidly

MANY thousands of amateurs have found that the most economical and
sensible method of starting Wireless is to 'begin with the famous
Peto-Scott Standardised Unit System. The reasons for its immense
popularity arc obvious.

constructed and

Invented three years ago, it still stands the test of time for the only real and
practical Unit System. It is the only system which can be assembled without
the use of special tools by anyone without any previous knowledge. It is the
only system under which you can commence with a super -crystal Receiver and
add any number of Valves to increase range or volume without discarding a
single item previously purchased.

vertical or
Position

finished in a superior
manner. Fitted with
long handle.
For
panel mounting can
be
used in either

« horizontal
« 7, 6

CRYSTAL
DETECTORS
An

excellent

design,

allowing- every part of

Crystal Detector Unit, which

It is the only system for the man who has but a little money available, and
who wants to improve his set from time to time without any big expenditure.
It is the only system which will always be up to date.

the crystal
to be
searched. Fitted with
ingenious ball movement and superfine cat whisker. The reverse

Complete set of parts
and full instructions .. 15 6
.. 3,6
Mahogany cabinet

Every Unit is supplied neatly packed in parts ready for assembly according to
the instructions enclosed. Because the panel is supplied ready drilled and
tapped, the only tools required are a screwdriver and a pair of pliers.

detector can be instantly used for peri-

upright pan-

lion

ing filament of
valve each 9d.

Unit No. 6
can always be used with high or low -frequency Valves at a
later date.

A full description of

the Peto-Scott Unit

System is contained
in Peto-Scotts Wireless Book. Over 80
circuit diagrams and
much useful informa1;3
tion ..

Post free 1,'5.

SPECIAL OFFER
In order to assist in popularising
the sale of Dull Emitter Valves,
we are offering a special

Frame Aerials
aerial - can be
instantly taken down and packed away.
Excellent

folding

frame

Most convenient design. Special construction

113 For the first fifty orders
'i1 received we will assem-

for the

purpose.

The

normal life of this battery is

-s--;;CV-1

longer than at
least three big dry batteries. It

considerably

will give a continuous output
of .5 to .3 amperes at a voltage
of

1.5

per

Case.

Price
Postage 6d. each.

filWireless amateurs in Cardiff and
district are advised that our Cardiff
Branch has, been restocked and a
new manage: appointed.
His
practical experience as a wireless
engineer is available for all. Why

not call in and let him help you?

Peto-Scolt

Cod 9

. 37,6
The Kiddiphone
A real Nursery Crystal Set. Well designed
and particularly robust to withstand rough
usage. White enamelled throughout, with
charming little nursery rhymes around the

Owing to expiration of lease and premises being pulled down, all
stock has been removed to 99, High Holborn. Remainder of stock
of Broadcast Instruments will be sold at " giving away " prices to
make room for new goods. Three Valve Sets, complete, from £3
each. Come early and make your selection. Components alone are
worth considerably more, but we must have room for new stock.

Ltd

9

High Holborn,

lattice

add suitable
other

or

coil

THE
" FILTOFONE "

Big Reductions in Broadcast Instruments

Head e
Office :

der and

Model No. 2. For use with two stages of
High Frequency Amplification.
Price 7, -

Wellington St. Branch closed down -

CARDIFF BRANCH

basket,

3 8 each.

One knob controls the tuning.
Any child can use it, and results are very
good indeed. Has a range of about 20
miles from any B.B.C. Station, 21/ Headphones to match, each 12/6

cell.

Permits the usual

type of plug-in coil to be used
as a tuned anode coil

honeycomb,

Cabinet.

Supplied in Ebonite 7/6

Model No. I.

with exceptionally good
results. Simply plug in
H.F. Transformer Hof -

Recuperative Battery which is
ideal

"TUNODE" PLUG

ble the Frame aerial

27,1

Wound and assembled .,.

for view-

els

(:incite - bornite,
etc.) when required 5.6

in our own workshops without extra
charge. Send to -day.

permits aerial being swung to point in any
direction without lifting off the table.
Complete set of parts and full instructions.
All machine work and polishing already
completed

PANEL

WINDOWS
end of the cat -whisker
holder carries a crystal
Real opal wincup, as shown by milldows for ined head, so that this 4rir serting into

(For all
4
W.t..1. Mail Orders.)

Demonstration Lounge: 99, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Branches : Cardiff: 94, Queen St; Liverpool: 4, Manchester St.

Specially consti uc
ted to eliminate
noises in the Loud
Speaker and to improve tonal quality.
Merely
connect

between Set and Loud Speaker.
mahogany case

..

In polished
... 8 6

CRYSTAL

Vile DETECTORS
Superior
quality
ebonite base, glass
enclosed.

Sensitive

ball and socket movement permits the whole
surface of the Crystal being !cached
4,-

PETO COILS
Highly efficient Coils at a moderate price.
Wave -length in

metre.
Price
No. I 290-390
No. 2 340-470 .. 2 6
No. 3 420-650 .. 3, No. 4 570-900 .. 3 6
No .5 780-1,140
4No. 61,100-1,850
56
No. 71,800-3,000 6 3
No. 8 3,000-4,050
7,-
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HOW WE
RELAYED U.S. BROADCASTING.
By Captain A. G. D. WEST, B.A., B.S.:.
(Assistant Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.)
In the following article, exclusively written for " Popular Wireless" by

the Engineer of the British Broadcasting Co. in charge of the Relay
Experiments, readers will find a deeply interesting account of how
broadcasting from K D K A and other stations was received at the
Biggin Bill listening post, and relayed by the B.B.C. stations to British
listeners.-THE EDITOR.

0. 0 0 0 0 0

recent tests of transmission between
THFEngland and America, eatilled out by
the British Broadcasting Co., and
the -.?chief broadcasting stations -of America,
show that it is possible for any set in

the British Isles of three or more valves
to pick up, under favourable conditions,
transmission from the other side of the

They
Atlantic:
necessitated, however, sitting up into

000

0000000

0 0 .0.

the morning, b n t
patience in this
matter was sure of
its reward.
the
Originally
Broadcasting Co.
was to transmit

some sort of programme from the
American stations

as sport as possible
after these trans- uapt. A. G. D. West,
atlantic tests, but Assistant Chief Engineer
of the B.B.C.
we had to consider
carefully what methods should be adopted
to obtain suitable results.
Now there are two types of broadcasting
being done in America. Firstly, that by the

main stations, on wave -lengths between

300 and 500 metres-similar stations, in fact,
to those in our own country. Secondly, there
are a few stations operating on wave -lengths

round about 100 metres, among which
K D K A, East Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
is the most notable.

returning to this haunt. We had, additionally, the further facilities of having
direct overhead lines to London suitable
for carrying music without distortion.

I am very grateful to the authorities at

violent, and, above all, there is continual
mush from the harmonics of certain high -

the Air Ministry for giving me, at a moment's
notice, every possible facility and accommo-

power continuous -wave stations in this
country. Then, of course, all over the

suitable arrangements.

country others are trying to listen in to
America, with the result that the ether is
filled with a medley of howls and oscillations.

It thus follows that in listening on the short
wave -lengths, where there is practically no

dation for my apparatus, and for making
They placed at my

disposal an aerial specially designed for

short' wave -lengths, about 45 ft. high and

30 ft. long, being of the T cage type. I

could use either a counterpoise or an earth
connection.

After making experiments with

oscillators did not exist, better results will
be obtained. I say did and not do, because

various types of circuits, including simple
reaethjon circuits, super -heterodyne, and a
highIrequency amplifier, I decided on the
latter as being most suitable for our pur-

this wave -length of 100 metres is no longer
free from these oscillation troubles-in fact,

pose.

The amplifier has six high -frequency

had read in the papers of the wave -length
on which we received that station. Another
example of the 'fact .that certain members

There is a capacity reaction for bringing up
strength, the set being perfectly stable. This

of the criminal profession " are not lacking
in smartness.
Fading.

The oscillations set up by receiving sets
on these short waves seem to travel over
miles and miles. I thought I was at least
six miles from the nearest aerial when I was
out at Biggin Hill, and imagined that there
I should be quite clear ofJuch troubles, but.
it was not so.

I decided, therefore, to make the first

relaying attempts on the short wave -length,

and as transmission conditions were so
variable-i.e. on one flight very strong
signals would be obtained and the following

night practically no signals at all, it was

Low Wave -Length.

started experiments on short-wave trans-

necessary to listen in night after night until
a suitable state of .the atmosphere occurred
and then to relay it without previous

mission

notice.

The Westinglfouse Electric Co. of America

in about June of last year,
having found that for some reason, yet

This latter, of course, must be

tween 300 and 500 metres. They found, for
instance, that in Cleveland, Ohio, which was
more or less a blind spot for the reception of

distinguished from periodic fading, which
is experienced on the longer wave -lengths.
It is merely a matter of atmospheric conditions. One night will be good throughout, another night will be bad ; sometimes
there will be a sudden change during the

the normal broadcast, fairly good results

night.

were obtained on the shorter wave -length.
Cleveland is only 120 miles from Pittsburg,
but this result seems to follow in the case of

variation in strength from night to night,

these

clear as possible from the oscillations of
receiving sets. Perhaps memories of War
days might have been a further reason fOr

on the second night of our recent tests, valves and one detector valve. It is of
directly after we closed down, KDK A the well-known transformer -coupled type,
was swamped out by local howlers who mounted in a tin box for screening purposes.

idea of the British

unexplained,

oscillations generated in the transmitter.
I will now describe the conditions at the
receiving end. The site at Biggin Hill was
chosen because it appeared to be one of the
loneliest spots near London, so as to be as

Details of Receiver.

apparent. ; atmospherics may be extremely

jamming, atmospherics are less, there is
practically no mush, and, above all, local

the early hours of

ot, a master oscillator, which maintains
absolutely constant the frequency of the

short

wave -lengths

carried farther than the longer waves be-

trans -oceanic transmission.
In experiments which I made in listening -

in on various sets to transmissions from
various stations in the United States and
Canada, I teas surprised to find that the
shorter wave -length transmissions had very

many distinct advantages over the longer
wave -length transmissions, especially when
considered from the point of view of
relaying.
On the normal waves there is a consider-

able amount of jamming by badly tuned
spark Stations ; fading of signals is very

The Pittsburg station, however, has been
received pretty regularly without too much

using, of course, suitable apparatus for the
purpose. The only real disadvantage that
appears on this short wave -length is that of
night distortion of speech and music. It
is the result of slight variations in the wavelength of the transmitter. For instance,
in the case of speech, one moment it may be
quite intelligible and the next moment quite

unintelligible. Sometimes music, as it were,
falls to pieces. You get just the same sort

of effect as when you have a loose contact
in the telephone leads. This defect in the
transmission can be overcome by the use

amplifier was very loosely coupled to the
aerial circuit, which was_rnade aperiodic to
avoid any possible changes of wave -length
due to swaying of the aerial, and this was a
very wise precaution, because up at Biggin
Hill, which is the highest point in Kent, the
wind does know how to blow when it feels
inclined.

This was brought emphatically

to our notice one evening by the crashing of
one of the aerial masts, but it did not take we
long to re -erect it.
For low -frequency amplification I used
a two -valve set, which gave sufficient

strength of music and speech to transmit
over the telephone lines to 2 L 0. Tlie set

necessitated very careful tuning adjustments,

so that long handles had to be fixed on the
small capacity tuning condensers, and even

when K D K A was picked up it was

necessary to keep on adjusting all the time
to keep in tune with the transmission.
The programmes had to be taken as they
came, and it was fortunate that they proved
to be suitable for relaying purposes. The
American station did not increase its

power at all for these tests, and it is very
remarkable that this transmission was got
over so well in view of the fact that the
power used there is considerably less than
that of any of the British stations.
The success of the experiment, however,

was not merely due to that of picking
up and relaying signals to 2 L 0. It was

made also more remarkable by our being
able to make use of previous developments

of the Broadcasting Co., notably the perfection

of

simultaneous

broadcasting

arrangements, so that the result of the
experiments could be heard all over Great
Britain.

In this way we are undoubtedly ahead
of American broadcasting, which has so
far not attempted or achieved any similar
result-a fact of which we, as a nation, can
be very proud.
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ADVENTURES AT BIGGIN HILL.

results were much better, as the atmospherical trouble had been reduced. It was

By "ARIEL."
-

Throughout the tests at Biggin Hill, " Ariel" of " Popular Wireless" was
assisting Captain West and Mr. Honri. " Ariel " was the only journalist
permitted to be present, and the following breezy account of his adventures
will make interesting reading.
00

000 4, <> 000000 <, 0 <, 0 4, 000 <> <> 0 0

LITTLE is known of the set and the

work which made it possible for the
B.B.C. to rebroadcast American pro-

grammes.

I was one of the three who

helped in these fascinating experiments,
and invariably it was not until the early
hours of the morning that I left the stone
hut, on the bleak north downs at Biggin
Hill.

In fact, during the whole of the

Christmas week I had only five hours' sleep,
and Captain West had even less !

Captain A. D. G.
West, the Assistant

0000

00000000

But we cried him down and decided
to try again.
We notified London, and the programme
was sent over at a minute past twelve. The
day !

necessary for Captain West to put his hand

near the reaction to give more selectiVe
tuning. Henri again remarked that Friday
g

up one of the slack guy ropes, and
the peg pulled out, with the result that
the 60 ft. pole wavered;' a little and
fell. I rushed to try and save it from
the glass window of our hut, which it

luckily missed, and fell within two inches
of my head, the nearest escape. I have ever
experienced.

The noise brought Captain West and Mr.

Honri to my rescue, and with great difficulty the three of us re -erected the aerial;

was unlucky, but now that it was Saturday
the results were better !
Success at Last.

The first item to come through was the
" Song at Twilight," followed by an overture, " Oberon.

successfully relayed, and they were not
aware of our experimental work or what
we were doing.

They signed off at
one o'clock, after asking all listeners to
write a report of
their programme. We
shook hands with

B.B.C., who was in
charge, and Mr. B.
Henri Ns assistant,
who hahad personal

one another, and in

this hut Honri and

experience of /linen -

can broadcasting

myself gave Captain
West three hearty

(having worked in

U.S.A. with some of
the large stations

cheers. Before he had
time to reply, the
'phone bell rang, and
Captain Eckersley,
the Chief Engineer
of the Company, gave
us hearty congratulations.
At three o'clock

there), were solely
responsible for the
receiving apparatus.
Every night we
,

were driven to the
old Army hut, a cold,
miserable stone room
12

ft. by

in the morning three
exhausted but happy

33 ft., with nothing to

warm us except a

men were seen walking across the dowers
to the roadway, where

paraffin stove. It was

here we carried out
the experiments. It

a car was waiting to
take them to their

was necessary to keep

the exact location of
the place a secret for
several reasons, and
it was very fortunate
that the Air Ministry
!Were

homes, -having accom-

plished what experts
thought impossible -the

reception

of

K D K A, one of the
smallest power sta-

able to assist

ins in this- respect by

allowing us the use
of the hut, which is

of

announcement which was clearly received.
This surpfised us, inasmuch as this was the
first time American broadcasting had been

Chief Engineer of the

of about

Towards the end

K D K A's programme they Made a long

Capt. West (centre) tunes in an American station, while " Arid " (left of Cast. West) passes instructions
to the " other end " by 'phone.

equipped with

a
telephone.
On Monday evening we received K D K A

-

but how we did it in the dark is still a

mystery to us.
with good volume, but atmospherics were
At about 11.10 we heard K D K A very
louder than the music ; but as a matter of \ distinctly, and without any atmospherics
interest it was broadcast to listeners.
or trouble. With feverish haste I rang up
However, we did not lose heart, but carried
2 L 0 and told the engineers that we were
on, and another -attempt was made on going to relay K D K A through, and asked

Thursday. We entered the hut at about

six o'clock, and the first thing Captain West

did was to see if there were any atmo-

spherics about. This he did by switching on
the nine -valve receiver, which is the set we
used to get America.

them to make an announcement. - But,
alas ! before I had finished talking to the
announcer K D K A, the Westinghouse
'station at East Pittsburg, closed dcwn, or
in the American term, " Signed off." And
it would be difficult to imagine our disappointment.

Bad luck.
" Not an X ! " he exclaimed. " Qtick !
Have a look at the aerial, ' Ariel ' (!) You,

However, we decided to try again, and
on Friday night we once more visited the

the land line ! "
We both quickly obeyed him. I ran outside to see if the aerial was O.K. ; it is -a
60 ft. steel mast with an 80 ft. cage aerial,
and counterpoise earth. I started to pull

Marconi Type 55 B amplifier. At about
11.30 we got results, but the atmospherics
were very had, and Honri, whowas inclined

Henri, run to the 'phone and connect up

cold hut, and connected the rrineLval-ve set

up, using six H.F. and two L.P. on a

to be a little superstitious; 'advised us to
close down, as Friday iris an -Unlucky

tions in America,
transmitting on a 100
metre wave -length.

I heard later that

on -the first night of our .attempts, Captain
Eckersley was so annoyed that " X's "

had beaten us that he smashed his loud

-speaker, threw the valves out of the
window, and the set into his cellar. But

when we did succeed, he spent the night

listening on bis neighbour's set.
A movement is now on foot to subscribe
for a new crystal set for Captain P. P. (of
the silent staff).
But the experiments made at Biggin Hill
have taught us- many valuable things about
long-distance reception, and the 'tests will
certainly be repeated, while, though atmospherics occasionally be troublesome, it
is probable that- the reception and retransmission of Anierieitr broacleaiting will
becothe increasingly better and in the near

future may form a recognised portion of
some 'of -the evening -programmes.

The science of wireless is young yet,
but this year will see great strides made in
its progress.
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IMES

LAMP WORKS)

FOR BROADCASTING.

Important Anno nc Kent

REDUCED

PRICE
ON AND AFTER JAN. 1st., 1924

the price of

MARCONI,- -%VALVEC
riMA" AT THE-

RA/CLA MP WLIPIL.S. kj

R

WILL

TYPE
BE REDUCED

FROM 15/- TO

12/6

Sold by leading Electrical Contractors,
Wireless Dealers and Stores.
(Manufacturers and Wholesale Only)

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

Magnet Howse,

. Kirtgarsiwniv.

W.G. 2.
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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
of the most remarkable
ADVANCE IN RADIO RECEPTION.
THE CURTIS TRIFLEX

The equal of any 5 -valve receiver. Only 2 controls ; ,as
simple to operate as a crystal set. The extraordinary
and exclusive feature of Faultless Reproduction associated with the Curtis Reflex has been maintained. In
design and appearance similar to Curtis Reflex, illus-

An exclusive circuit 3 -VALVE RECEIVER which

Guarantees Full Loud -Speaker Strength
AT 1 50 MILES, or with headphones, po to 500 miles.

trated below. Price £17: 0 : 0.

Royalties

£3 extra.

GRAND OPERA on a Loud Speaker with Incomparable Purity.
CURTIS REFLEX RADIO -STRUCTA
The
FAULTLESS
REPRODUCTION

Models of Essential Components

6/ x 51 x

61x51 X4
x6X

8
8

x6x
rob x 81 X
is x Tax

in Wireless
Reception.

tive in appearance as it is

Royalties and Licence fee £2 2 6 extra

3,000

The Radio-Strucfa Hook-up shown in mahogany tray
with removable bottom to facilitate connections.

May be wired to any circuit in

PRICES

a

For 2 valves

-

3

E4 10
£6 10
E8 10

0
0
0

4d. per yard.

lk I. I 1/-'Teach
1/9

"

.,

Guaranteed free front surface leakage. Highly
polished, does not dull from exposure.

CURTIS FILAMENT
RHEOSTATS

RECEIVERS

(High frequency, tuned -under' coupling
with intervalve re -action) for

ALL -BRITISH,

indestructible,

CONTINENTAL,

Guaranteed wound with Eureka Wire 1f6
on Ebonite Former. 5 ohms.
..
each

THE SIMPLEX RADIO CHART

reduces the wiring of the most complicated
circuit to a mere mechanical operation. High

frequency, tuned anode coupling with intervalve
re -action for 2, 3 or 4 valves.

Price 1/- each.

CURTIS GUARANTEED

0

MICA (fixed) CONDENSER

IIt

£0; 10 0
3 -VALVE RECEIVER
Iloytilty ).Ltra, £1 17 6
31
£12 12 0
4 -VALVE RECEIVER

The name CURTIS is your only guar-

Amplifier . £5 010

The 4 -valve mxdel is fitted with a series -

Crystal Re-

ceiver

.

2 -VALVE RECEIVER
110

£1

Crystal & V1

Amplifier. £4 0,0

Crystal & V2
VI

(01

Ampli-

V2

Ampli-

fier only . £3 10 0
Royalties extra.

There is no better Value

AT ANY PRICE.

£5 15

.

I otconi Robrtitij I. hr.!, :t1 5 0

Marconi Royalty

CRYSTOR COWL
Aerial Insulators are
e rtage
pair.
NOW 116 pPos
3d.

Stocked by leading Wholesale Merchants, including Messrs.
Brown Bros.. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C.2' and The
Son Electrical Company I19, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2,
Rose Bros. Electric Co., Ltd., 25/27, Milton Street, E.C.2,
and their respective branches,

Leads -in 4,'- each.
Guaranteed
Maximum
Ifficiency.

THE ONLY WAY.

34, Whitfield Street, London, W.I.
Telephone: Museum 8489.

All capacities 1 - each.
antee of dependable values

£2 10 0

parallel switch.

tier only . £2 10 0

,Off Tottenham Court Rd.)

any

10/6

Valve Holders
..
Condenser Dials, 3 in.

and AMERICAN BROADCASTING.
SUPPLIED AT FOLLOWING PRICES:

PRICES.

I mPoalhisohged_

INSULATING SLEEVING.

" F6A,

Made from Radio-Structa components
and wired to the Simplex Radio Chart

EFFICIENCY

4/-

8/6Trays
I,
Other Sizes to Order

few minutes

THE RADIO-STRUCTA HOOK-UP

COMPLETE

RADIONETTE

..

66
FIA.RAPLIE/C 19
.an Ebonite composition, high -resistance and

4

Satisfied users
GUARANTEE

1/9 each
23
2/6
3/3
5,6

"PARAGON RADIO -QUALITY EBONITE"
SHEETS, RODS, TUBES, MOULDINGS

miles from station

- £12 0 0

EBONITE PANELS.

Fine grain matt finish, ground edges.
Each panel in sealed carton stamped.

It is as distinc-

PRICE - -

Radio -

Quality.

STANDARD SIZES

REVELATION

will efficiently operate Loud Speaker at
4o miles, or with any indoor aerial at 20

Guaranteed

`PARAGON
'THE BEST MADE.'

with the Curtis
Reflex is a

exclusive in
operation. No terminals; enclosed valves.
Range. All British Broadcasting Stations
Power. Equal to a 4 -valve Receiver, and

Stocked by all reputable Dealers.

THE CURTIS
VARIABLE CONDENSER

An instrument of guaranteed efficiency.
Complete with Paralite 3" engraved dial.
'001
'0005
0003

.

.

.

.

.

Vernier ..

86
759

46

Postage

9d. extra.

CURTIS

Intervalve Transformers

Maximum Power and
NO DISTORTION

The

onla Transformers that stork

in pairs without howling.

15/- each.
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WHAT IS ELECTRICITY?

By P. J. RISDON, F.R.S.A.
In this, the concluding portion of the article which appeared in " P.W. " No. 82, Mr. Risdon explains how the emission
and flow of free electrons in a metal conductor facilitate the flow of an electric current, and the theory underlying the
rectification of oscillating currents by crystal detectors.
0 0 0 .0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 9 0 00 O. -0. 0 0 0 0 0 -0. 0 0
o
.0 -0
sands of times a second under the influence
of an alternating current of high frequency,
their -trials and tribulations must be somewhat severe.
It must be remembered that this flow of

WE have now to consider a further
phenomenon for which a full explanation has yet to be found. R
is that in metals (which are electro-positive)

there appear to be large numbers of electrons free to move about through and be-

electrons does not necessarily imply the

tween the atoms of the metal. Under

ordinary conditions of temperature, etc.,
probably comparatively few of these free
electrons escape from the surface, but the
slightest rise in temperature causes quite
a serious disturbance amongst them.
If the temperature of, say, a copper wire
be increased, molecular and electronic

movement of atoms which, for, our purpose,

may be regarded as fixed, or even the displacement of the electrons comprised in the
atoms.

It should also be borne in mind that the

correctness of this theory depends, not
merely upon such definite data as electric
_

activity increases also until, at a sufficiently

high temperature, perfect pandemonium
reigns, the free electrons Making their way

to the surface and creating, as it were, a
seething atmosphere of themselves around
the metal. It is almost analogous to the
Case of water vapour in contact with the
water from which it escapes, but
with the difference that the

conduction through gases, but upon the
satisfactory manner in which its application
bears out what is already known about the
the various metals.
conductivity of
alternative
An interesting
several) protheory (one of
Sir Joseph
pounded by

many

Thomson

what extent really free electrons in matter
exist.

Readers who have carefully followed

what has already been stated should have

no difficulty in understanding the following
theory as to how crystals, used in ordinary
crystal receiving sets, rectify the incoming
current from their aerials.

The number of electrons-say per cubic
millimetre-varies with different metals.
Consequently, if two dissimilar metals be
brought into contact, there will be a flow
of electrons from one to the other until
a certain permanent potential difference
is established between the two metals. If
then an electric current be passed through
the two metals, this potential difference
will assist the flow in one direction, but
will tend to retard it in another. Consequently, if the current be an alternating
one, there will be a tendency to assist the
impulses in one direction and
to oppose those in the opposite
direction.

electrons tend to return to the

metal and to perform a wild up
and down dance all round it.
If the wire be evenly heated

Crystal Rectification.

The effect of, such a junction of

throughout its length, there is
no

dissimilar metals somewhat resembles that of the thermionic

greater tendency for the

electrons to move, as a
in one direction along it than
another, consequently they do

valve in which an oscillating
current can be retarded in one
direction and assisted in the

riot give rise to an electric current.

other.

An important difference,

however, is that, whereas in the
thermionic valve we can _apply
any degree of retarding potential
please, in the ease of a given
crystal the retarding influence is
a constant quantity.

Cauie of an Electric Current._

If, however, the wire be only.
heated for a portion of its
length, a rush of electrons takes

place from the hot to the cold

In carborundum crystals for

portion, until the temperature is
equal throughout - this results in
what we call conduction of heat
by a metal.
It is common knowledge that

wireless receivers it is necessary
to introduce a metal plate to

provide a contact of dissimilar
metals, but in the case -of many
crystals used in wireless receivers this is unnecessary be-

when a current

of electricity
paiSes through a wire, no matter

they are really alloys

hoir small the current may be,
the temperature of . the wire
rises-however small and in-

cause

What happens is that when the

points of contact, for it must
be remembered that an alloy is

appreciable the
electric field

is

of different metals.

The dis-

similar metals, iii cooling; crygtallise and form microscopic

rise may be.

appliedi.e.

The nea 3 -valve unit set assembled by Mr. R. E. Inns. Treverlyn, Cambridge

when the wire is subjected to a
difference of potential by con-

Road, Wanstead, E.11.

necting the ends to a :battery or other
source of electric supply-the free electrons
in and around the wire proceed' in a stream

in the opposite direction to that of the

electric field, and thus function in the same
manner as the gaseous ions described in the

first part of this article.
The application of the electric field has
-

much the same sort of effect upon the elec-

trons as the dinner hour hooter has upon
thousands of men in .a big works-they all
set off at high speed in the same direction.
When we consider the velocity of electrons, and that they must sustain countless
collisions in their passage, and then think
Of their changing direction hundreds of thou -

ago, when the theory of atomic
structure was in its infancy, was that
the atoms become polarised under the
years

electric field so that they arrange themselves

with the positive electrons of one atom
facing the negative electrons of the next,
and so on, the idea being that the flow of
electrons takes place by an interchange
between the atoms. That is to say, that

a mechanical mixture-not
chemical combination.

a

It is unlikely that a complete stoppage

of the impulses in one direction of the
oscillating current is effected. The pre-

sumption is that those in one direction,
being impeded, and those in the opposite
direction assisted, there results what, for

practical purposes, amounts to a direct
current.
Should the cat's whisker happen to make

an electron leaves one atom and lodges in
another from which another electron
detaches itself and passes on to the next,

contact at such a point that the current is
not compelled to traverse a junction between different crystals but finds a path
through crystals of the same kind in contact, no rectification occurs, and We then

view of atomic structure.

have to find what is commonly known as a
more " sensitive " spot.

and so on. This theory, however, is
not in harmony with the more modern
Nevertheless,

it cannot be said definitely, as yet, to
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always the three -electrode valve that

EFFICIENCY IN
BROADCAST RECEPTION.

If we look at the curve in Fig. 3 ive

find that if we make the grid of the valve

those crystals which excel in the virtues
of reliability, sensitivity and simplicity. This
latter point crops up because many of of the
best combinations are most effective when a

small current is applied to them from an

.outside source, and it is a curious fact that
-reliability-and sensitivity work -better with
the addition of- this 'applied current. In
most' broadcaSting receivers. apparently for

the sake of cheapness and simplicity, no
provision is made for this, applied current;

but'if the reader knew of the results it is
possible to obtain with its addition I am
'convinced that listeners who use crystal

with

potential on it -of three- volts, then the grid

is made, say, a further two volts negative

" ite," and each, judging by the

advertisers' claims, surpassing each 'other
M sensitivity. There is little to- choose
hetween them and practiCally all are produced by the same process. Another good
" cat's -whisker " type of' crystal 'is silicon,
but few of the " cat's -whisker " combinations-- are really suitable- for- broadcast
reception owing to the fact that the contact
is light -and small and they are very easily
thrown out of adjustment.
With regard to the method of applying a

steady current to the crystal detector, a

suitable circuit is given in diagram 1. The
source of the current in the case of carbor-

rectification would demand the addition of

PLATE CURRENT

this small refinement. -

5

A Well -Tried Detector.

by putting a

.sufficiently negative, say,

By COLIN H. GARDNER, F.R.A. (Midland Organiser of the Radio Associat on).
Some useful details concerning the various forms of detectors that are "sed
in the modern wireless set.
-O. 0 0"O 0 0 0 -O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 -0- 0
0 0 0 0 0. 0
THERE are three points to be considered
in choosing' a crystal rectifier-i.e.

is

used.

by the incoming signal. The change in the
plate circuit is negligible.
-

Valve Receivers.

-

.

When, however, the incoming signal on

the alternation makes the grid two volts
positive, there is a very big change in the
plate circuit; 'and in -this 'may we make the

valve act- as' a rectifier of the alternating
LEAD PENC/L CORE

SLIDING TE flANNAL
:,/ To SOO Or
L TAW

If

.u.,,awa,madobaffiantawommummulaaaaanimwma

77-£ NY

ro eizysrAL

0

FIG 2

incoming current. _With many types of
valves, quite a little extra negative potentia
on the grid is sufficient to make it work on
the right point, of the curve, but, in modern
practice it is more .;usual to keep the grid

negative by the use of a condenser in the
grid circuit, and this condenser is short-

Undoubtedly the most reliable crystal
detector is provided by a piece of carborundum resting on a, steel plate. Thousands
of such rectifiers were in use during the war,
but in the broadcasting receiver it is Chiefly

4

conspicuous by its absence owing to the
necessity of an applied current. It would

3

circuited, as it

were, by a very highs

resistance grid leak. The capacity of the
condenser can be anything between .00015
and .00033 mfd., but different valves work
best with different _values. of resistances or

sensitive pieces of carborundum are not

grid leaks, as they are more commonly
called. It is, therefore. quite a good plan
to use a variable leak, but, for the most

easily obtained, and if the reader decides to
try such a combination he should purchase

ordinary purposes a leak of about 11 meg.
will

crystals rather than one of those wonderful
emporiums who stock everything wireless,

casting, reaction should not be used, so that
the circuit,availa,ble becomes that shown in
the accompanying'diagram, Fig. 4. Without

take a young elephant dancing in the room
to throw this crystal out of adjustment, but

2

be found suitable. Using a single
valve detector for the reception of broad-

from a firm who specialises in wireless
from a cat's -whisker to an Umpty valve
cabinet receiver at .prices a little less than

87G54 52

0

anyone else.

Another excellent combination, slightly
more sensitive, but not quite so reliable, is

that of a tellurium point pressing on a
zincite crystal. Here again, an applied
current is distinctly of advantage, as it is

also to another zincite crystal combination,
namely zincite-bornite. In using either of
these combinations, a two cup holder must
be used, and for preference it should have
a universal adjustment and a vernier
adjustment for pressure.

2.54567 8

GRID POTENT/AL

F/6.3.

undum should be a three -volt dry battery,
and it is necessary to arrange a switch for
disconnecting this battery when the set is

not in use, in °Tier to prevent it from
running down through constantly dis-

charging itself through the potentiometer.
In the case of .a zincite-bornite or tellurium
combination a one -volt dry cell will be

the use of reaction they give little better
results than a crystal set, although they are

certainly more reliable; hilt if valves are to be
used in the set at all, it is much better to start

straight away on a two -valve set in which
reaction may be used, and the range will be
more than ten times that of the single valve.

For use as a detector in a single -valve set,
what is known as a soft valve should preferably be chosen. Special valves are made

for this purpose by most of the leading

sufficient.

makers.

The Thermionie Valve.

efficiency, 'perhaps a combination of both
crystal and valve makes the most stittable

A simple potentiometer can be very

simply made by the method shown in the
sketch Fig. 2, which should be self-ex-

planatory, a hard pencil being used.
When making a crystal set, the following
precautions must be observed if success is

Keeping in .view economy as well as

form of set for the reception of lajoadcasting, very good results being obt4ined
with the minimum of cost in upkeep.

to be obtained. The insulation must be

T

Of those crystal rectifiers which do not

high quality ebonite, with the exception of
former, which may be made from waxed or
shellacked strawboard. All sliding or other
contacts must be spotlessly clean and bright
and quite free from shellac. The crystals

must not be handled more than is abso-

lutely necessary. and if they are to be

inclined to favour a gold cat's -whisker on a

mounted in Wood's metal great care must
be taken to avoid getting them too hot.

sold under various names, generally ending

is the valve detector, and nowadays it is

require an applied current the writer is
treated galena crystal. Treated galena is

The other detector which is in use to -day

0

F/G. 4.

'r
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SW

VALVES

For reliability, sound construction and advanced design the
"Ediswan " reputation is your guarantee. Buy the valve with
a name behind it.

ANOTHER BIG REDUCTION
Types "A.R." and "R." now 12,16
Type "A.R.D.E."

I

(Dull Emitter).

REDUCED PRICE NOW 21/.
Filament Volts
Filament Current
Anode Volts ..

..
..

..

rS-2.o

..

.3o

20-o
Cap (Prot*. Pat.)

..
..
Safety 4-pin.

Bulb Diameter

Overall Length including pins

29

xro mm. man.

Do not put more than 2 volts across the filament.

Eminently suitable for reflex circuits
Type A.R. '06.

THE LATEST DULL EMITTER 30,' This valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep
costs to a minimum. The current consumption at a
filament voltage of 2'5 Volts is only '06 of an ampere
Have you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Boofelet "The
If not, send a postcard to -day.
Thermionic Valve " ?
If not,
write us direct, giving his name and address.
Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD,
123125, Queen Victoria St., E.0 .4, & 71, Victoria Street, S.W.I.
The special safety cap (Prov.

Pat.) which is now being fitted to
all Ediswan Valves. The fila-

ment pins are shorter in length
than the plate or grid pins, thus
avoiding all risk of making
surface contacts on the wrong

Branches in all Principal Towns.

Works:-Ponders End,

Middlesex.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty.

War Office.
Royal Air Force.

sockets

Buy British Goods Only.

Everything for Wireless.
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qtc.t.tiow atroutatitmiia
Glasgow.

044 itotimernotakhzegioect

3rd, 1923.

Monday, Dec.
L. M. Ericsson
The British
Ltd., London.
Mfg. Co.,
to
Dear Sirs, of interest to You
It may belast night, on my indoor
4
know that
one of your new
aerial with I was able to tune out
the
from
Valve Sets,
withinStation,
4 miles
get on
and
Glasgow
and London
Broadcasting
to
enable
Bournemouth
direct to
strength as
through to Loud

crik, 0,
THIS elimination of powerful local broadcast 'and reception at loud -speaker
strength of a distant station is the ordinary
performance of Ericsson Multi -valve Receivers.

The whole secret lies in the use of extremely

with such
a eery
it
me to switch
consider
this
pracSpeaker. I from, as it was

selective loose -coupled circuits' and the utmost

good performance, any utterruption

tically clearlocal station.
from the
Yours faithfully,A.B.

Selling Depots :
MANCHESTER:
19, Bridge Street,
Deansgate.
NOTTINGHAM :

W. J. Furse &

Co., Traffic Street.
BIRMINGHAM :
14-15, Snow Hill.
COLCHESTER:

121, High Street.

reactance permitted by the P.M.G.
Tuning on these Receivers is vernier in its closeness. This feature allows the utmost strength of
reception of the broadcast programmes.
These receivers are most moderate in price,
beautifully made, and robustly built.
Write us to -day for our
illustrated lists.

fully

The BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON Mfg., Co. Ltd.,

International

Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

SCOTLAND:
Malcolm Breingen, 57, Robertson
Street. Glasgow.
N.E. ENGLAND:
Milburn Ho., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

Buy

British

VALVE,

Goods
Only.

RECEIVERS

SOLE DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
THE CELEBRATED

J.B.
Trade Mark

Precision

Variable Condensers
ALL BRITISH

Those with a reputation for
QUALITY and EFFICIENCY.
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

One hole mounting, LARGE
metal to metal bearings. END
PLATES made by special
process which ensures LOW
DIELECTRIC LOSSES. This

is a very important feature
for SHARP TUNING.

LOW MINIMUM CAPACITY
Example : -J.B. 'oor mid.

Min, to Max. Ratio exceeds

47 to r by N.P. Lab. Test,
which means wide Tuning
range.

The J.B. TWIN Condenser

for Double Tuned Anode

Circuits, capacity each half
oo025 mfd.
19/6 each

Owing to the ACCURATE CLOSE
SPACING these Instruments take
up much less room in Panel.
COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED
WITH KNOB and DIAL,

i'00188/-

!! '00075
1. '0005
0003
I '0002 5
ii '0
I

I' '0001002

II VERNIER

7/-

PACKING
and
POSTAGE

:I

Extra.
.1
One only 6d.!:
5/- Two

5

5/9/9

4/9

...

9d. 11

4/ - Three ..

H. li

Obtainable through your Dealer or direct front the manutacturc) 5.
JACKSONBROS.,

Condenser
Experts,

8, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W .1

You need this new

Book ByofJohnCircuits
Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.
EVERYONE needs this handsome
Cloth Bound volume of new
Circuits.
Dual Amplification Circuits have created
tremendous interest and are giving

extraordinary results in all parts of the
country.

not hitherto published. It is a Book
which should be in the hands of every
experimenter, for it will save its cost
in time and materials many times over.

Manufacturers of Variable
-

Phase, Gerrard 6187-Head Office
Lee Greets 1225-1Vorlzs.
Works: LEWISHAM. S.E.
Trade Inquiries Invited.
STOCKISTS Messrs. Lewis's Ltd., Liverpool ono Manchester.
Condensers only.

Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd., London, E.C., Glasgow & Belfast,
Messrs. J. H. Taylor & Co., Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.

"More Practical Valve

Circuits" contains all the new Reflex
Circuits together with many new ones

Containing full information
of all recent discoveries in-

cluding Armstrong Super

and Flewelling.

3'6
Post free 3,8.

Published by

1Rabio Press, 71.0.,
Devereux Court.
Strand, W.C.2.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF
A HIGH-CLASS LOUD SPEAKER.
A loud speaker is always a useful adjunct to any valve set, more especially
in view of the fact that low -frequency amplification has been so greatly
improved that no distortion need exist if it is handled properly. The loud

speaker described below will give very clear results with comparatively
small strength of signals.
00
THERE are many amateurs who, although

they have constructed their own receivers, have never completed their
installations by the addition of a loud
speaker. The many commercial instruments

windows of 'anthracite stoves being quite
suitable), and a small hole is drilled in the
centre, care being taken to avoid splitting
the mica.

-

on the market, although giving excellent.

From the old "Stalloy " diaphragm we
next cut a small disc just large enough to

operation. The quality of reproduction
obtained with a small horn attached to

cover the two pole -pieces of the magnet, a
small hole being drilled in the centre. Two
thin brass washers about z in. in diameter
and a very small nut and bolt complete cur
requirements, the latter being most easily

results, .are rather expensive and generally
require considerable power for satisfactory

an ordinary telephone receiver usually leaves

much to be desired: whilst the construction of a really satisfactory instrument

seems at first sight to be rather beyond the
powers of the average amateur.
Adapting the Ear -piece.
Below will be found a complete description

of an efficient loud speaker which can be
easily and cheaply constructed at home, and
which will give a very satisfactory tone of
reproduction. It has the additional advantage that it will operate with considerably less
than the current required by most commercial
types, and it will, in fact, usually give quite
good results with only a single stage of lowfreqUency amplification. This enables the

cost of the amplifier to be reduced, whilst
the less the number of stages in the .low
frequency amplifier the better will be the

obtained from a watchmaker. The new
diaphragm is assembled in the following

way. The small Stalloy disc is threaded on
the bolt,followed by one of the brass washers.
ONE OF THE TEN SECTIONS PROM
WHICH THE PARABOLIC REFLECTOR IS

BUILT VP.

Let us deal first of all with the receiver

theft obtainable. A standard Brown's

press tightly against the side of the cover
so that the diaphragm is. rigidly gripped
between the ring and the :shoulder of the
cover.

This condition is most important, as it is

40

40

40

40

k.-.

of the magnet is adjustable, as the maximum
volume of sound from a given current input
is

the latter is then fixed tightly in the cover by
means of a piece of stiff iron wire bent into a
ring. This. wire should be about 11, in. in
diameter, and should be sufficiently stiff to

essential- that the diaphragm be tightly

utilised to obtain the powerful beam of light
from car head -lights.

itself. It is desirable to use one in which
the distance of the diaphragm from pole -faces

paper ring is placed on the diaphragm and

Parabolic Reflector.

quality of reproduction.
In this instrument the receiver is mounted
at the focus of a non-metallic reflector which
reflects the sound waves in a .parallel direc-

tion, the principle being the same as that

F/G..3.

A
mot

250

94

VMENS/ONC IN MILLIMETRES.

0

F/G.2.

fixed all round the edge. The cover is then
screwed back on the ear -piece, the distance
of the diaphragm from the pole -faces being
now adjustable by screwing the cover further
on the ear -piece. The best results are
obtained when the diaphragm is as close as

possible to the pole -faces of the magnet
without being so close that it strikes the latter

as it vibrates. The adjustment is made in
practice by screwing the cover on until the
diaphragm drops on to the magnet with a
sharp click. The cover is then screwed
slowly back until the diaphragm falls away from the magnet with a muffled sound. The

cover may be fixed in this position by a
small set screw if desired.

(See Fig. 1.)
(Continued on page 736.)

telephone ear -piece is quite suitable, whilst

very good results are obtained from an
ordinary non-adjustable ear -piece which
has been modified in the following manner.

The ebonite cover of the ear -piece is un-

screwed and the " Stalloy " diaphragm

removed. A mica diaphragm of the same
diameter is then cut from a sheet of mica
about 0.015 in. thick (that used for the

11111111111111goommum,,

,Himilimiffiliiini11111111111

the mica diaphragm and the other washers
are then threaded onand the nut is screwed
on and tightened up. (See Fig. 1.)
Fixing the Diaphragm.

The projecting end of the bolt should then
be filed off flat with the face of the nut and a
small spot of solder may be applied to prevent the nut from working loose. We have
thus. a diaphragm of which only a small part
is of metal and a very good tone will be obtained, free from the unpleasant effect which
is sometimes experienced with small metal
diaphragms. As the mica diaphragm is
much less stiffthan the metal one, it will re-

quire a smaller force to produce a given

no

deflection, so that the receiver will- operate
with a smaller input current. We now
proceed to mount the diaphragm in such a

Af0D/F/E0 EARPIECE
THE DIAPHRAGM /5 ADJUSTABLE

Fig. 1,

manner that the distance from the pole faces may be adjusted. A thin paper ring
is placed in the ebonite cover of the receiver
and the mica diaphragm is placed on it with
the small metal disc uppermost. Another

FRONT ELEVATION
SHOW/NG MOUNTING
OF RECE/VER

F/G

.
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The next problem is to mount the telephone receiver in a suitable position in front
of the reflector. This is effected by care-

LISTENING -IN WITH THE
TEETH.

fully drilling and tapping three concentric
holes in the case of the receiver and drilling
three corresponding holes in the hoop frame

of the reflector. Three rods of suitable
length are then obtained and a screw thread
cut for a short distance at each end. One
end of each rod is screwed into the case of

An interesting description of a new invention for assisting persons with
imperfect hearing.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0

0 0 0. 0 0 .0.

SOUND waves have long been known
to be transmitted through the bones

of the skull to the auditory nerve

and thus to be readily perceived. ,An ingenious use of this phenomenon has now,

the receiver, and the other end is fixed to

0000

the frame by means of two nuts, one on each

fact, some deaf people have been known
to actually translate vibrations into a sensation equivalent to sound, and the possibility of thus

been made by an American physicist,

conducting a,
conversation is

ing an apparatus by means of which

excluded.

/kir. H. Gemsback. of New York, in design-

Mr. Gems back is one of

wireless communication.
This apparatus, or Osophone as it is called,

the pioneers of
wireless in the
United States,
and his in -

a conversation, but enjoy the benefits of
comprises two electro-magnets carried by
flexible soft iron laminations and inserted

into the circuit of a

appearance of the instrument may be im-

proved by threading lacquered brass sleeves

over the rods before th?y are fixed in

position. A short horn with a small taper

The Complete Loud Speaker.

The assembly is now mounted on a stand,

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This may be

6 -volt battery and a

very simply made from two pieces of wood si
in. or 4 in. in thickness. One piece is used

microphone transmitter. Two hard rubber
bit pieces mounted on
the (soft iron) pole
tips are taken between
the teeth and serve to
transmit the oscilla-

tions of the pole tips

(moving to and fro as
the. Osophone is m

Mr. H. Gernsbaek, o New York, using an Osophone.

operation) to the skull and thence to the
auditory nerve. If the latter functions at
all, though the diaphragm be partly or entirely destroyed, the Osophone will render

terest

accordingly centres round the
possible application of the Osophone for
wireless communication

The Osophone may as well be connected
up to a phonograph, a telephone or a wireless

0o00
THE CONSTRUCTION OF
A HIGH-CLASS

the centre of its diaphragm an ordinary

LOUD SPEAKER.

O

Application to Wireless.

receiver. In the latter case, an ordinary
1000 -ohm telephone receiver has mounted in

The resistance of the

..Osophone is only about 54 ohms and,
accordingly, allows powerful currents to
pass. Any sound coming through the
telephone receiver will operate the micro-

phone, which in turn acts upon the Osophone.

Recent tests at 'the New York Institute
for the Deaf have shown the apparatus to
work very well for those hard of hearing,
while in case of absolute deafness no
OSOPHONE

MICROPHONE
BUT TON,

RAC,o OUTFIT
TELEPHONE
RECEIVER
BATTERY

auditive perception can, of course, be
expected. Still, even in this case, the
apparatus will translate the vibrations
imparted to the teeth into some sort of sensation, and after some weeks' practice, the

deaf person will be able to perceive the
meaning and rhythm of vibrations. In

0

0

0

exceed 10s., and the sensitivity is such that
it has been operated successfully with high frequency amplification alone, resulting in
a unique perfection of quality.
It is hoped that this short description will
enable many amateurs, who have hitherto
been deterred by high cost or difficulties, to
construct at a very small cost a loud speaker

(Continued from page 735.)
;1'1;

000.0000

0000

as a base and the other is screwed to it in a
vertical position. The upper side of the
vertical piece is made concave so that the
frame will fit into it. The reflector is fixed
by means of a couple of screws which pass
through the frame into the stand. A finished
appearance is given by connecting the receiver to two terminals mounted on a small
piece of ebonite screwed to the base, and a
coat of varnish completes the instrument.
The sketch in Fig. 5 gives an impression of
the appearance of the completed loud
speaker.
The cost of the whole instrument need not

hearing possible.

microphone button.

mounted centrally, facing the reflector. The

is now mounted on the receiver, the length
being such that the mouth of the horn is at
a distance of exactly 31 cm. from the centre
of the reflector. This ensures that the sound
waves emerging from the horn are reflected
in a parallel direction.

by no means

those hard of hearing not only can carry on

side of the hoop. The receiver is thus

r.1

Let us now turn our attention to the

parabolic reflector.

This is constructed of
thick, stiff paper and is built up from ten
sections, which are each cut to the shape
shown in Fig. 2. The flaps of each section
are carefully gummed to the back of the
next section, and in this way a paraboloid

which, although not intended for use in
large halls, will give a quality of reproduction in an ordinary size room which is
superior to that of many commercial types.

is built up of the shape shown in Fig. 3. A
small paper disk about ;1 in. in diameter may
be gummed over the centre point i f necessary.

The reflector should be given a light coat of
shellac varnish, and is then ready for mounting. For this purpose we require two concentric wooden hoops, one being a loose fit
inside the other. This entails a visit to an
art needlework shop, as the hoops which are
used as a frame for embroidery are eminently

suitable and can be bought quite cheaply.
A diameter of about one foot to eighteen
inches should be chosen, the higher figure
being the better. The reflector is now
mounted so that the edge of the paraboloid
is gripped all round between the two hoops,
three or four small nuts and bolts being used

to make the assembly permanent. Care
should be taken that the reflector is mounted
centrally on the hoops.

SKE7 CH OF COMPLETED

LOUD SPEAKER

F/6 5.
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PHILLIPS'
HEADPHONES
MADE

EXTEND YOUR RANGE AND HEAR

ALL BROADCASTING
STATIONS
GUARANTEED
12 MONTHS

Everything in

17/6

The Most Sensitive Phone on the Market.

PER PAIR
POST FREE

Aluminium Casings, Fitted with Stalloy

Wireless

Diaphragms, Comfortable Crystallate Ear Pieces, Nickel Plated Spring Head Band, with all
Adjustments. 4,000 Ohms Resistance, B.B.C. Stamped. Magnets are of High Retentivity
Five Feet Leads, and Made by Ourselves.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

THE ONLY GUARANTEED PHONES ON THE MARKET. SATISFACTION,
STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS

OR MONEY RETURNED.

HUNDREDS OF UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.
READ WHAT

READ WHAT

market by H. C. Phillips & Sons, Ltd., 81, Turnmill Street,

Mr. H. J. Guest, of 3o, Watford Road, King's Norton, Birmingham,
writes on Dec. 22, 1923 :Gentlemen,-Phones received, am delighted with them. Please
send one pair more.

E.C.1. It is priced at merely 17s. 6d. per pair ; the construction
appears sound and the results entirely satisfactory. In addition,
the headphone is comfortable and light in use.

wished him to order my second as well, but he thought it would be

" Motor Commerce," the Official Organ of the Motor Trade Association, states in their issue of Dec. 22, 1923 :-

A new British -made headphone has recently been placed on the

I have recommended your phones to Mr. Place, Optician, Bull
Street, Birmingham, and he is sending for one as sample. I
quicker for me to send direct this time.-Yours faithfully,

H. C, PHILLIPS & SONS, LTD.,
Telephone No.:
CLERKENWELL 5434.

Wireless Manufacturers,

81, TURNMILL STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
(1 MINUTE FROM FARRINGDON ST. STATION (MET. RLY.)
a

."ATLAS " PATENT PLUG-IN

'138
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COILS

All Wave -Lengths Covered.

(P. P. No. 2250,23.)

SUPERIORITY UNSURPASSED.

"ATLAS " FOR SATISFACTION.

THE COILS YOU WILL

THEREFORE, TRY THEM

NOW.

ADOPT.

EVENTUALLY

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.

Radio Components Catalogue on Request.

Trade Terms on application.

Coil No.

Wave -length in metres
with 'not Variable

25
35

40

50
65
75
100
150
200

Condenser in shunt.
Min.

Max.

120
175

375
515
65o
78o
1000
1120
1520
2300
3100

1 so

230
280
325
410
66o
850

Price.
s.

5
5

5
5
5
5
7

Manufactured only by-

d.

H. CLARKE
& Co.
(MANCHESTER), LTD.,

0
0

Radio Engineers,

2
2

6
6
0

7 To
8

8

I000

Tel. Nos. i 683 & 793
Trafford Park-.

125o
1500

Telegrams

Pirtoid, Manchester.

Wave -length in metres
with 'one Variable
Condenser in shunt.
Min.

Max.

1280
1550
2045
298o
4000
4970
6100
7000
8200

4150
4940
638o
8900
12100
15000
20000
22000
26000

Price.
s.

9
9

10
10

(I.

0
5
3

6

II 0
II To
12
14
15

8

0
0

m

"BROWNIE WIRELESS"

The Wireless
Annual 1924 for Amateurs and

THE MOST

EFFICIENT
OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

THE new improved " Brownie Wireless with its solid moulded ebonite can
and highest grade nickel fittings, coupled with its tested merits endorsed by

r - - - - - -1 its many thousands of users:makes r
it the most attractive crystal set
price.

Now supplied erected and
with B.B.C. stamp. Requires
10/- licence only
::
Endors,d by Editors
of " Popu!ov
Wireless,"
" Amateur Wireless,"
"
&c.

l... _ _ _

250
300
400
500
600
750

Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
::
MANCHESTER. ::

THE

on the market irrespective of

Coil No.

THE J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,
19, Garrick Street, W.C.2.

Experimenters

/6

216
Post 5d.

Plus B.E.C.
Royalty,1

::

Senatore G. Marconi, Dr. W. H. Eccles, Sir William Noble, Philip
R. Coursey, Captain P. P. Eckersley, and many others have contributed articles. In addition the Annual contains a full list of
Amateur Call Signs, Regular Transmissions of European Wireless
Stations, Call Signs of Land and Aircraft Stations, Dictionary of
Technical Terms in five languages, a host of useful tables and other
general information. GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

The Home Constructor's

By post
11 -extra.

Wireless Guide By W. James

This is the most complete book yet issued for the Constructor.

.N1

INV'S

?P'Why throw away your

Post 3d

want to make wireless apparatus, get this book,

reader's own eyes, and gradually the novice is introduced to the
theoretical details and principles of wireless telephony. If you
You cannot beat it.

Other helpful Books:

broken valves when we can 7

repair them equal to new ?

The Amateur's Book of Wireless Circuits . .
Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs .
Practical Wireless Sets for All . . . .
. .
Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception ..
The Wireless Telephone-and How It Works
Wireless Telephony-A Simplified Explanation
Construction of Amateur Valve Stations .. . .

We specialise in the repair of Thermionic Valves, and have exten.
sive works with the most modern Plant and Machinery installed.

PRICE LIST.
Post Free.

Receiving Valves (detectors and amplifiers) 7/6 each
DULL EMITTER VALVES CANNOT BE REPAIRED.
TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

the 'Wireless cress itb.,

The Valve Renewal Co.,

12-13, Henrietta

4.5, Mason's Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phone : London Wall 5184.

316

Step by step each part is dealt with and built up, as it were, under the

a

Street,

2/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
2/6
2/6
1/6

Dept. P.W.,

Strand, W.C.2.
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HOW RELAY CONCERTS ARE BROADCAST TO CROWDS

COLCI-IGTEk
MARK

Detector

VAlye only

tised on Receiver
awing to Itro'ximitti to

Mdtconi Noose

it
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A Few More "Howlers."

S a result, not unexpected, of my
disclosures of the devastation which

the cult of radio amongst the little
lads is causing in their outlook on history,
several more pedagogues have hurled in a
number of 'orrible examples, from which I
select the following as an awful warning :

" King Alfred burnt out all the valves,
and therefore took the cake."
" When King Edward heard of his son
being drowned, he never oscillated again."
" Cannons were first used at Crecy, and
so were valves by Doctor Fleming."
" Shakespeare wrote poems and invented
Ariel."
" Julius Cws-aTA funeral was broadcasted

by Uncle Antony."

Yes, it will have to be banned. Life will
be too diverting. I find this telephony
broadcasting far too strong an incentive
to sloth.

As sure as I settle down to a job of
work, somebody is sure to tell me that
my favourite trombone solo is to be played
in two minutes. I reckon that I have lost

£83 15s. by listening to 2 L 0 when I

might have been writing. I have thought

sometimes that the B.B.C. might share

this loss fifty-fifty, and then, again, I have

thought that they might not.

Those

wha hae wi' Wallace bled do not flourish
siller around on the slightest excuse, nor
at the whim of your faithful essayist.
But when to broadcasting is added tele-

vision, when I may be called from my

The Future.

Nor would I deny that the art of wireless
has received valuable help from the Press,
though I can recall the days when articles
on that subject, however juicy, came back,
rejected, with the force, rapidity, and precision of boomerangs. Such articles as

appeared in the newspapers in the-erlate Victorian period of wireless, were

written mostly by members of the staff
and were a great joy. We found them
grateful and comforting, and used to clip
them out for consumption ,during nightshifts.

We used to treasure up gems such as :

" Mr. Marconi, in- an interview, stated that

he had invented a receiver which would
send quicker than any photographic appliance hitherto used in telepathy. He
hopes to be able to send messages farther

than the remotest station than beyond

Not so long ago the chief engineer of
the B.B.C., who runs that company's

which messages have previously been sent
further " ; or, " As I watched the lurid
spark of the master -magician, Marconi,
flicking the- air -waves through boundless
space, and heard the gutteral croak .of the
great condensers as they did their work, I
was spellbound at the marvels of modern

stations so clockworkly (wow !) that he
has time regularly to dash into print,
advised you and I and all of us to look to
the future. Speaking for self and partner
(see " Dayid Copperfield "), I do. Otherwise

I should not burn good amps. and volts

science. '

over these notes. But speaking as a member
of the local debating society, I say that the
noble engineer's admonition is disput-

We also were spellbound at the marvels
of modern reporting. ' Not so long ago,
a well-known daily referred to one of

able. Other authorities bid us lie in the
present. This, also, I do. Bills, coughs,

the most prominent men in radio

de-

velopment as " a wireless operator at
Carnarvon," a compliment at which every

and editors are ever present. I always
understood that Mr. Old Moore had .a
monopoly of prophecy (to the immense
disgust of the Post Office, which abhors

operator must have glowed.
American Enterprise.

monopolies, even imaginary ones). Never-

I myself came into contact with the

theless, quoting in advance all those pro-

tective clauses so dear to the amateur

New York Press when the Wellman airship

prophet, I venture to remark as follows.

attempted to cross the Atlantic in 1910.

When we who write, and read,and broadcast,

I had nothing to tell the fellow who plunged

and listen are old-really old-with beards
and great-grandchildren, and all the other
concomitants of age, television will have

into my cabin at 2 a.m., as we lay at

The fellow with the secret telesquinter will
be hounded about by the cops as ruthlessly

Next day, whilst walking up Forty First Street (I think), I was astonished to

anchor, and I said it with the eloquence of
the angry man aroused from long -desired
slumber.

been brought to a fine art-and banned.

as is the man with cocaine in his vest

The receiving station constructed by the boys of the

plant in Scrymgeourland.

literary exertions to witness a misty reproduction of Chelsea scoring half of no
goals against West Ham-slightly jammed

pocket, or the man with a secret brewing
Prospects of Television.

Are we, then, to relinquish our efforts
to win the " Wireless Review's " prize ?
Perish the thought ! Let the good work
of separating that sprightly paper from
£500 continue. As well try to prevent
sunset by pulling down the Venetians as
try to stop the coming of television. But oh !
what will life be under its regime ? The

world will be one enormous optic, full, of
enthusiastic amateurs peeping round far distant corners and through° brick -walls.

When a man wants a quiet five minutes

to fill up his Capital Levy form, he will be
dragged off to witness a dog-fight in Pekin
as it appears on a cloudy plate of glass, or
will be pestered to death by the man next-

door boasting that he " got last week's

Mexican revolution on only forty-five
valves. As clear as anything. Even see
them selling oil concessions for dollar bills."

Palmer Schools, Wokingham.

see my name in heavy block letters at
the top of a column on the front page of
the
.
There, in Newyorkese, was a

description of myself (" Blake interviewed
in cabin. Says radio is the goods "), my

by a vision of Colchester oyster feast-life,

views on the prospects of wireless and

vote for Protection.

Wellmanism, the success of the Giants at
baseball, and the probable tonnage of the

wax -insect crop of the Upper Yangtse.

The Voice of the Press.

I have never blushed sinbe.

I say, will be too complex, and I shall

I yield to none in my admiration of
certain aspects of the daily Press-its power,
its advertising value, its versatility, its
wonderful organisation and the pure,
clanging brass of its reporting staffs. The
successful reporter reports first and corrects
afterwards ; he has the imagination of Jules

Verne and the nerve of a " drummer."
Propel him through the front -door, and he

next arrives via the ash -lift.

Tell him

nothing ; he will paraphrase it

length of half a column.

to the

Tell him the

answer is a lemon, and he will wax lyrical
about lemons, transporting his readers to
Andalusia before he finishes.

A Few Humble Suggestions.
These are addressed to the

B.B.C.

Lord Darling is temporarily disengaged.
Why not induce him to give us a talk on
" Things I want to know what they are."

Why cannot we have more debates?

These could take place in the 2 L 0 Salon.
I suggest

and Sir Landon Ronald on

"-Bagpipes considered as musical haggises."
Mr. George Robey and Mr. Harry Tate on
" Wireless.'

M. Cone and Dean Inge on " For better

and better or worse and worse."
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A SIMPLE VALVE -CRYSTAL RECEIVER.
PART III.
In this week's article the constructional details for the switches are given, and the wiring
up of the components is described.
A, A, 0 0 0.50.555.5.5
THE slot for the main switch should next
be made, as was shown in dotted lines in
Fig. 5. This is best done with a slitting

saw held in a fret -saw frame, as it is rather
far from the edges. Or, if the ebonite has
been for several hours in a warm room, the
slot can be made by drilling out a series of
holes, breaking away the portions between,
and using a small file to work the edges to

the required size. The fixing holes are
made by using the metal face plate of the

-,4><.><><>4.-

00

00000

rubbing should be continued with rotten -

rubbing with a piece of. flannel. A high

polish is, however, undesirable, as it reduces

the insulation of the ebonite. The panel
may then be engraved as shown in Fig. 1.
This will cost a few shillings extra, but it
adds considerably to the finished appearance
of the set.

The panel is now ready for wiring up.

ctuo,;ci

anod;e

Filament

lacrosse

IfFITit- to

&
phowleds

for n7orstaconly

Wiring -up the Switch.

to crystal

The only " tricky " part in the wiring is
the switch. With the three -pole type, as

t tuning cal

achnts.s aerial

FIG.8A

the grid biassing terminal, and finally ter-

minates on the transformer secondary.
Similarly, -the negative L.T. starts from the

grid bias terminal, goes to LT., then to the
fixed condensers across the batteries, and
ends at the filament rheostat.

turned down-i.e. into the " two -valve "
position, Fig. 8a is a plan of the switch
connections and bridges, the " extra " point

being shown at X, just above the two end

Final Connections.

points, connected by a bridge wire.
The bridges are made by simply twisting

For wiring, tinned copper wire should be

used, and 20 S.W.G. is the most suitable

a piece of wire through or around the
Fig. 9 is a close-up photo of the switch

thickness, as it is sufficiently stiff to remain
in position, and at the same time is manageable. Between the terminal points it should
be covered with systoflex. Where a screw

when wired up.
Fig. 10 is a photograph of the wiring completed for the filaments, and aerial and earth

wire between metal surfaces, this is as good
as soldering, particularly if the cerewS are

tinned points and applying a soldering
iron.

connection can be made by clamping the
tightened up with a spanner.
The switch and transformer connections

circuits (shown in thick white systoflex),

for the filament rheostat are similarly

and the detector circuit and " valve -crystal "
switch (shown in dark, thin systoflex).

plate.

completely wired.

located by using the metal front as a tem-

L.FlYalve Filament

H.F.VaAia

The wiring diagram given in Fig. 8, which is
drawn looking at the underside of the panel,
clearly shows the connections to be made.

with the contact springs where the switch is

switch as a template. The fixing holes

0

Fig. 8, is taken first to one terminal of the
coil holder, then to the aerial condenser,
then to one terminal of the switch, then to

shown in Fig. 8b, so that it makes contact

close up " of the wiring of the switch.

090

When wiring -up, a .wire should never be
Cut if a further connection is required from the terminal you have reached. For.
instance, the wire from the earth terminal,

stone or bath -brick dust, finishing off by oil

previously mentioned, it is necessary to add
an extra contact by screwing a thin strip of
sheet brass into the base of the switch, and
bending it over parallel with the points, as

Fig. 9. A

0 -0

are made by soldering the leads to the tinned
tags provided. In soldering, both the wire

Fig. 11 shows the underside of the panel

(Continued on page 741)

Polishing the Panel.

The pillar carrying the adjustable cat's whisker is screwed in from the face of the
panel, and soldered underneath to a brass
L.F Valve

ri111

of the

switch.

R.S4---.GRID
"'

strip connecting it
to the centre arm

L T Supply
H F Valve

/0

/3

single -pole

Or, if the

SWITCH

pillar is long

-A-

20

L.F.VALVE

CRYSTAL

ii

SWITCH
/2

COIL

enough, a holding

MI

nut may be screwed

down hard on to it

H.T.

on both sides of
panel, to make a

Extra
contact

FIXED CONDENSER

- -- 24

strong job.
The
screw for the crystal
cup is inserted from
underneath
the

26+

panel, and clamps

down. the connectFIG 88.
ing lead to the
main switch. The
cup itself is screwed down on to the
projecting end of the screw.
When drilling is completed, the panel

25
AERIAL

RHEOSTAT

CONDENSER

--11

should be surfaced with very fine emery

paper on a fiat block, finishing off with wellworn pieces. if a semi -gloss is required, the

",(_ ANODE, ,.

Fig. S. Full wiring diagram.

CONDE SER
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touching it. All corners, etc., should be
soldered so that not the slightest unnecessary crack remains.
Experiments have proved that unless the

PRACTICAL NOTES ON
"SCREENING,"

latter is done much of the value of the

shielding is _lost.
High -frequency

Ry " THE EXPERIMENTER."
Amateurs who may be contemplating the construction of super -sensitive
receivers, such as those employing several valves and super -regeneration,
dual amplification or multi -valve amplifiers, will find the following article
in which various methods of screening are described, extremely useful.
0000000
0 0 O 0 0 0 A o 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALTHOUGH self-styled " experts " fre-

quently speak of " shielding " as a
cure for all parasitic noise trouble
liable to occur in a wireless receiving set,
it is seldom that really useful instructions
concerning this method are given. Quite a
common belief exists that it is only necessary

transformers can be
shielded when several are in use with con-

siderable increase in the efficiency of a
receiver, but in this case shielding must be

carried out in a different manner. as the

use of metal sheet would affect the capacity
value of the component considerably.

low -frequency amplification are consider-

A Shielding Cage.

frequency transformers in the above
manner.
Other parts of dual amplification (reflex)
and super -regeneration receivers, well worth
screening, are large -capacity condensers and

would not be too small-and this should so
be arranged, with the assistance of suitable
insulating supports, that a wide -meshed
cage, closely fitting over the transformer,
is formed. For instance, supposing the
dimensions of a transformer to be screened
were 2 inches in diameter by inch deep,
four complete and metallically connected

ably improved by dealing with the low -

.

Very good results have been

to place a sheet of conducting material

grid -leaks.

ference in order to eliminate such unwanted
noises, but this is by no means the case.

although possibly theory would lead one to
believe such to be useless expedients.

between a receiver and a Source of interSatisfactory screening is only obtained.
when the receiver is completely enclosed
by metallic screens which form complete

circuits both in horizontal and vertical
directions. For instance, the panel of a
receiver can be removed, and

as tightly as possible without actually

obtained by the writer by doing this,
In the Case of H.P.

The screening is best carried out with
thin copper sheeting, which should be So
arranged that it encloses the component

the inside of the case completely
lined with tinfoil without effecting a complete screening from,
for instance, local power mains.
If, howeVer, the complete installation was enclosed in a

Very fine wire should be used -36 -gauge

circles of the screening wire, each 21 inches
in diameter, horizontally connected by
eleven or so other wires radiating from the

centre of the top circle, and running over
the edge and holding the whole together
basket fashion.
This shielding cage should
then be connected to earth.
Using a treble dual amplification

receiver, in which three valves
are each made to amplify at both
high- and low -frequency, this
method of preventing undue interaction between components in

hermetically sealed metal container, complete freedom from
interference might be obtained,
but only at the expense of the

the high -frequency circuits proved

so valuable that without it the

total loss of legitimate signals.

circuit could almost be classed as
a failure.

As a matter of fact, the writer
has proved by experiment that

is beneficial to screen the large

It has been suggested that it

local interference, such as is

oscillator coils in Armstrong
super -regeneration receivers, but,

railways, power mains, genera-

although this writer has experi-

caused by electric tramways,

mented

tors, etc., is best met by using
a counterpoise capacity earth,
and as much screening of the set
as possible, such screening being
taken directly to earth. But the
elimination of interference so
obtained is due more to the em-

Fig. 11.

above causes are mainly conveyed by means

by electro-magnetic waves.

A SIMPLE VALVE-

-

CRYSTAL RECEIVER.

and the circuit from the point 9 is through
17, 18, 19, 12, and then as before ; whilst
the rectified currents applied to the valve
at 20, 21, pass from the plate through the
'phone terminals 22, 23, and thence through
24, 25, to the high-tension pOSititie at 26:

and terminal should first be cleaned with

of the circuit much possible wiring trouble
will be saved.

Obviously, such interference is of a low -

If careful attention is paid to this part,

frequency nature, and for this reason

amateur can employ to eliminate outside
interference, but screening can prove very
useful when used in the receiver itself to
protect one component from the magnetic
field of another. For instance, in the case
of receivers employing several stages of
dual amplification, the partial screening of
the low -frequency transformers is always

this

(Continued front page 741.)

Screening L.F. Transformers.

stages of low -frequency valve amplification
should be avoided, and, preferably, crystal
rectification employed.
Screening alone is not a method that the

in

harm.

The panel completely wired up.

ployment of a capacity earth than to the
screening, as " noises ' arising from the
of earth currents due to leakage more than

considerably

direction, he has not personally
discovered that this is the case,
although, even if it does no
good, it is not likely to do any

fine emery paper. The wire is then threaded
through the hole provided, or is twisted once
Or twice around the'tag, and a small quantity

of flux smeared on the joint.

(To be concluded.)

The appli-

cation of a clean, hot soldering iron carrying a small globule of solder will -then complete

the joint.
The Switching.

In Fig. 8 the aerial circuit is marked 1, 2,
3, 4 with the tuning.eOndenser in parallel,
advantageous. Such screening -should --be--- rig the points 2, 5, 6, 3. , The simple crystal eircuitis traced through 5, 7, 9, fs, 11, 12,
directly Connected -to earth -together ,with
the 'Core of the transformer, and. the danger... 13, 14, 15, 16. hack to 6. With the crystal
switch, on `` valve," the main switch on 1,
of interaction between the low -frequency
and the 'phones on -the lowerpositions,-the
transformers can be considerably_reduced.
L.F. valve is amplifying the crystal output,
Circuits employing super -regeneration and

Fig. 10.

A view of the partly wired panel.
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SAVES

DUBILIER

Your Money
Your Current

PENTON
rCONSUMPTION

CONDENSERS

Ty pe

rbrt

H.E.4, for 6 volt accu.
4
......

H.E.4.

6 3.5

VoEs

Plate

APRESENT which is sure to

ordinary R type valve. On the other hand finer
reception is assured owing to the entire elimination of distortion due to the incorporation of the
patent spiral anode.

Lower Price

best variable condenser on the
market.

s.

d.

17

6

7

6

1

0

0

7

6

1

2

6

10

0

1

5

0

12

6

Pt

.0007

oor

SP

and consumes

Less
Current
than most Dull Emitters

Extra for
Ebonite Box.

09o3 mfd.

/8

last 4 to 5 times as long compared with the

you will feel that for a moderate
outlay you have secured the

Price

I

The PENTON Valve not only saves money and
trouble but gives far better results. Its remarkably low consumption makes your accumulator

You also will be satisfied because

Capac y

60 60

Every Value Tested
and Fully Guaranteed.

appreciated by your

wireless friends is a " Vanicon "
variable condenser.

.0005

H.E.6

FE Amps. IS 15

The Vanicon.

be

114

PRICE

II

151_, EACH

POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.

E

As wa have greatly increased our
production we are 170W able to offer

Each condenser can be supplied
with a calibration chart at ro/6
extra. We will be pleased to

immediate delivery from Stock.
WRITE FOR LEAFLET

advise you on all matters per-

The

taining to condensers.

PENTON ENGINEERING CO .1
15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, W.C.1
THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), Ltd.,

'Phone: Museum 4681.

Dept. E.

Grams : " ERPENTOBAL, KINCROSS,"

Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12.
441

Telephone:
Hammersmith 1084.

Telegrams:
Flu ohcon, Phone, London.

P

NM =III MC= =3M MIE=11111 IN:= =MI 1112:=1=1111

-"nun -.um.

AlPfr, perrn,Alltr,

.(111.1$.

Get a PENTON " and note the difference.
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RACTICAL IDEAS
or the

ANATE

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING.

RE -WINDING

TRANSFORMERS AND
TELEPHONES.

AS will be seen by glancing at Fig. 2,

the receiving circuit is just the
ordinary common or garden H.F.
and detector. The two -valve amplifier
connected thereto does not offer any particu-

AS only very few amateurs possess a
lathe, the process of hand -winding.
becomes very tedious. Most people,
have, however, or are able to obtain access
to, an ordinary gramophone. By utilising
this modern article of amusement, rewinding transformers and telephones becomes quite a simple matter.
On the top of the turn -table will be found
the knob on which the record is placed. A
piece of wood, A, is shaped as per diagram

lar hardship in the way of construction.
The various switching devices, however, are
what should be noticed. The amateur
owning this set is rather fond of

MARL/NC OUT ITAMATE PON,
CALVELFOS

Having selected a suitable piece of material;
a line A B is scribed across the centre, from

which the dimensions are struck, the first

part of the process being to describe a
circle with a radius of 10 millimetres from
the point G in the figure reproduced here-

going to bed early, but does not like the

inconvenience of getting up again to switch
off the radio set. The little " gadget "
(shown in dotted circle) in Fig. 2 obviates
the necessity of him arising. Fig. 1 shows
an enlarged view of this switch. As will be

Now set the dividers to 8.5 millimetres, and mark this distance from the
point G on the line A B, which gives the
point C. With C as centre and C G as
with.

WOUND BOBBIN & CORE PROM
ELECTRIC BELL

r

radius, describe a circle.

A

The points of intersection of the two
circles F and F1, mark the positions of

to fit over this tightly, and also sh aped at
the top to fit into the former or telephone
bobbin.

The wire spool is mounted so as to run
freely, and should be as far as possible on a
level with the former. The gramophone is

then wound up, and the wire can be held
between the fingers and wound on evenly.
One winding of the gramophone will do a
great number of turns, but it will be necessary to re -wind until the desired quantity
of wire is on the former.

the filament legs, and the point where the
circle cuts the line A B at P represents the
position of the plate, or anode, leg. The
position of the grid leg is represented by
the centre of the first circle G.

EBONITE

4 ROURO
11R,055

Extremely Useful.

These four points should be drilled with
a 4 -I -in. drill, which is sufficient to allow
the point of a scriber to enter when using

the template on a panel or valve holder.
It will be noticed in the illustration that a
square piece of metal is used for the template,

and that four V notches are cut, one on
each side, these notches corresponding with
the centre lines of the template. The idea is

will become an easy matter for anyone, and

standard.

same relative position to each other.
This template will
prove very useful

not only is an enormous amount of time
saved, but the winding is quite up to lathe

SPR/NG

Er -

k/15.,

1, _r

0 IC ONTACT

Aw08

that when the centre lines of the template
are laid over those of the panel the valve
legs are all, arranged squarely and in the

By following the above, instructions it

1111
4

34? BRA55
ORILLEOS
SOLDERED
on ro SHAFT

COPPER

EDNIACr
,
X%§5PR/NG

r EICARInGS,
MADE

, SrR/P BRASS

Fig. 1.

seen, the filament and high:tension current
are cut off and the aerial joined to the earth
when the bell push is pressed. This ensures

everything being switched off and the set
left in perfect safety.
The triple -contact double -pole switch

marked B in Fig. 2 is for use when it is
desired to use the headphones (or loud
speakers) in series with each other, or
separately, as required.

every time a valve
set

HOW TO MAKE A VALVE
HOLDER TEMPLATE.

is constructed,

for not only will it
come in useful for
mounting

valve.

sockets, but also for

I N constructing home -built

F

fitting the holders for
sets, it is

H.F. plug-in transformers.
A metal

of valve legs, giving greater accuracy than
the primitive plan of transferring leg
positions by paper or other means.
The method described below is strictly

should preferably be
used for the template, as if cardboard
or stiff paper is
utilised it will be
found that the holes
will be enlarged after

often convenient to use some simple
method for marking out the positions

geometrical,. and gives spacings for standard
valves with the minimum amount of
trouble. The template may be made from

a thin strip of brass or a scrap condenser
vane, and can be used over and_over again.

a time and the template will
inaccurate.

'"-')..
ii .T.

BELL

PUSH"

lf14..,

sool

70 RHEOSTATS & F/LAMENT-5

become
Fig. 2.

A circuit employing the automatic switch

1

+Li
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NOW ON SALE

AT ALL BOOKSTALLS

PITMAN'S

RADIO YEAR BOOK
The HANDY BOOK for all who " Listen -in."

THE 1924 YEAR BOOK IS ENORMOUS VALUE
as a glance at the following selection from the contents will show.
Post Office Broadcasting Conditions-Licences for Wireless Reception-Broadcasting : A Landthark in Radio Progress-The Wireless

Societies-The Radio Association-The Reception of Wireless Broadcast-List of Broadcasting Stations-List of Amateur Radio
Stations-Time Signalling from Stations of the B.B.C.-A Line of Experiment-Some Wireless Prollems-The Inventor's GuideInternational Morse Code-One-Hundred-and-One Radio Notables-On Buying a Wireless Set-Crystals and Crystal DetectorsValves-Dry Batteries-Ae,lials-Telephone Receivers-Condensers-Negative Resistance-Valve Faults, How to Detect and
Remedy-How to Start an Amateur Transmitting Station-Some Needed Wireless- Inventions-Wave-length Chart-Glossary.
Contributors include : Alan A. Campbell Swinton, Esq., F.R.S., M. I.E.E. ; Philip Coursey, Esq., B.Sc. ; Capt. P. P.
Eckersley ; Prof. J. A. Fleming,-M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. ; Prof. G. W. 0. Howe, D.Sc., M.I.E.E. ; Leslie McMichael,
Esq., M.I. Rad.E. ; J. C. W. Reith, Esq., General Manager of the B:B.C.; James Swinburne, Esq., F.R.S.
The Newsagent and Booksellers' Review says : " Pitman's Radio Year Book -is- selling like the proverbial hot cakes.'!

Last Year's Radio Year Book had to be reprinted three times
before all demands were satisfied

GET YOUR COPY NOW

at your usual bookstall, or send for particulars (post free) to

PITMAN'S,

Parker

Street,

Why Use?

MICROSTA

Phones

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

Noiseless. Micrometer Adjustinert
of Filament Temperature will,

Entertain
your friends with a

one knob. No wires to wear out
or discs to break. Controls D.E.
as well as R. Valves. One hole

LOUD
SPEAKER
British Made.

fixing.
THE SMALLEST AND MOST
EFFICIENT RHEOSTAT.

Price 2/9

able, and equal to any sold at double its
price. Send for one and test its quality.

OUR
DON'T DELAY.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

.

29/.; 4 -volt
100 amp., 32/6; 6 -volt 40 4 -volt 80 -amp..

amp., 27/6; 6 -volt 80 -amp..
42/6; 6 -volt 60 -amp, 34/6;
6 -volt 100 -amp., 48/6.

each, Id., 11(1., 2d.
and washers, each ld.; dozen 10d. Coil Holders, 2 -way 5/6; 3 -way 7 / 9
Insulators, white reel and egg,
Grid
Leaks,
24
and
2 meg. ea. ltd.
each lid. and 2d. Valve Holders
each laid., 1/3
Wound Inductance Coils, 12
Leak and Condenser,
by 4, 9 by 4, 8 by 21,2/5,23,1/11 Grid
each 2/6 and 31 .0003

Tapped Inductance Coils, 20
tappings, 1,600 metres each 216
Variometers, tube type, with
knob
each 2/11, 3/11
Crystal Cups, 2 screw and 4
screw
each ld. and 2d.
Condensers, fixed; all capaci.
ties
101d., 1/-, 1/3
Switch Arms, 4 laminations,

Filament Rheostats,
2/3, 2/6, 3/-, 4/ Switches, S.P.S.T., S.P.D.T.,
D .P .D.T .
Coil Holders,
Wire, etc., at current prices.
Aerial Wire, 7/22, hard
drawn

100 ft.

2/1

SPECIALISTS IN POST ORDERS ONLY
8, Poland Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
PLEASE SEND AMPLE POSTAGE

A complete 1 Valve L.F. Amplifier for attaching to any simple crystal set.
Greatly magnifies signal strength. Needs no adjustment. Specially designed
to work with our famous 9 6 Crystal Set. A finished instrument ready for use.

PRICE (without Valve and Batteries), 27/6.

Po -t, etc.,

1/ -

FEATHERWEIGHT HEADPHONES

Non-adjustable Model.

Highly efficient Headphone with self-adjusting
leather -covered headbands. Resistance 4,000w.

PRICE, 15/6.

Post, 6d.
illustration).

Similar to above, but fitted with Adjusting

Crystal Detectors, ea 1/6,1/9,2/3

CASTLE'S

AMPLIFIER FOR THE 9'6 CRYSTAL SET

Adjustable Model (as

,

Crystal Detectors, in glass
ebonite knob, with panel, bush,
case
2/3, 2/6, 2,0
nuts and spring washer, 101d. & 1. Stops, with nuts
per doz. 80. Condenser Scales, 0-180, ea. 31(1.

r

RADIONS LIMITED,

Bollington, Near Macclesfield.

.

and washer

All

to-date machinery and an expert staff,

results in first-class work.

Filament Resistances,smooth
each 1, 9
action
Each 12/6 to 25/ Basket Coils, set of 6 up to
H.F. Transformers, all wave
2/6
3,000 metres
lengths
'
each 3/9 to 5 / Sleeving, all colours per yd. 4d.
250 / 600 metres, 3/9; 350/700
Nuts, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8
4/-; 500 / 900, 4/3, etc.
per dozen 21d.
B.A
Crystals, Hertzite, Permanite,
Contact Studs, with nut and
Zincite
per piece 91d.
per dozen 5d.
washer
Bornite
per piece 60. Terminals, all kinds, with nut
Valve Legs and Pins, nuts
to 1. All guaranteed. Various.

Wireless Valves and, combined with upSend through your Local Wireless Dealer, or direct to

5 /-

No Waiting. Goods Sent Ile -tarn
L.F. Transformers, ratio 5

Our works are the largest works in the
Country solely adopted for the repair of

Batteries, H.T., 63 -volt, 9/6;
36 -volt

SEM) AT

01ONCE
Box and Postage 1 3.

WIRELESS VALVES

Accumulators, 4 -volt 40 -amp.,
1816; 4 -volt 60 -amp.. 21 /6;

We sell a perfect little gem, easily adjust-

PRICE

Kingsway, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Screw.

Exceptionally sensitive.

PRICE, 1916.

SCIENTIFIC

4,000w.

Post, 6d.

SUPPLY

STORES

126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1.
8,
16

Newington Causeway, S.E.1.

7c, St. George's Circus, S.E.1.
Manette Street, Charing Cross Road, W.
Phones lisp -1177; Gerrur ;37".2
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-4ELLOWs
The " Fellocryst " Super receiving set is a simple
and reliable crystal set for broadcasting reception between 300 and 500 metres, up to a range
of from 15 to 20 ruil6s. It comprises an ebonite panel mounted in an
oak cabinet, tuning coil, silicon crystal detector,

variable condenser, 4,000 ohms double
phones, 100 ft. aerial, 2 insulators.

head-

Price g3 -7 -6 ,i;aluxs
The " Lightweight
6

ozs

and

Headphones weigh under
comfortable.

are extremely

With

the special spring adjustment the earpieces may
be moved into any desired position or separated
without the use of adjusting nuts. This fitting
is specially designed not to tear the hair. Wound
to 4,000 ohms; they are very sensitive and are
well made with 'duralumin head bands, stalloy
diaphragms, etc.

Price 1 8 j 6
-Advt.

Fellows

Magneto

Co.,

Ltd., London, N.W.I0-

(p5

32

DON'T FORGET

moromiumwoorervowommagingrawasetinamomornwoosmoisfts

THAT NEW YEAR

A. MUNDAY, LTD.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET,
London, E.G.4.
'Phone: 2972 CITY,

Buy only \

BRITISH EBONITE
BRITISH MADE

One door, Queen Victoria St.)

Look For

AND

45, EASTCHEAP, London, E.C.3.

STERLING, BROWN'S, SIEMENS
4,000 and 8,000 ohms headphones in stock
SIDPE 'PHONES 12/6
N s K 'PHONES - 12/6

Registered Trade Mark

BRITISH EBONITE CO. LTD.
E-R.C. MELLOW

4,000 ohms.

Adjustable Magnets. Extremely Sensitive,
Light and Comfortable.

Per pair 19/6 Postage 6d.

FERRANTI L.F.
TRANSFORMERS

and POLAR PARTS IN STOCK
ELSE FOR WIRELESS

TON\

HEADPHONES

R.!., IGRANIC, BURNDEPT, LISSEN

AND ELECTRICAL WORK.

LONDON, W.7.

HANWELL

CRYSTAL SETS 13 -, 25/-, 3;10/0
VALVE SETS, etc.

EVERYTHING

This Mark

BECOL

on all Panels

" P.W." CIRCUIT PARTS IN BOX
READY FOR ASSEMBLING 75C

00I CONDENSERS BEST QUALITY
WITH DIAL and KNOB - 8' -

RESOLUTION

Each

M &

1'716

Po stage 6d.

G PATENT CRYSTAL DETECTORS
Each 3f6

Postage 3d.

THE ENSICN RADIO CO .9

15, Illvailce Street,

Strand,

1/4/ C . 2 .

(Opposite east side Charing Cross Station.)

1
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WIRELESS SYMBOLS AND THEIR MEANINGS

SINGLE SLIDE INDUCTANCE COIL.

INDUCTANCE COIL (HONEYCOMB).

COUPLED INDUCTANCE COILS.

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COIL.

VARIOMETER.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

THERMIONIC VALVE.

ACCUMULATOR (L.T. BATTEP-A

H T. 66 -VOLT DRY BATTERY.

r,11MAN11

POTENTIOMETER.

VOLTMETER.

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT.

VARIABLE CONDENSER.

A

GRID LEAK.

LOW -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.

FIXED CONDENSER.

SINGLE -POLE DOUBLE THROW SWITCH.

DOUBLE -POLE SINGLE -THROW SWITCH.

Popular Wireless Weekly, January 12/h, 1924.
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WINDING THE STATOR

r17

An Efficient Tuner.

This tuner, used in circuit shown in

AN EFFICIENT TUNER.
Describing the construction of an
original and useful variometer.

inset 3 receives 5 S C (two miles distant)
very clearly without any " earth " connection, using an iron bedstead for aerial.

FIG- 2 .

soak both parts in melted tallow. The pins
may be removed once the seccotine has set.
Whilst the two formers are placed aside
to permit -tallow and seccotine hardening,
the brass strip shouhl be prepared as follows :

Bore four small Tl in. holes in the krm
of a square at one end of strip, I in. apart.

MOST amateurs possessing home-made
crystal sets with the coil and sliding

Cut out a slot at the other- end

/If in.

wide by :1 in. in length, 1 in. from the end.

contact device, find sooner or later

Give the strip a half twist (Fig. 3,. A),

that such:a tuner has several disadvantages.

holding it 12- in. from either end, and after

Firstly, there is difficulty in getting the
'sliding contact to remain on the desired
turn of coil. Secondly, the slightest trace

the wooden block (Fig. 3, B) ha's been

shaped out with a penknife to fit firmly into
one end of rotor, affix it to brass strip, using
four 1 in screws.

of dust often prevents maximum reception.
Dead-end effect is a third bad point,
tdthough this may be partially overcome by
Connecting the loose end of coil to the earth terminal.. -Again,. in process of time,

The Finished Set.

Having made two small holes in the ends

through the constant friction of sliding
contact upon coil, small particles of the

of stator and rotor for affixing wire, give
the stator 100 turns of D.C.C. 22 and the

Necessary Components.

shown in the illustration, affix stator to
panel by means of a small bolt and nut at

rotor 70 turns of D.C.C. 2Q (Fig. 2).

wire are liable to short-circuit a number of
turn, this again weakening reception.

Presuming the tuner is to be mounted as

A way out of these difficulties has been
to construct a variometer, consisting of a

either end.
Bore a in. hole through panel exactly

smaller cylindrical former wound with Wire,,

with ends of stator. Through this, pass the
switch arm, after having affixed the bearing
(usually supplied with' same), immediately
over it.
Having screwed the rotor to wooden plug,
insert it halfway into stator, passing the slot
in brass strip over protruding end of switch
rod. This slot will allow rotor to be

half -way between and on an exact level

capable of being rotated within a larger

coil; also wound, both coils being inductively
and directly coupled. The ball -shaped
variometer is the most efficient of this class

of tuner, Mit requires a deal of patience to
construct, especially in the windings.
To avoid the tedious Work thus involved,
and yet maintain the efficiency of such a
tuner, the. writer constructed a novel
variomet er in a few hours at the cost Of only

3s. 6c1., and has found it to work as good

as the ball -shaped variometer, exceptionally

fine tuning being possible.

It eliminates

dead-end effects and ensures close inductive
coupling.

-13
FiG.i.,---- iy
t

A receiver fitted with a tuner, as described in this article.

The following are required :

131 in. ..
Piece of wood, 11 in. by 11 in.

by 2 in.

'Small pins
Seccotine

4 in. brass strip, 1 in. wide .. O 3
..
O 2
Eight in. screws
Ivorine scale, 0-180 degrees .. O 4
O 9
Switch arm
0
1
4 oz. reel D.C.C. 22 ..
0
1
4 oz. reel D.C.C. 26 ..

.--''

Total Cost

1;4-

*

-

i

\

adjusted before finally tightening nuts, so
that it will pass easily in and out of stator.
All that remains to be done now is to

Sheet of cardboard, 131 in. by

3

6

connect the starting end of rotor winding to
finishing end of stator winding, using about
8 in. of flex for this purpose. The remaining
loose ends are connected to two terminals.,

the end of rotor windinc, being best colt -

fleeted to brass strip at° plug (Fig. 3), a
further wire fastened between the nuts at
end of switch rod passing to the other
terminal.
FIG.3

Take the sheet of cardboard and carefully mark as shown in Fig. 1, afterwards

_

---

,..

0"4

cutting out accurately with a sharp knife.
Bend each of the four strips into a semicircular curve. taking care cardboard does
not crack in so doing.
Insert twelve small pins at equal distances
into one of the stator sides (inset 2), pressing
same in turn into the edge of longest strip of
cardboard. The other side is next similarly
affixed.

Now ease open each side and insert a

.

6'/4,

-

, Ii:

CARDBOARD MARKED READY FOR CUTTING,

little seccotine between the joins- (inset 2),
after. pressing pins in tightly. again.
Having formed the rotor in like manner,

SECTIONAL DIAGRAM & CONNECTIONS
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EVER-READYDRY BATTERIES

& ACCUMULATORS
OVER zo years' experience and research,
the finest materials, expert supervision, and careful testing at. all

BONTONE
PHONES

Batteries.

The consistent high standard of quality has
established for Ever -Ready products a reputation for absolute reliability which is
jealously maintained.
The " Ever -Ready " Series embrace all types
of Batteries for every- wireless purpose. A
new and complete list of standard sizes will
be sent on request to :Service P.W. Dept.

4,000

POINTS TO CONSIDER.

Per
Pair

Every Phone Is sold under
GUARANTEE.
Every Phone is

tested,

before leaving Factory.

stages of manufacture are the reasons for
the superiority of " Ever -Ready " Wireless

Ohms

are
British

We

old -established
Manufacturers,

1416

whose object is to give

per pair.
Carriage paid United

complete satisfaction.
Why

saddle yourself

with

Kingdom.

Continental

Phones

distributed

by

unscrupulous Importers with small offices and elaborate notepaper
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of redress if found faulty ?
Originals of upwards of coo unsolicited Testimonials and letters of appreciation can be seen at our Offices
We agree to replace or return cash if Phones

GUARANTEE. do not give complete satisfaction, subject to
Phones being returned to us within 7 days of purchase, undamaged.

BONTONE PHONES ,(.442
BRITAIN'S BEST.

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by British Labour.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct giving your dealer's name to:-

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton),
The EVER -READY Coy. (Great Britain) Ltd.
HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.

S. E. BLAND,

B.Sc.,

Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G. r.
Offices: 167-573, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

WIRELESS RECEPTION REVOLUTIONISED

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

82a, Queen Street, London, E.C.4.
DON'T go farther for Phones.
We have THE BEST.
N. & K. Type M.A.L., 1 216 (%tge
We have sold hundreds of these Phones, and every
pair is PERFECT. Get type M.A.L. Better than every
other make. Money refunded if not satisfied.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

SUPER CRYSTAL

TUNC

(With Special Cat's -Whisker)

A Genuine Synthetic Chemical Sulphide, NOT LIKE

THE REST, which are only fragments of Galena

stuck

together.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

LOUDER AND CLEARER RECEPTION 'THAN

ANY OTHER CRYSTAL

Y.t. I

PRODUCED.

Ask your dealer for it, or send V- P.O. for Sample Tube. Trade Terms, Apply to
47, FARRINGDON RD.,

TUNCSTALITE, LTD.

AGENTS WANTED.

LONDON

E.C. 1.

'1'hole, 2557 Holborn,

61/111.60%61

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
SETS FOR BRITISH HOMES

SUITABLE FOR EITHER CRYSTAL OR VALVE SETS.

CRYSTAL RECEIVER, in special antique design Cabinet. A Super
Crystal Set at very little extra cost. Gives best possible results
and is really ornamental as well. Has accommodation for 2 pairs
of headphones. Write for specification. PRICE £4 0 0 complete,
including B.B.C. Royalty, 1 pair 4,000 ohm 'phones, 100 ft. 7/22

1 VALVE, 3216

copper aerial wire, leading -in tube and 2 insulators.

SINGLE VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER. Range 300 to 500 metres. Coils can
be plugged in to increase range. Polished walnut case. Valve performs
functions of 11.1` and L.F. Amplifier, the crystal rectifying, therefore,
equal in performance to 3 -valve set. Write for specification* Price, complete
with all accessories, £13 13 6. No extras, all royalties paid. (If without
accessories, only .£13 3 3.)
2 -VALVE CABINET MODEL RECEIVER. Range 300 to 3,000 metres. Range
for telephony 500 miles. Polished walnut case, H.T. battery in base and
valves enclosed. Ebonite panel engraved. Write for specifications. Price,
complete with all accessories, £24 2 6. All royalties paid. No extras.
Write for Catalogue and Components Booklet.

Trade Terms on Request.

The EAGLE Engineering Co., Ltd. 0, GVINVEN2TVRT M .c.i.
WORKS

EAGLE WORKS, WARWICK.

Mounted on engraved ebonite panels in
Best possible workmanship.
polished mahogany cabinets. "MAX -AMP" Transformers used throughout.
(Amplifying 5 times).

Postage and Packing 1/-

2 VALVE, 50f- (Amplifying 20 times).

Postage and Packing 1/6

(Latter can also be obtained with switch to cut out last valve at slight extra
charge of 3/6. Will operate a Loud Speaker from any crystal set within
12 miles of any Broadcasting Station.

ALL GUARANTEED AND
:: TESTED ON AERIAL ::

Send for complete specification.

EVERY OTHER RADIO
REQUISITE IN STOCK.

(OUR RADIO CALL -SIGN 6 P J.)
47, ORFORD ROAD,

ISON'S RADIO STORES I WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.
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THOUGH the war cd the programmes
may continue to wage furiously
between the " high -brow," who demands daily doses of the three " B's "Bach, Brahms, and BeethoVen-and the
" loW-brow," who wants to start jazz at
11.30 a.m., one thing is certain, progress has

been made in the
art of programme -

making, and it

is

safe to say that all
classes of music lovers have been

amply catered for,

while a season-

able modicum of
humour, " the salt

neering, and singing. He commenced his
vocal career as a boy in the choir at Leeds

parish church, when he sang some of the
most famous scores of Bach, Brahms, and
Mendelssohn ;

from thence he went to

Manchester Cathedral, and then to Westminster Abbey. While there he was ap-

pointed a Gentleman of His Majesty's

Chapel Royal, the duties of which post are
to sing at the services of Buckingham and

St. James's Palaces and at Marlborough

House. Mr. Parker has long since been an
established favourite at all the great concert
halls, and met also with great success as the
Desert Lover in " Chu Chin Chow " at His
Majesty's Theatre.

of the air as well as

. A Peculiar Experience.

leavened the whole.
Amongst the real

the framing of good programmes, and it is
difficult to make a, choice of outstanding
features. Bournemouth, perhaps, has most
quickly established itself, and is, of course,
greatly influenced by the example of the
Municipal Orchestra. A marked success has

of the earth," has
Kr. Geroge Parker.

1 n g- i n

s4

humorists recently

heard must be mentioned Mr. Louis Hertel. One of the cleverest
of conjurers and prestidigitateurs, it is almost
a pity that, for broadcasting purposes, he has
to confine himself to his humorous character

studies, but these are of sucn_quality that
the stage and the properties are not missed.
Mr. Hertel has made a special study of

The provincial stations continue to lead in

The Opera Season.
On the vocal side we have had many of the

Society. The 'next night the same thing
occurred, and in the morning she decided
to make inquiries as to whether Room 43

was haunted by black cats.

explanation was a ludicrous one.

Alas, the
Near the

hotel was a wind vane with a cat at the
head. At,a certain
angle of the moonlight, the cat's
shadow was precipi-

tated on to the sill,

and that's that.

But, with two nights
disturbed, " w h o
said black cats were
lucky ? "
Miss Olive Franks
is a charming singer
who has been heard
at Cardiff. She has

been singing since

the mature age of
eight.

Miss Olive Franks.

A member of the Rutland Boughton

been obtained by the quartette led by

Festival School at Bristol, a branch of the
famous Glastonbury School, Miss Franks

also at 6 B M and

sang the principal parts in their productions,
including " Bethlehem," which has just
succeeded Boughton's great play, " The

Reginald S. Mouat, _whose name it bears.
He is principal violin and permanent soloist
was previously over
.two years principal
violin under Sir
Dan Godfrey in the

rustic types, and his " Owd Ogler " is always
welcome. He has acted in many quarters of
the globe, and is a prime favourite in Egypt,
where he haS performed before the Sultan,
the High Commissioner, and all the powers

that be. During the war he joined the 7th
Middlesex Regiment, and served from 1914
'add 1919, when he was able to take up his
musical career again.
Mr. Hertel radios well by reason of his
quick grasp of distances, and his character
studies, therefore, are bound always to meet
with due appreciation.

it seemed a clear case for the Psychological

Municipal Orchestra
itself. Of Scottish

and French extraction, Mr. Mouat has

had the widest of
musical experiences,

and since joining
the Bournemouth
Station has played
Miss Marguerite Bamberg

over

fifty

solos,

amongst the most

successful being those played recently, which

Immortal Hour," at the Regent Theatre,
King's Cross. Miss Franks has made a
special study of oratorio work, but her
songs- at Cardiff were well chosen and
unhackneyed, especially " Sea Echoes "
(Montague Phillips) and "The Naiad "
(Granville Bantock.)
,Popular Dance Bands.

Lovers of jazz music will rejoice in the
arrangements made, whereby- the dance
music from the Piccadilly Hotel is to be
broadcast.

Hitherto we have had the

Savoy Orpheans at the Savoy Hotel, one
of the best, but the Piccadilly has no less
than three dance bands, the London Band

artistes of the British Nati.onal Opera Com-

included movements from Mendelssohn's
and Beethoven's Concertos and Haydn's

Covent Garden on January 7th, for another
season, during

from the London Hippodrome, (which was
made up of specially picked men to replace
the famous American band), Jack Hylton's
Band, also very well known, and De Groot's

by the Wilton Ainsley Quartette led by

Miss Marguerite Bamberg, whose solo was
Wieniawski's "Romance." Also a recruit

Orchestra. The latter
is conducted by Mr.
De Groot,who is also
a composer, writing

Bamberg is well known in London and the

much of the music

provinces.

he uses himself, and
therefore admirably
fitted to the various

pany, which has once more opened at

which doubtless

many of the operas
will

be broadcast

fen 2 L 0, it will

interesting to
note the difference
between the artistes
be

from Sir Dan Godfrey's orchestra, Miss
Amongst her experiences she relates the

directly before the

At one hotel where she was
staying on a tour, her room, obtained at
the last minute, was on the third floor.

microphone and on
the stage. Amongst

Waking up in the night, Miss Bamberg was
startled by the sight of a., black cat seated

those who have con -

on the window -sill.

when

singing

t ributed to the Sun,
day programmes of
Kr. R. S. Must.

Quartette in D.
Another excellent performance was given

2 L 0 are William
Anderson and Mr.

George Parker, and in the- provinces Miss
Doris Lemon and Mr. William Michael.
Mr. Parker has had a most varied career,
eividing his time between mining and engi-

following.

Thinking it belonged to the hotel, and
alarmed for its safety, she advanced to the
window, cautiously stretched out her hand,
fearing to alarm it, when the cat vanished.

Melted into the air, it seemed, and when
having returned to her bed puzzled by its
vanishing trick, lo, there was the cat back
again !

Miss Bamberg frankly admits that

occasions.

The dance programmes provided

every evening

during the Christ mass week proved
very welcome to a
great many people,

and I know of

Mr. Louis Hertel.

several families that held quite large parties
Simply for- the sake of taking advantage of
the Savoy Bands and enjoying a couple of
hours dancing at the end of the evening.
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GRIFFIN'S

N
28.
This Set can be

80, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY

used as either 2,
3 or 4 Valve Set

(Corner of Lancaster St.)

Hop. 28o6.

Elephant & Castle, London, S.E.1.
THE 'GRIFFIN' UGLY

PRICE

HEDGEHOG L.F.

TRANSFORMER 22/6
Actual Ratio 4'7 to

each.

1.

Wound with 21,000 turns
Beat Silk covered wire.

Postage

free

THIS WILL SOLVE HALF YOUR TROUBLES
MINIMU M DISTORTION

CUARANTEED

MAX IM
MUAMPLIFICATION
Money refunded it not satisfied,

STOCKED by all Leading WIRELESS TRADERS
Don't accept an imitation-See our name on Ebonite.

OUR SUPER CRYSTAL SET -1
"GRIFPHONESCelelbrateel
HEADPHONES
.

No. 2-13, 6. No. 3-12/6 4s,,Tto, 0011.MASppAr
Appro."
The Wonderful " SUPERTONE" CRYSTAL, 1/GUVI:it.N.:eFEeTd1:

Thousands of pieces sold each month

VARIOINETERS.
H.T. CONDENSERS,

2Z1

R

Never a complaint.

TAUNT

/ 9

has reactance on
anode

or

Series

aerial.
parallel

switch for A.T.C.

Valve Filament
switch and all
reasonable refine-

ments.
An exceedingly versatile

set suitable for all

wavelengths and distances and giving also splendid Loud -Speaker results.

Supplied in parts for Home Assembly ..
L9 : 15 : 0
Assembled complete £15 : 0 : 0. (Valves and Royalties extra.)
REFLEX 1 -VALVE and CRYSTAL SET No. 31 P. Gives both
high and. low frequency amplification. At 20 miles good Loud Speaker
results are obtained, and Glasgow is well received on 'phones at 300 mile-.
Radiax plug-in anode coils enable all ranges to be used. It makes it-.

one valve do double duty. The price includes the panel; the cabinet;.all
components, terminals, screws, switches, intervalve transformers or plugin anode coils, reactance coils, connecting wire, insulating sleevingeverything to make the Set. But not 'phones, batteries, valves or aerial.

Price for Home Assembly £8:8:0. Assembled complete £5 :17:6.
(Valve and Royalties extra).

FIBRE 3/-

all capacities, 3/. each.

C.A.V. ACCUMULATORS, 1..1MaCjea'n 7.. 27/6
SPECIALISTS IN PARTS
FOR ALL CIRCUITS

( Has 1 H.F. 1 Del.
2 L.F. Valves). It

CO YOU RECEIVE OUR
MONTHLY CIRCULAR?

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN:

ANOTHER FAMOUS SET IS OUR P.24 2 -VALVE, which

Send now for our literature describing Rejax Reflex and.
otter Sets and Components, and have your name adder
go our list for ne.ti catalogue ready short y.

18 KINGSLAND ROAD, LONDON, E.

Percy510.

Coal at aux. Sh.crsou-mcscsrraw.

YfCe lawsree
mnirkelstit you srirsm.mit, & piksrm Real Yas.16.1.e.
Advice free.

New -Catalogue Ireton application.

.

4GrJEZ131.1\TNXIES
Who ties a " Granny '
knot? Why, those good

7 FLUXITE

1 0SA CCOSSOriFy

Rd., RADIAX

. St.Tube.)Museum490. WE SATISFY ypt

Also trade list.

tole THE HOUSE FOR ALL

iu

most locations gets all British Broadcasting -and Paris, this coot £7:10:0 complete, or £5 parts for Home Assemble. ( Phis Royall ics.)

(SIMPLIFIES
D

folk who have not been

,

ING

Boy Scouts in their
young days, or still have

yet to discover, the difference 'between a reef

knot and a '" Granny.
The difference between
these two knots is the

" Davenport " Light weight 'phones, stamped B.B.C each
pair fully guaranteed
pair 17/6
Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms
per pair 11/- & 15/6
Holders,

panel

mounting, lacquered finish,
2 -way, each 5/-; 3 -way, each 7/6
Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action, not the
rubbish usually sold at this price
each
1/9
Nickel or Brass Switches (small) for panel mounting
Coil

for

S.P.D.T., each 1/3; D.P.D.T. each 2/L.F. Transformers, Ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed, each 10/6
Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms
each
5/ Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass, each 1/7; horizontal,
enclosed, each 1/6, 2/-, 2/6; Perikon, enclosed, each 2/6, 3/ 2 B.A. 24d. 4 BA. 2d. per ft. length.
Brass Nuts, 2 B.A. 21d., 4, 5, 6, S B.A. 2d. per dozen.
H.F. Transformers, 350 to 450 metres
each
4/9
Variometers, complete with knob and dial
each 2/9 & 3/8

Brass Rod, screwed,

Ever;.thine else for the constructor, at the same rock bottom

prices,

Null

,dl .0j)j.1:1 UNDER GUARANTEE.

Write for post free catalogue.
We. have always in stock lgranic, R.I.. Lissen.
Sterling. Woodhall. T.M.C., B.T.H.. Marconi-Osram.
Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Dubilier. Siemens, O.R.C.,
etc.. components in great variety.

TRADE SUPPLIED. Open 9.30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays

same. as soldering With or
without Fluxite - one

holds, the otber, doesn't !
And, again, twisting wires
of your set together is
just like a " Granny "
knot-liable to slip at
most inopportune moments-the very moment when you might have " caught " American
transmission. Don't jib at the sound of soldering-just bear in mind the fact that Fluxite
makes it an easy affair. Give the attention to your set that you wish it to give you, and
solder each connection carefully with the aid of Fluxite-in other words; give your set the
" Fluxite touch."

ASK YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE

NEAT LITTLE

F7-41LIMEXICI.

SOLDERING SEP.
It is perfectly simple to use, and will

last for years in constant use.

It

contains a special " small space
Soldering Iron, with non -heating

Reduced
Price

T6

metal handle, a pocket Blow -Lamp,

FLUXITE, Solder. etc.. and full

SHOVEWIRELESS

v V ENGINEERS
56. Morti mer St-

PORTER

e?

LON DON W1

instructions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4 & 2/8

Buy a tin to -day.

For the too! kit of your.sar or
mOtor-cycle. or any soldering jobs about -the home.

FLUXITE LTD., 324, Bevington St., Bermondsey,. England.
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A 1924tHEERIO' TO EVERYBODY

" WIRELESS REVIEW

SATISFACTION OR "MONEY BACK" CUARANTEE,
Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz.
Aerial Pulleys, 6d.
Anti -Capacity
Handles, 6d. Aerial Wire.-Finest?/22, 2/6 100 ft. Postage 1/..
Cat's Whiskers -Gold, 2d.; Silver, Id.; Spearpoint, ld. Set of 4, 6d.
Coils, Basket. Set of 6. 1/11. Waxless, duo -air spaced, remarkably
Variable Grid efficient. 4 t-vt. Batteries (British), 5/9 doz.
Bretwood " 3/-. " Radstock," Tapped Studs, 5/9
leaks, 1/11.
Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 2 -way, 4/-; 3 -way, 5/ -..Sockets, 7d. each.
Condenser and Grid -leaks, 2/- Grid -leaks,. all megs.. 1/- and 1/9.

Next week's issue of our great companion journal
WIRELESS REVIEW will contain many features of
special interest, including a long article entitled,

Condensers, Fixed -To .001, 9d.; To .005, 1/-; To .01, 2/3; To .1, 3/-.
Ditto, Variable. -.001, 11/-; .0005, 6/-; .0003, 5/6; .0002. 4/6;

Vernier, 4/,

" Switches for Valve Circuits "

With aluminium end plates. Knob and dial.

Condenser, Dials, 0-100, 11d.;- with knob, 1/4 and 1/9.

Bushes Top, ld.; Bottom, ld. All D.C.C. wires stocked.
Condenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, 9d. each. Solid ebonite.
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 2 a ld. Connecting Wire, tinned
capper, n yds. 2d. Jack Switches, 2 -way, 5/6; 4 -way, 7/6.
Crystals. 'Every make stocked. Zineite, 9d.; Bornite, 6d.; Talite,
Copper
Herteite, 9d.; Galena, Silicon, Carborundum, 3d.;
Pyrites, 6d.; Marvelite, 1/3; Lapisite, 1/6; Midite. 1/.
Gold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, 6d. box.
Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, 1jd. Detector Glasses, 41d. each. Buzzers, 2/6.
Crystal Detectors. Plain brass, 1/3; Nickel, 1/6; Dustproof, 1/6, 2/6;

which every home constructor should read.
`DESIGNING an EXPERIMENTAL STATION'
full

Plug-in Type, 3/6; Perikon, 2/3 and 2/9 (Zineite and Bornite).

Crystal Detector Parts, in envelope, 9d. and 1/3. Nickel, 1/- and 1/6.
Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d. Ebonite, 3/6 lb.,any size.
Filament Resistances, 1/6, 2/-, 3/-; porcelain ime, 4/- Dial, 71d.
Foil, Copper, 3d. foot. Tin, 4d. Formers' 12 by 2, 2d.; 12 by 4, 3d.;
12 by 5,4d. H.T. Batteries, 36-vt.,8/-; 63-vt. 12/, Finest British.
Headphones. Continental, 11/6; Adjustable, '14/9; Browns, 25/-;
Pk al, 16/6; British Fellows, 18/6; TALC. 19/6; Brandes, 25/-.
Amplion Loud Speaker, 42/.. " Ultra," 4.000 ()inns, 37/6. Postage, 2/..
Insulated Hooks, Ild. Tape, 6d. roll: Insulators -Egg, 11d.;
" Lion,"- 1/3; Reel, ld.; Shell. 2d. Empire Tape, 1/9 doz. yards.
Jack and Plug, 3/- and. 4/9. Lightning Arresters, 2/- each. Spade
Terminals, 2 a ld. Screwed type, 2d. each. Pin type, 2d.
Knobs, finest, 4d., 9d., and 2d. Lead-in Tubes, 12 in., 11d.; 9 in., 10d.;
Glass Tubes, 9d., 7d., 6d.
6 in., 90. Flat Simplex, L pattern, 1/6.
Mica, .002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4/516/S, 2d. doz.; O.B.A., 4d.
Potentiometers, 251.0 ohms. 4/6; 400, 5/-, guaranteed, bronze wound.
Scales, Ivorine, 0-150, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell Wire, 12 yds. 6d.
Slider Rods, 3/d. Plunger, 3d. Best, 6d. Wound Vario-couplers,

5/6; on ebonite, 8/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and 10 turns, 2/11 and 3/6.
large, 24. doz.; small, 141. doz. Spring Washers, 3d. doz.
Sleeving, all colours, 5d. a yd., 3 yds. 1/1. Shellac, 6d. bottle.
Switches, 1st quality change over, S.P.S.T., 1/-; S.P.D.T., 1/6;
1/-; D.P.D.T., 1/6.
2/-. Panel -mounting, nickel,
in., 5d., 1 in.,
Switch Arms, 8d. and 1/-. Screws, all B.A.'s, to
:(9d. doz.
2d.
Screwed Rod, 1.2 -in, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4-6 B.A.,
Special Oldham Accumulators, 4.40, 21/-; 4.10, 25/-; 0.40, 29/6 ; 6.00, 35!.
Transformers, H.F. Plug, 1. 150150, 3/9; 2,.250/700; 4/-; 3, 450/1,200,
Spacers,

By H. G. HERSEY

ji

giving

constructional details for an exceptionally interesting set.

" A Long -Range Two -Valve Set

9r

By " RADIOGRAPH "
i.

is fully described, with all details of components
and full wiring instructions, and an illustrated
article " Making your set selective," which shows
how to eliminate jamming, Practical Ideas for
Constructors, What Readers Ask, etc., etc.

EVERY TUESDAY

-

3d.

-

5.11,111.111,1111,..411...".41......,......S./.0111.1111.411..111,10.1..i .....11.1.4111.11.14,

4/3; 4, 500/2,000,4/6; 5, 1,600/3,200, 4/9; 6,. 2,200/5,600, 5/-.

Transformers, 5 to 1, L.F., 11/9

quip," 13/6; best nickel,'

14/6.

and 15/-; all guaranteed. "Pow Bobbins, 1/6. H.F. Formers, 2/..

Terminals, W.O., 2d., telephone. 11d.; pillar, 2d.; wood screw, 1.1d.
5/6; on ebonite, 8/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and 10 turns, 2/11 and 3/6.
Telephone Cords, 101d. and 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial, etc. ld.

" WINDSOR " COIL HOLDERS.
BEST QUALITY EBONITE.

Valves, Cossor, Ediswan, Mallard, Marconi, Dutch, & Dull Emitter.
Variometers, double wound. 2/9; Ebonite miniature, 3/9. Formers,
6d. pair. Wound Coils, 12 by 4, 2/5; 6 by 3. 1/8; 9 by 3, 2/3.

Special 2 -Way Vernier
Dual Control

Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1/3; moulded, 9d. (nut and washer).
Valve Legs, 10d. doz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Voltmeters, 5/6, 8/6.
W ander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers, ld. doz. Wood's Metal, 2d.

EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED.

2 -Way

STOCKISTS FOR "POLAR," "LISSEN," " ICRANIC," "DUBILIER," ETC.

Largest Stocks in British isles.

3 -Way

1 -Way Moving

Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage; balance always refunded.
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GEARY BECOMES POSTMASTER -GENERAL.
By HIGHAM BURLAC.

An amusing story recounting the adventures of the famous Geary as a prominent Government official.
,k! 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BUT not of Great Britain. Had he been

-er-worthy to occupy that emi-

nent position I could have made the
whole wireless crowd, -from pirates to

peanut merchants, happy long ago, for

Geary is as plasticine in my hands. However, other countries also suffer from Post
Offices, and Geary actually became P.M.G.
of San Matador, by means of a gross abuse
Of valves and a crystal. But let's begin at
the first stud.
The sad fact is that I owe Geary another

plonk because he entered my house last

week with a cheap cigar, and several other
suspicious expressions of friendliness, and
left it with my best coil -holder, 'which, he
has since alleged, must have clung to his
sleeve as he brushed past it.
After Geary played traitor to the revolution in the Central American Republic of
San Matador he settled down in the town of

Latabarba-which may be roughly translated " Tin Whiskers "-as Minister of

000 000000

000000000000

Again the persistent Pi returned to the

charge :

" If one could but foresee the victor of
the forthcoming equine festival all would
be indeed simple. One might do the bets
with one's friends in security."
" What new madness, friend Pi ? "
A Brilliant Scheme.

In his excitement, the Prefect nearly
turned round, but remembering that his
boarder loved not his beautiful whiskers, he
loosened his coupling again.
" Take more wine,_ amigo. -Take the
bottle. Now you have equipment of telephonia without the wire. Eh ? Suppose you

sit in my friend Pedro's garden, which, as
you know, is but a pace or two on the hither

side of the-oh, dammit-what you call the
winning -pole. Verree nize man. Verree nize
gardin. Yez ? No ? _ 'Sense me, mister.

Bueno ! You pass the word on telephonia

Sports and Pastimes, a post awarded to him

by the grateful president. In the San
Matadorian annals of sport Geary's International Hop -scotch Team will for ever be
remembered, and his famous bill to legalise
" uffins " in draughts brought down thtee
cabinets in a week. As the cabinets were

brought down mostly by rifle fire that
period was known as the Fiesta of Sanguinary Ninepins.

the Prefect of Police, who had a face -mat
like a feather broom. In fact, that feature of
his front landscape so annoyed Geary that

groused steadily to Geary, who declared
himself utterly desolated at the state of
sport.

" Then, again, Geary of my soul," went
on the -Prefect. " Regard this wine.

It is

not so superlatively good that better could
not discover itself to us."
" Truly," replied Geary, " the wine
seems itself to be somewhat quisby."
" But if one possessed more money one
might remedy the evil."
" If one had more money one would not
be here. Am I right 1 " answered Geary.
" You have reason, senor. Doubtless one
would pass with rapidity to fair Andalusia
of the Spain. Ay de mi ! Consecrated
turtles ! Bread of Peter ! Bones of St.
Stidolf ! " (Etc., etc.).

" Shut up ! " growled Geary.

mean Clapham."

" You

desire that

The President sighed, and placed both

hands on his heart.
" Ah, excellent Geary, all my hopes-and
many duros-repose upon Blanche. But
what do you make ? '
Geary changed the subjeet.
'
" D'ye know, Manuel __=it as Maituer, isn't

it, or p'raps it's Alonzonever mind, d'ye
know I think the noble republic of San
Matador is languishing beneath the heel of
bureaucracy. We are official -ridden. Look
at the Minister of Marine. There ain't any

Look-L-''

marine.

'

" But I owe him much. money," said the
President, with a disturbed air,'
" Look at the Minister of Public',Celebrations, and the Minister of Tripe Factories,
and twenty-seven more I' could Inentien.
You ought-pardon me, Alberto, if. I seem
to overstep the bounds of---er-Well, anyway, you ought to combine some of -these
jobs. You could make enough dough in six
months to pay off all, those, bloodsuckers.
Look here, I'm overworked already, what

" But I cannot remove the excellent P
without due cause," complained the
President.
" Of course you can't. Quite right. But

One

in the patio, lovingly hack to back, sharing
a bottle of the local moisture, and watching
a goat eating the boots off the Colonial
Secretary, who was slumbering outside the
offices of the Ministry of Labour.
The Prefect was gloomy. Nothing to
arrest for a whole week past. Holy Postilions ! What a country of saints ! He

doubtless you

Blanche, your fiery steed, shall outstrip all
others."

Geary's Double Office.

Geary yould talk to him only when they
day, a week before Geary's great horse racing festival was due, they were seated

Caballeria,

with this ludo conference, and what not,
but I'll take on the police as well-for the
good of the state, of course-see ? "

A Black Outlook.
Geary lodged in the house of one Marco Pi,

were looking in opposite directions.

and waved his slender, lemon -tinted fingers
as a sign of attention...
" Do you know the sound of two dollars
being knocked together ? I thought so.
Good ! Now, speaking of the Festival of

A compact crystal receiver made by Mr. E. Woodward, 20 Majuba Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

wot 'orse look lika win.

seet 'ere. I get 'im.
Maka bets queek, queek. To us the dollars.
How you say ? "
" By the finger -joints of Carlos Quinto ! "
said Geary to himself. This human furze bush has rung the bell. That's a real idea."
Pi was bumping about in his chair in a great
state of excitement, in agonies on account

of the fact that he must not turn round.

" It might be done, but some legal colour
would be imparted to the act if I were in
authority over the state telegraphs."
" That to me is equal. All will arrange
itself. Frederico Esquemalda shall be arrest.

I myself will regulate that," replied Pi the
Prefect.

" Then it's a go. Collar the Postmaster General and make your will-for you'll have
a lot of money to bequeath."
Geary rose and left the patio, the Prefect
remaining petrified with joy, though a little

intrigued by Geary's sombre reference to

testamentary dispositions.
Geary went straight to the President.
" Wake up, old sin and sorrow, and attend
to the affairs of state," he shouted.
The President languidly rolled a cigarette,

you can remove him for the illicit use 'of
wireless. Send the P.M.G. to Pi's house an
hour after the race, and he'll find the
- outfit."

" Geary, non art a statesman, I perceive.
And if all this be done; what' of Blanche ? "
" Oh, Blanche ! Blowed if I didn't forget

Blanche in my zeal for the state." Geary
took from his waistcoat pocket a glittering
object, and displayed it on his palm.
" This is a magic crystal, as used by all
the most successful English jockeys. Give
this to him who rides Blanche. Instruct him
to handle it with extreme solicitude. He

shall carry it in his hand during the great
race, and when he passes the garden of

Pedro, the cousin of the unspeakable Pi, he
shall place the crystal upon'Blanche's back,
beneath the saddle. The result will' be that
Blanche shall fly like the wind.' Right.
Catch hold of it.. And don't fprget to address
me as His Excellency Senor DOn Aloysius
Geary, Minister of Sports, Posts and Telegraphs, and Prefect of Police."

Then Geary handed the President a

splendid prickly carborundum crystal.

Pi and' the P.M.G. arrested each other

simultaneously, but Geaty filled -their places

very efficiently, and with great profit to
himself.

.
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you are using a crystal detector. NO reaction is incorporated, as tide type of circuit will not allow of
the inclusion of intervalve reaction permitted by the
P.M.G. The only way of obtaining reaction is. by
coupling the anode coil to the A.T.I., but this will, of
course, tend to energise the aerial.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
The Biggin Hill tests seem to have created a very

wide interest. In the train, tram, and 'bus, at lunch
and dinner, I have heard people talking about Captain
West's experiments, the accent of K D K A's announcer, and the possible developments of longdistance transmissions on 100 metre wave -lengths.
The Radiola Concert, too, caught the public fancy,
and a good many people appear to have preferred the

short concert in piece of the promised speech by
Poincare

But one aspect of the Radiola Concert, as relayed
A series of wireless concerts " exchanged " by
2 L 0 and Radiola, would have a wonderful effect on

from 2 L 0, seems to have escaped general attention.

the Entente Cordiale.
Relayed wireless offers us a great propaganda weapon
which, if used correctly, cannot but help to strengthen
our friendship with France, and counteract those who

desire estranged relations with our ally of the Great
War.

Relayed wireless enables us to get right into the

French home : it enables us to get into touch with the
French nation as no other form of friendliness could.
And we should now return the courtesy of the Radiola

people and let them relay a concert from 2 L O.
Wireless can do enormous good in this way by its
means the peoples of two great nations can get to
know each other, to understand each other, and to
realise that, at heart, both the French and British

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Readers are please requested to note that
not mere than three queries can be answered
in one letter addressed to the Technical
Queries Department. Owing to the extraordinarily heavy pressure on this department,
readers are requested only to send in
questions which they find they cannot
possibly

solve

themselves.

for

On

no

account will more than three questions be
answered in one letter, and telephone calls
and personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.
A stamped and addressed envelope must
accompany all queries. A copy of the
questions asked should be kept by the
sender, as it is not possible to reproduce
the original query when replying. Number
your queries 1, 2 and 3, and answers will
be given to each item.

UESTIONS
AND

tion of his readers to the fact that, as
much of the information given in the
columns of this paper is of a technical

and H.T. batteries, etc
What circuit do you advise ? I do not wish to
use any variable condensers.
condenser, L.T.

valve " hook-ups," the variometer being the sole
method of tuning. Results on such a circuit will not,
however, be much better than those obtained with a
simple crystal receiver.
*

ANSWERS

nature and concerns the most recent

doing so.

It valve, filament resistance, one .005 fisec

The circuit herewith is one of the simplest single

The Editor desires to direct the atten-

be well advised to obtain permission of
!the .patentees to use the patents before

casting wave -length variometer, one variable
leak and grid condenser combined, one

our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help
will be afforded to readers.

THE EDITOR.

developMents in the Radio world, some of
the arrangements and 'specialities described may be the subject of Letters
.Patent, and the amateur and trader would

*

will be forwarded to

have a warm regard for each other. Let us hope the
B.B.C. will follow this up.

*

111. B. C. (Eltham).-I have the following
apparatus in my possession. One broad-

MODULA.TOR

one stage of H.E. and get 2 L 6 quite clearly.
I now wish to add two

*

tgranic duo -lateral coilS, Nos. 50 and 75, which

ultimately I intend incorporating in a valve
set.

B. E. (Epping).-I have a crv-tal set with

*

Pellalth). -I have two

For the present, however,

(Continued on page 755.)

stages of LE to work
a loud speaker.

What

circuit do you ' advise

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be very pleased

to

recommend readers of POPULAR WIRELESS

who hare any inventions to patent, or who
desire advice on patent questions, to our.
Letters dealing with
patent agent.
patent questions, if sent to the Editor,

for the three valves and
crystal ? I am using

basket coils for A.T.I.
and tuned anode.

This circuit should work

a loud speaker clearly at

Epping, and the reproduction should be very pure as

WIRELESS HAS A LOT TO ANSWER FOR!
MY WORD!

WIRELESS! -LOT OF ROT

I HEARD
SOMETHING
THEN!e

WASTE OF
MONEY. E.

POPOLAR,

WiftELIESS

^MAP

A IHI-0

r

j.

":%""°'],

111.1

5

(N?

wish to in-

clude them in a crystal receiver as primary

S
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 754 )

inductance in a two -coil
I also wish to include a switch for
placing either of two crystals in circuit.
What value variable condensers do you

and secondary
holder.

O

recommend, and where should they be placed ?
Using the No. 50 coil as A.T.I. a '001 variable
condenser should be placed in series, while one of

Buy

Bri ish
Goo A

0005 mfd. should be shunted across the No. 73

secondary con. By the circuit herewith you will see

that a single -polo double -throw switch is used for
changing over the crystals.
*

*

*

L. W. 0. (Bourne End).-Can H.F. amplification be added to the " P. W." Set ?

This could be done, but it would necessitate the

re -wiring of the whole set so that it would no longer
be the useful combination receiver it is now. If

313 r 0 W 11 Featherweight
Headphones shown here turn

the combination were to be retained it would be
necessary to alter the whole lay -out of the set, and
the handling of the set would be very critical. We
advise you not to attempt the addition of such an
amplifier to this set. If a three -valve reflex receiver
containing an H.F. valve is required, the one that
appeared In " W.R." of Dec. 15th will most likely
meet your requirements.

the scale at just six ounces,
including cords. They are,
therefore, ideal for ladies and
children where weight is
an important consideration.

*

You can buy rea

R. B. (Chadwell Heath).-I have a
three -valve reflex receiver, the first valve
P.

-

acting as an H.F. amplifier, second as " dual,"
and third as L.F. amplifier, and as this set is
very powerful I should like to be able to cut

krown 'phones for as
little as 22f6 per pair.

out the H.F. valve without having to revise
the set and insert switches. Can this be done ?

Yes, this can be done quite simply, and is a good
plan if you wish to listen to local transmissions when

the H.F. valve is not required. The best plan is to
attach a fixed condenser of about '0001 mfd. capacity
to a four -leg valve plug in socket, but neglecting the
filament legs. Thus the two ends of the condenser are

N0 other Headphone Manufacturers but S. G.
Brown, Ltd., could have produced such a
remarkably efficient 'phone as the Feather-

connected to the grid and plate pins of the valve

plug, so that when the plug is inserted (in place of the
valve) the H.F. impulses are passed straight through

the condenser, and so on to the grid of the second
valve. Slight alteration in tuning will be necessary,
as the insertion df this condenser is bound to upset
the tuning to a certain extent. On local transmissions
very good results can be obtained by this device, no
appreciable loss of signal strength occurring.

G. P. K. (London).-Can you give me a circuit for smoothing out the commutator ripples
in an H.T. supply from D.C. mains ?

PRICES:
F type :

120 ohms ...

22'6
25:-

9,000 ohms

121 ohms
2,000 & 4,000 ohms .
8.000 ohms
..
.

.

.
.

58'62 66;-

D -type:

120 ohms
2,000 & 4,000 ohms...
.

.

.

52 -

Wholesale: Victoria Road. N. Acton,
W.3.

S

The accompanying circuit should be quite O.K.

19, Mortimer Street, W.1
15,

Moorfields,

411111

By means of a bank of chokes and condensers,
direct current with a superimposed commutator

ripple may be effectively smoothed out. Such an
arrangement is shown in the diagram.
This method of obtaining a " ripple -less " D.C. of
high voltage is useful for power amplification and
allio for -the transmission of telephony.

i3 t0 vo n

and comfortable headbands, combine to make the
famous iBrown Featherweight a masterpiece of
engineering production.

No wonder it holds the record for popularity its sales have

48

S. G. Brown, Ltd.
Reloil :

weight (Type F) at anywhere near the price.
Its staggered magnets, polished ebonite earpieces,
burnished aluminium cases, together with its glossy

Liverpool.

necessitated three-fold, factory

ex -

tensions in an honest endeavour to cope with the
incessant demand.
Remember that the same thoroughness which charac-

terises all mrown products is manifested in every
detail of manufacture.. For your next pair of Headphones be sure to choose a Xfrowit-there is a type
to suit your requirements and your pocket.

ty,

ta,

wog_
Headphones

,

G. A., Ltd.
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trecess

Club/Threport

The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk
denotes affiliation to the Radio Society of Great Britain.
Scarborough Radici Society.

report of the meeting of the South London

Artistes from the Scarborough theatres gave

gates, Messrs. Bartlett .and,King.
Hon. sec., Mr. L: Pilbeam, 'at 499, Lordship
Lane, East Dulwich, S.E. 22.

On Sunday, December 23rd, a very successful
concert was given to raise funds for this society.

their services, and the concert was organised by
mehabers of the society.
*

*

Radio Association.

The hon. sec. expresses regret that, owing to

the unprecedented demand for badges and
pennants, which has far outrun the supply,
he has been unable to fulfil all the orders he has
received frOm members and branch secretaries

ho has, however, made arrangements that all
will be supplied in the near future. He would
suggest to members that they should, wherever

League of Radio Societies by the two dele*

The Leeds Radio Society.*
Tho 46th general Meeting was held in December, the president, A. M. Bage, Esq.,
Occupying the chair. The past president of
the society, Professor R. Whiddington,
D.Sc., lectured upon " Atomic Physics."

On December 14th an open meeting and

demonstration was held.
Hon. see., D. E. Pettigrew,- 37, Mexborough
Avenue, Leeds.

possible, procure their supplies from

Messrs. H. C. Phillips & Sons, Ltd., of
81, Turnmill St., E.C.1. These are very
sensitive and are fitted with stalloy
diaphragms and nickel -plated steel head._
band with the usual adjustments. The
These
earpieces are of erystallate.
'phones are sold at 17/6, and we understand that they are obtainable from
most dealers.
Birmingham readers should note that they

can obtain some very good apparatus at
reasonable prices from F. J. Tickle, Hampton -in -Arden, Birminghani.

The Korland H.F. " Valve."
We have recently been requested to test
out the Korland H.F. " valve" (Price -30;-).
This " valve" requires no filament battery,
and the makers state that : " High tension
can be applied across the filament areas up
to 20,000 volts without hurting it. It will
not work on reflex -circuits, only straightforward high -frequency circuits, tuned
anode, transformer coupled, and reactance
It makes circuits
capacity coupling.

extremely sensitive, and requires careful
tuning. Reaction is to be a little tighter

than in the case of an ordinary valve.

Potential varies from 4 to 200 on plate."
We publish below the report

experiments made by our
Technical Staff with this new

the branch secretarie1, as this will
help the branches financially and

of

ease the work at headquarters.
Hon. sec., S. Landman, S,.11it,!1
House, Southampton Row, W.C. 2.
*

valve."

*

*

North Middlesex Wireless Club.
At the club meeting held re-

Results of Tests with Korland
H.F. "Valve."

Park, N., members who were present
heard a lecture on " Selective
Reception," by Mr W. H. Norvill, of

BY THE TECHNICAL STAFF,

cently at Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes

On 2 L 0 at

15

miles :

Autoveyors, Ltd. The chair was
taken by the president of the club,

Ordinary valve /1.F., second

Hon. see., H. A. Green, 100, Pella( t
Grove, Wood Green, -N. 22.

land valve, H.F., Detector, L.F.

H.F.,

*

meeting the lecturer of the evening,
Mr., L. Bland Flagg, showed, by
means of diagrams, how to use the
val'Ve sets.

Hon. sec., Mr. Murano, 33, Elm Bank Gar-

dens, Barnes.
-

The Southampton and District Radii:. Society.*

The sequel to the recent crystal competition
for the reception of Bournemouth broadcasting

Cot alo Oues
Wok, Reviews

of the society, was present on December 19th
to talk on " Television."
Hon. sec., S. J. Glyde, Winchelsea Road,
Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.17.

Radio Association of Ireland.
A special meeting of the Radio Association of
Ireland was held on Wednesday night, the 19th

Dec., in the Wireless Department,- Municipal
Technical Institute, Kevin Street, Dublin,
Mr. J. Ronan presiding.

January 31st.-Paper on " The Oscillating

Valve Viewed as a Converter," by T. J. Monaghan, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
An interesting development is the production
of " The Irish Radio Journal," which has been
Secured as the official organ of the association.

L.S. signals-R 4. On 2 B D at 400 miles :
with Korland valve. L.S. signals-Nil.
Amplification factor appears to be about
.6. Grid curve appears to assume a straight
line horizontal across vertical axis. Used in
from the H.F. valve to the crystal. Amplication still on the minus side.

Radio and High-Frequen6y Currents
(3s. 6d. net, Crosby Lockwood & Son, Ludgate

Hill, EC.4). As a companion to " Alternating
Currents, Their Theory and Transmission,"

which we had the pleasure of reviewing
some short time ago, this book is admirable,
and treats the subject with such an -excellent
thoroughness that it will doubtless be
All
adopted as a standard textbook.
wireless amateurs desirous of studying

radio work in such a way as to obtain a

really good working knowledge of the

theory of both reception and transmission,

more in respect of the latter, cannot do
better than obtain this book.
*

Dulwich,and District Wireless and Experimental

At 1/4,:,? recent meeting, the first item on the
programme after the ordinary business, was the

retuning)
On 2 B D at 400 miles : First combination,

operates inasmuch as it passes the H.F.

*

Tottenham Wireless Society.
Prof. A. M. Low, A.C.G.L, D.Sc., the president

On 5 I T at 90 miles : with
Korland valve. L.S. signals-R 2 (after

reflex set 1 H.F. dual and L:F., the Korland

presented the prizes to the successful competitors.
Hon. sec., Mr. P Sawyer, 51, 'Waterloo Road,
Southampton.

Association.

On 5 I T at 90 miles : First

combination. L.S. signals-R 6.

open air wireless concert.

Wok place in December at the headquarters
of the above society, when Dr. McDougall
*

L.S.

R 10 ; but signals less pure.
The boys at the King's Canadian Camp School, Bushey Park, enjoy an

various types of jacks and plugs on multi
*

L.F.

Finals (after retuning)-almost

.

Kensington Radio Society.
At the December monthl,

Detector,

signals-R 10.
On 2 L 0 at 15 miles : Kor-

Mr. A. G. Arthur, who briefly introduced the lecturer.

Some

very

fine

*

headphones

...have

recently been placed on the market by

N.B.-R=signal strength ;

L.S.=-- Loud.

speaker.

It will be seen from the above report that

owing to the fact that H.F. amplification

does not give marked increased volume of
signals at short distances there is very little
difference between the insertion of the

Korland " valve " and the cutting out of
the H.F. stage altogether.
But when the Korland " valve " is

employed for H.F. amplification for distances
exceeding the ranges covered by an ordinary

detecting element, the Technical Staff have
found no amplification whateVer. In fact,
the amplification factor was found to be on
the minus side, and the grid curve assumes
a straight line horizontal across the vertical.

Therefore, we cannot recommend this
" valve."
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THE WEEK'S BROADCASTING PROGRAMMES.
SIMULTANEOUS BROADCASTING EVENTS.

Sunday, January 13th. -At 3.0 p.m. Organ Recital
from Kingsway Hall.
5.0-5.30.
Corner S.B. from Bournemouth.

Children's
7.0.

B.B.C. Literary Critic.

The

Monday, January 14th. -A Symphony programme
by Augmented Orchestra.
Tuesday, January 15th. -An evening of Plays" The Blacksmith's Serenade." S.B. to Glasgow.
The Rt. Hon. Stanley M. Bruce, KC. (Prime
Minister of Australia).

Wednesday, January 16th. -The B.B.C. Dramatic
Critic. 7.45.
Aida," Act 1 (Verdi), relayed
from the Opera House, Covent Garden. S.B.
to all stations except Manchester.
8.40. " Aida," Art 2.
do.
do.
Thursday, January 1701.-7.9. The B.B.C. Musical
Critic.

Britain.

Talk by the Radio Society of Great

Friday, January 18th. -7.0. The B.B.C. Film Critic.
0.45. " Othello," Act 3, - relayed from the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. S.B. to
ail stations.
Saturday, January 19th. -Dance Music. S.B. to
all stations.
LONDON (2 L 0).

Suaday, January 13th. --Address by the Rev. C. R.
Raven, M.A., Rector of Bletchingley, 'Surrey.
Suitable instrumental and vocal programme.
Monday, January 14th. -Symphony Concert conducted by Mr. Stanton Jefferies. Maurice Cole,
solo pianoforte.

Tuesday, January 15th. -An evening of Plays produced by Mr. Nigel Playfair.
Wednesday, January 16th.-" Aida." Acts 1 and 2.
Thursday, January 170. -Popular programme by
the Wireless Orchestra.
Friday, January 18th. -Popular programme, and
a Studio Party with John Henry as the host.
Saturday, January 19th. -Popular Dance and Instrumental programme.

BIRMINGHAM (5 I T.
Sunday, January 13th. -9.40. The
Bishop Hamilton
Cathedral.

Baynes

of

Right Rev.
Birmingham

- WJZ, WHAZ, WGY, and many

other U.S.A. Broadcasting Stations are
within easy reach of Cossor P.2 (rt,e,a,) users

Monday, January 14th. -See simultaneous.
Tuesday, January 15th. -Miscellaneous programme,
including the Yardley Dramatic Society.
Wednesday, January 16th. -See simultaneous.
Thursday, January 17th. -Programme relayed from

WIRELESS enthusiasts sufficient y keen to
forsake the comfort of their beds at 3 a.m.
should first make quite certain that they
are using the right type of apparatus.
The aerial should be high, though not necessarily
long, and its insulation should,be above suspicion.

London.

Friday, January 18th. -Pianoforte Lecture -Recital
by Wilfred Ridgway.
Saturday, January 19th. -Popular Orchestral night
CARDIFF (5 W A).
Sunday, January 13th. -Address by the Rev. J. H.
Lewis, B.D.
Dvorak night.
Monday, January 140. -See simultaneous.
Tuesday, January 150. -Shakespeare night, " King

Accumulations of soot and fog are certainly not
conducive to long-distance reception -and a
Saturday afternoon spent overhauling the aerial

John," by the Station Repertory Company.
January 18th.-" Mr. Everyman."
Programme from London.
Thursday, January 17th. -Dance programme.
Friday, January 18th. -The Caerphilly Male Voice
Choir.
S;turday, January 19th. -Popular night.
Wednesday,

MANCHESTER (2 Z Y).

Sunday, January 13th. -The Very Rev. B. Butler.
Pianoforte Solo by Edward Isaacs.
Monday, January 14th.-S.B.
Tuesday, January 15th. -Orchestral and vocal night.

Wednesday, January 16th. -Choral and orchestral

night,including Beethoven's Choral Symphony.
Thursday, January 17th. -General Concert.
Friday, January 18th. -The Garner Schofield Dance
Band.

Saturday, January 19th. -The Jester's Concert Party.
NEWCASTLE (5 N 0).

Sunday, January 13th. -The Rev. George Aitken.

equipment will be time well spent.

The Receiving Set should contain at least one
Reduction

in Prices
From January I st, the prices
of

Cossor

P.I

Valves have been
Low -Frequency amplification

High -Frequency

amplification...

S rturday, January 19th. -Dance night..

P.3 (With green top)

Sunday, January 13th.-" Elijah " Part 2.
Monday, January 14th.-S.B.
Test day, January 15th. -Irish night.
Wednesday, January 16th.-S.B.
Thursday, January 17th. --The Bournemouth Weld
Male Voice Party.

1216

P.2 (With red top) Fur

WUNCELLS

BOURNEMOUTH (6 B

P.2

reduced.

P.1 For Detector and

Hermann MeLeod's Quintet.
Monday, January 14th.-S.B.
Tuesday, January.l5th.-General orchestral and vocal
lrogra mine.
Wednesday, January 16th.--S.B.
Thursday, January 17th. -General Concert.
Friday, January 18th. -Concert mainly relayed from
London.

and

1216

The new Dull Emitters work.
ing on .8 -volt and consuming

less current than any va!ve
on the market.

One Battery

only required -not three.
corresponds in characteristics to P.1
P.4 (With blue top)
for High -Frequency

Ur -

Front all Dealers.

high -frequency ' valve, and this should certainly
be a COSSOR P.2 (with red top) -the only Valve
designed specifically for long-distance work. The
other Valves should be of the P.I type, recognised
by all wireless experts as ideal for rectifying and
amplifying the weak currents received over distances
of several thousands of miles.
The secret of their efficiency lies in the tact that the
hood -shaped Anode almost totally encloses the

electron stream given off by the filament, whereas
in other Valves a considerable proportion of this
valuable emission is wasted.

Although we possess a number of letters from
COSSOR users relating to their success in receiving

American Broadcasting direct on one R.1 Valve
only, we are inclined to think that these cases are
freak results, and recommend that at least two
Valves (one P.1 and one P.2) are necessary, while
an additional P.1 as a Note Magnifier, to give a
good volume of sound, would often be an advantage.

Friday, January 18th. -Third Symphony Concert Russian Night.

Saturday, January 19th. -The Blue Lagoon Dance
Orchestra.

(Continued on page 758.)

Cossor Valve Co., Ltd.,

Highbury Grove, London, N.5
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statement : Either he is hopelessly over-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Immediate Delivery
from our Huge Stocks.
Everything from a Wave Meter to
an Earth Clip..
The best equipped City Depot.
COME AND SEE US.

THE WEEK'S BROADCASTING PROGRAMMES.

stating the results due to his enthiisiasm
foi the circuit, or that he has never heard

(Continued from page 75y7.)

The other letter is one dealing with spark
jamming: I think that for pure selfishness

a good four -valve set.

GLASGOW (5 S C).

Sunday, January 13th.-The Rev. Eric A. Sutton, B.A.
Monday, January 14th.-S.B.

Ja...aary 15th.-S.B., also Request Pro-

Tuesday,

gramme by Orchestra.

9, Colonial Avenue is first opening on
left in the Minories, near Aidgate
Station, Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON&Co. avenue 4166
9, Colonial Avenue, London, E.1

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE

re cinires well-educated youths between the ages of
18 and 21 for Graining as Wireless Operators; also
'skilled Operators Ago limits for skilled men, 18

to 35; Ex.N.0.0 's up to 38 with rank according
to trade ability 441fatos of Pay. For men under
week; skilled men from 2613
training, 211
to 59/6 per week, on enlistment, and all found.
Allowance for wife and children to men 26 and
over Write or call:Inspector of Recruiting, R.A.F.

Wednesday, January 16th.-The entire programme
from London.
Thursday, January 17th.-Orchestral night.

Friday, January Dith.Percival Steeds, B.A.,
" David Copperfield."

in

Saturday, January 19th.-Orchestral night.
ABERDEEN (2 B D).

operated a set within eight miles of Land's
End station when it has, been using 5 kw.,
and have had no difficulty in tuning him out
on ordinary loosC-coupled circuits on the
amateur's wave -length of 440 metres. .The

gramme.
music.

Aberdeen Battalion Boys' Brigade Baud.

Friday, January 18th.-Mozart night Saturday, January 19th.-Students' night.

raPESPONDENCE

ILCCUIVEULATCCRS.

6v. 40a.....251.
6v. 60a.....32/6
6v. 80a
40/6v.100a. 46/- fitted

21 /9
4v. 60a
2716
4v. 80a
4v.100a.....32
'6
Polished teak cases for C / 60 and 4 / 100 only,

with fuses and switch 6/6 each.
SPECIAL LAN E.
First-claq: English make, 6-v. 60 -amp hours, 22/9 ea.

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W. 2.

-A Book BargainBy

Magnetism and Electricity for Home Study.
Penrose, The facts are presented vividly in

order to aid the non -mathematical mind.

Invaluable to Wireless Students and amateurs.
Over Soo pages. rer8. Published 5/-.. Our
Bargain Price, a'- post free. Mention Offer 220,
FOYLES, 121, CHARINC CROSS ROAD, LONDON.

ALL BRITISH i VALVE AMPLIFIER

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yours faithfully,
A. S. BROWN.
'

Dear Sir,-As another who has been

like

to endorse the remarks of Francis

Fielding in a recent issue of your popular
journal.

Whilst offering my sympathy to James

Harvey, he need not be downhearted ; he is

happily unconscious of the pzisibilities of
the circuit he so freely condemns, whilst he
heais the roar of 2 L 0 at 14 miles. I hear
6 B M, 250 miles, quite clearly when the

Coomes' Crystal Set

then being of ordinary conversational
strength.
A variable leak and vernier rheostat are
' invaluable with this set. With these and a

McClelland variometer failure seems imBeing so impressed with my first trial of a

quickly connected, making the set more
conipact and easier to handle.
The writer knows several who get all the

well with this circuit.
" EXPERIMENTER.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

"IONOPHONE" Valve and Crystal Set, 28 -18 -0,
plus 6,'- B.D.C. Fees, Not including accessories.

two letters appearing in a recent number

Write

for

" B " and Supplement.
Trade Terms on Request.
Catalogue

J. A. COOMES 6' CO., LTD.,
Showroom, :
Works

:

5, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

Tel No.: Cite 4460.
Connaught Road, Ilford,

Tel. So.: 1379.

Essex.

have to put up with on the Soirth Coast. If
your, correspondent wants to know what

will he get the strong spark station at
Newhaven, but all the shipping in the
Yours very truly,
A. AISBITT GIBSON.

Thalassa, 8, Aymer Road, Hove.
B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
The Editor,, POPULAR WIPELESS

Dear Sir,-I shall be glad if you will

kindly allow a little space in your most excellent paper for a few remarks in reply to
your correspondent's letter, E. M. 0.
(Beckenham), appearing in a recent issue.

I think E. M. 0. is adopting a most unreasonable attitude when he so severely

criticises the programmes given to us by the

From the varied items which are
transmitted daily from 2 L O; surely .there
is something that appeals to this grumbling
individual. Or has he reached that standard
B.B.C.

of education that he has nothing more to

Variometer tuned, enclosed crystal. Fitted in
polished oak desk -shaped Cabinet Range 25
to 30 miles. Price 151-, plus 1/- B.B.C. Fees,
not including accessories.
willingly upon application.

absolutely peaceful compared with what. we

Channel thrown in.

They are easily picked up, but the adjustments require to be very exact, the speech

151.,

Particulars of our g, 3, 4 and 5 Valve 'Sets sent

during the three months I spent on the
Thanet coast this summer I found it

wonderfully clear.
The new station at Brussels and L' Ecole,
etc., Paris, 400 miles, are very fine indeed.

British and French broadcasting stations
11111111

Dear Sir,-With reference to the letter

from your Cliftonville correspondent on the
above subject, I should like to mention that

interference is, let him pay a visit to our
district and try his wireless set. Not only

rough hook up of this circuit, I designed a
small compact panel to which variometer,
.001 cond, 'phones and batteries could be

: London Wall 9730

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

370 miles, comes in quite easy, and is

'phones are worn by.someone else, and 2 B D,

post 1/.. Complete parts for Crystal Variometer Receiver, including slope front cabinet,
drilled ebonite panel, wiring plan, etc., everything
complete, 12/6, pest 1'-. Particulars and general
Inn p. -r`
CRAWFORD, 8, COLEMAN STREET,

103, Lower Road, S.E.16.

successful with the "May " circuit, I should

possible.

stat, wiring diagram, everything complete, 22/6,

_

I am,

linas,Enti,led, comprising 'italic:gaily cabinet, drilled
ebonite panel, L.F. transformer, terminals, rheo-

11111111

not expect That the stations would close
down or even alter their method of transmitting. I hope that some of this spirit

THE " MAY " CIRCUIT.

C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand-new and jaerfeet, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
Doth ways if returned within 7 days.

7:

jamming as an unavoidable evil, and
although they sometimes groused, they did

may reach the broadcast listener.

Phone : 8572 Central,

LONDON, E.C.2.

What would be the use of sending the

S.O.S. on a sharply tuned C.W. set ? I

amateurs of two years ago put up with

BURGE, WARREN & BIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91,92, Great Saffron HIM London, E.C.1.
WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patent. and Trade Marks, Advice Hand -book
taut Cons. Iree.-B. T. KING. Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.i, 146a, Queen Victoria
St., .E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 882. 36 yrs. refs.

of

selectivity, and then blames the transmitting station. I admit that the spark stations
are not things of unadulterated joy, but on
the other hand the work they do is more

Thursday, January 17th.-Vocal and instrumental

cut to any required size while you wait. or sent by
post on receipt of cash
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

4v. 40a.....17/-

instruments from the point of view

important than all the broadcasting stations
in the world.

4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and

now he wants to close down the commercial
stations. Again, he usually uses very bad

Sunday, January 13th. ---The Rev. John E. Penman.
Monday, January 14th.-The Flashlight Concert Party
Tuesday, January 15th.-Classical night.
Wednesday, January 160.--S.B. 'Local dance pro-

"

EBONITE

the average broadcast listener would take
first prize. He has already succeeded in
closing the amateur transmitter down, and

THE JAMMING PROBLEM.

Dear Sir,-I would like to .comment upon

of your -journal.

The first is signed by F. Woodward, of
Glasgow. He states that with the " P.W."
Combination Set and one L.F. valve he
receives the Glasgow station at a strength
equal to four valves. There are only two
charitable explanations to such an absurd

learn from such " talks " and music ?

Finally, I would ask E. M. 0. to study
carefully the programmes for the week
preceding Christmas, and if he still considers

them unsatisfactory, I would respectfully
suggest that he for ever holds his peace.
Yours faithfully,
R. W. TULLY.

6, Bedford Road,
Crouch End, N.8.
(Continued on page 760.)
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HULLO, EVERYBODY!!
POST ORDER COLUMN

RAYMOND

CALLERS' COLUMN.

Buy Best Goods at Low Prices. VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
BRITISH MAKE.
No Post Orders at These Prices.
doz.

Large W.O.

4

W. 0. Pillar
Small Pillar

for 541., doz.
4 for 5d., doz.

1/ -

Aluminium Ends.

1/3
1/3
9d.

1d. each; doz.

Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts, the lot

Bushes.
Spacers.
Metal to Metal
Bearings.
Ebonite

1/ -

Narrow

Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and
bush
3/-, 2/8, 2/4
Larger Variometers, 250/650
4/9, 3/9, 2/11
Igranic Variometers, Ebonite, 350/650 ...
15/2 -Way Coi, Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4/6

3 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 6111, 5/11
Phillips R Type Valves
8/.

Stop Pins, with shoulder ...
Fixed Condensers,

.031

2 a 1d.; doz

led.; up to

5d.
1/3
1/6
9d.
6d.

.005

Fixed Condensers, .006 up to .01
Valve Pins, doz. 6d.
Sockets, doz
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts
3 doz.
Basket

Set of 6

Coils

Spade Terminals
doz.
Vario Couplers, with Knob, Wound D.C.C.
Glass Enclosed Whisker Detector
High -Class Whisker Detector (large), enclosed

Assembled.

Fully

Terminals (comp. with Nuts), Telephone

2/ -

4d.
4/11

1/6
2/6

Fine Perikon, 2 Crystals, enclosed
3/ Small Perikon, 2 Crystals
2/ Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1.C. 2 og.
10 yds.
6d.
Twin Flex
12 yds., 1/7; 4 yds., 7d.
Plug Coils, Ebonite
1/-, 9d.
Extra Qua:ay, ditto on base
1/-, 1/3
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B.A.,
large
2 for
6d.
Switch Arms
8d., 9d., 10d., 1/.
1/8, 1/10, 2/-, 2/3
Filament Resistances

Ebonite Dial and

Without Dial.

6/6

' 001

5/6
4/9
4/2
3/2/8

00075
' 0005

'0003

Knob complete as
sketch.

7/6

' 001

' 00075

' 0002
' 0005
'0001
Fully Assembled with '0003

6/9
5/9
5/2

4/6

Igranic Vernier
Cat's -Whiskers, one gold
Single Basket Cull Holders
4

Variable Grd Leaks

.

- ---

---- - - -

HEADPHONES.

4000 ohms Sidpe " genuine
,,
4000
Brunet
4000
4000

14/9

15/11
12/6
18/6

N. & K.

4d.
& K. Standard, latest model
1/4/ N.
Raymond, 1.000 ohm,. high-class
1/5

14/9
12/11

VALVES

L.F. Intervalve Transformers.

Best Zincite and Bornite, 6d. each, pair
Xtraudion Valves (E.E.C.)

2/7d.
6d.
6d.
1d.
4d.

1/15/.

20/ -

Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .001
114
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .005
1/8
Fixed Condensers, .006
2/
Ebonite Valve Holders, S nuts, each 1/6, 3 for 4/Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite, 21-, 2/6

D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite
base

3/3

base

2/9
3/6
2/6

S.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite
Variable Grid Leak (Bretwood), guar. 3 yrs
Variable G; id Leak, pencil pattern
Two-way Coil Holders, 3 qualities' all
value

good

5/6,

6/6, 7/6

Three -Way ditto, as above
6/9, 7/6, 8/9
Twin Flex for Extension Leads, 12 yds.
2/3
Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002, .0003, .0005

2/9

Grid Leak, 2 megohms

114

Pin Terminals, screw pattern, for phone
leads
6 for

1/

Spade Terminals, screw pattern, for phone

6 for

leads

Ebonite

Coil

with

Post 1/- pair.

Bretwood Variable Grid Leaks, guaranteed
EV TYPE PHONES
ERICSSON
3 years
3! 4000 ohms. Thousands sold last season.
Pin Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz.; 2 for 3d.
Lovely tone. 13/9 per pair.
Post 11- pair
Spade Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz.;
2 for 3d.
9d., 1/ Shaw's Genuine Hertzite
Postage 1/ each.
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003, 3/-, 2/3, 2/ 21 1/ - MARCONf D.E.R.
doz.
Valve Sockets, with shoulder
21 2/- EDISw AN A.R.D.E.
Basket Coils, Duplex Wayless, set of 5 for
EDISW
AN,
COSSOR
P.1
126
1/6
100,000 ohm Resistance
MULLARD ORA
12 6
Variometers on Ebonite, ball rotor, wound
126
8/11, 7/11, 6/11 MARCONI R
D.C.C.
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils
,1/9, 1/6
pair 91d.
Double 'Phone Cords
Wound Coils, 12 by 4, best quality
2/6
1/9 5-1 Radio Instruments, Ltd. (1)
Wound Coils, 6 by 3, best quality
25/
1/3 5-1 Igranic shrouded
D.P.S.T. Switches, special
(2)
21/S.P.D.T. or Ebonite
1/8 to 2/3 5-1 Formo shrouded 181(3) Plain
15/1/11 to 2/9 5-1 Raymond
D.P.D.T. on Ebonite
12/6
2 for 5d. On Transformers (1) (2) and (3) goods to the
2 B.A. Rod, 13 in
5/6
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils
value of Id. in the 1/. given free to callers.
pair 11d.
Plug and Socket, brass
1/6 H.T. Batteries (very best only). No Post Orders.
Fixed Condensers, .01
6 for 2/3
Pocket Lamp Batteries (best)
60 v. with plugs
8/9, 10/6
12/6
2/Special Filament Resistance, very One value
36 v.
5/-, 5/6 p 5/9
Switches for panel
D.P.D.T., Nickel
mounting
Fil. Res. Dials, 0-10
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger
Set of Names (12), engraved black or white
each
Insulated Hooks
per foot
Copper Foil

-------------------

Accumulators, high-class goods. 4 v. 40,amps.

Plugs,

high-class

1/-

article,

each 1/3, 6 for 6/9

knob, pointer, bush, Registered Post and 4 Cat's -whiskers (gold, silver, etc.)
6d.
screws and connecBell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C.
1/10 yds.
Packing 6d. set.
tions, aluminium end
100,000 ohms Resistance
21-, 2/6
Foreign
post
2:set.
plates.
Switch Arms, very good quality, complete

Fellow's Lightweight
Premier B.B.C. 4,000 ohms, very fine value '16/11
7/- Sterling
25/4,000 ohms, latest model, B.B.C.

Igranic Resistances

NO POST ORDERS except for goods in this
column, and at prices marked, which include all
post, rail and packing charges. U. K. only.
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.

CRYSTAL SETS, ALL KINDS
10'6, 12/6, 17;'6, 21,1-, 28/6
EDISON

BELL,

LISSEINI,

DU BILIER parts stocked

1/ Ebonite Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts ...
bottle 51d.
Shellac
Tinned Copper, 16, 1S, 20 gauge in stock.
2/6 LARGE NUMBER OF BARGAINS
Formo Fil. Resistances, best
33/Accumulator (Rotax), 6 v. 80 amp.
.
.
17/6 . .
4 v. 40 amps.
21/ 4 v. 60 amps.
PRICES
1/6 CANNOT ADVERTISE
Rubber Lead-in Wire, 10 yards
flight Reserved to Return Cash.
HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

TO CALLERS ONLY

12

studs

2/.

Sockets, polished, with shoulder
and nuts
doz. 1/6, 3 doz. 4/.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal
1/6

Valve

Double Phone Cords, with screw terminals

1/6

doz.

4/ -

doe 1/9; 3 doe.
Terminals, Large Pillar, with nut, doz. 1/9,

4/7

Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand
6/.
Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug
2/9
Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish)
2/6, 2/8, 3/ Very Special ditto (limited number)
2/9
Termin iis, Telephone, with nut, doz. 1/9;
3

Terminals, Large W.O. pattern, with nut
6

doz.

Terminals, Extra Large 2 B.A., with nut,
6 for 2/6, doz

8/ -

4/6
4/6
2/6

Variometers and knob, 250/650
Basket Coils, up to 3,500 metres, set of 6
Spring Washers
3 doz.
2/.
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not
Junk, Enclosed, large whisker
3/3
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker
2/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Perikon,
2
crystals
3/9
Crystal
Detectors,
enclosed,
slightly
smaller ditto
3/3
Many Other Detectors, open type, 2/-, 2/6, 2/9, 3/.
L.P.
Intervalve
Transformers,
Radio
Instruments, Ltd.
25/.
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Igranic
(shrouded)

21/.

L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Formo, 15/-, 18/Intervalve Transformers, Raymond 13/9
Variometer, on Ebonite Ball Rotor
10/.
Igranic Variometers, Inside. Winding
15/.
Sets of 12 Name Tabs, black or white
1/.
2 B.A. Nuts
per gross 1/10
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger
1/
L.F.

Insulating Sleeving, all colours, 6 yds.
2/9
Amplion Junior Loud -speaker
Best Knobs, Bushed 2 B.A.
4 for
1/6
Brunet Phones, 4,000 ohms
18/6
N. and K. Standard, 4,000 ohms
1611
B.B.C. Best Phones, 4,600 ohms
17/11
Fellow's Lightweig:it Phones, 4,000 ohms.
similar to Brown's
18/6
D.P.D.T. Nickel Switches for panel m'nt.
2/6

-----

- - - - - - - --

TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SUPPLIED.
I advei.rse what I sell, and sell what I
advertise.

SEND FOR POST LIST.
1111111111NEIMMO

Ez.--

=Et.

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

-5

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
'Phone

Gerrard 4637.

HOURS OF
BUSINESS :
9 to 7.45E

EI_DAILY

E_SUNDAYS

10.30to E

5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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TECHNICAL

A BETTER WAY
is by using the TUNGAR
BATTERY CHARGER. Simple,
Safe, and Economical. No
moving parts. Requires no
attention. No Garage, Owner -Driver or Wireless Enthusiast should be without one.
Will charge from 1 to 10,6-12
volt batteries at a time.
Descriptive Booklet free on
application. Deliveries from
stock.

:

::

marketed by the Western Electric and Radio Communication. It is extremely small, both in size and
rating, but can pitt up a wonderful performance. It is
particularly adapted for working on a dry cell. the

::

-----_-_----------.-

to your
'phone

and you get results

rivalling a

50/ LOUD SPEAKER
OFNIRT

Make.

7 '6 Post

Complete, strongly Fitted in a second. Don't
(Way, send P.0.8/6 at once
packed.
and listen in comfort.

STREET,

MALONE& Cm

MARK LANE, LONDON. E.C.3

I --BEGINNERS' CUIDE TO WIRELESS -1

BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.

!

I

I
I
1

I
1

water -pipe, and using a buried earth in the

The " Peanut " Valve.
THIS dull -emitter valve, More properly. called the
" Wecovalve " and familiarly known as the
" Pipsqueak," is made by Msillard's, and

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C. 4.

Sound British

After disconnecting the wire from the

-

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.,
0

rail.

ODDS AND ENDS.

of charging Accumulators
from alternating current

::

without result,, it was suddenly found that
the interference was being caused by the
street water -main lying close to the trans

Explains in plain everyday language everything you
wish to know about WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
How to
CON
CT andtune A,KE
complete crystaERECT,l and aloe sets, nersls,
coiAerial
etcs.

also the latest two and three valve tuned anode
recciveni and one and two valve amplifiers.
144 pages (including 28 diagrams) 1/3 post tree

- Particulars and consultations free

Telephone. Chancery 7547

-- EFONITE PANELS
Cut to any size required

in high grade easily
worked materia
."
in. thick, lid per sq in
in. thick. id per sq. in. Mail Orders :-Add 6d.
towards cost of packing and post
Panel, drilled
and/or engraved to your own paper pattern.

Its cheaper than buying drills. Estimates free
Regent 3335.

'Phone

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,

24, Warwick Street. Regent Street, London, W.1.

..441:1IN&TS YOU WANT.

'ICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P. W.) Works, Albion Rd..
Bexley Heath. LE.
iVrite for lists.
ANOTHER COOD THING.
Yes I We have no Spaghetti.
You don't need it if you use

1 square tinnirl copper rod
for wiring panels. Very
efficient on H F circuits, it
looks neat and stays put. 2 ft.

lengths 3/- doz. plus post.
SPARKS RADIO SUPPLIES.
43, Great Portland Street, W.1

On Test.

Tits valve behaved very well on a reflex circuit.
which, as you know, is a pretty good test. It gave
signals with only 0.6 volts on the filament, and the
signals came up to full strength at 0.9 volts, When
the voltage was raised above 1.0 volts the signals were

above average strength. It also behaved well as
the second H.F. or L.F. valve, provided the filament
voltage was kept well up to about 0.9. Incidentally,
if you want to try it, take care to get the adapter,
as it will not plug-in without it.
The Armstrong Super.
I was looking through some recent patents the other

day, and came across the British Application of
E. H. Armstrong, which deals with his famous Super
Regenerator. Of all the dozens of descriptions of
this circuit which I have read at, different times, I
never came across a better one than that which is
contained- in the specification. There are twelve
circuit diagrams, showing different, modifications
components.

Basinghall street, London, E.C.2.

Telephone : LO VDON WALL 2292

AGAIN f-----34ft. HANKS OF STRANDED
COPPER RUBBER COVERED WIRE

Post 3d.

1/3.

Valves Repaired

WITH NEW BULBS
AND FILAMENT.

76

POST FREE.

have

SLIDER

which makes a broad contact

1/-, or post free 113 from

J. & J. LASER CO..
457, Romford Road.
London, E.7.

Some ENGLISH and Con
tine»tal territories available

BOXES : We have very cheap line box parts
ready fixing, I" Find. hardwood, 8r x x 6r,
9,'- doz. sets, or samples 1/3 per set. DID free,
suitable Wireless boxes, etc. Buy now.

NORMANS, 59, Mount Pleasant, W.C.1.

.

BATY'S TUNED ANODE, 300/1000 metres, 12'6
complete. Condenser Coil and Grid Condenser.

" We find it very satisfactory and tuning extremely
accurate.' "Popular Wireless," Nov. z4th.
ERNEST J. BATY, 157, Linstable Road, LUTON.

WIRELESS MASTS

In ease you want to look it up, the

o/.

50ft Witt Ifir'gg.VIL7;i:evat:!:,:ia

off above price , For 14 days only. List 25.--

who only missed, by a few minutes, being the that

American amateur to establish two-way communica-

tion with Europe. ,He was just beaten - by F. IL
Schnell (Traffic Manager of the American Radio

Relay League), who was " on the air " at the time: and
was the first to make contact with It . Deloy, the well-

known French amateur.' Anyway 'Reinartz had the
satisfaction that all three need circuits designed by

liatateu

.. el s.
Al ierum t

,

I ot.uoad

--,---..--TELEPHONES REWOUND -............=.;
to 4,090 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes 5'-, except
BROWN "A" 6;., and SULLIVAN. wax -tilled, 71- per
pair. Ex -Army converted to high resistance 2:6 each
earpiece. Postage, all makes, &I pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 70-71, FARRINGDON STREET. E.0.4.

- CRY 4'

M. ca.

LT ai

ri 4.

hint.

To Improve receptirm: and get Louder signals, clean
your Crystal with CARBONA. In bottles, PRICE 8d..

Some Reception!
How is this for a record in selectivity ? The U.S.S.

11."1,0ArMeontonr"VoWsne"NroWtr."01

of most dealers, or sample for 7d. (stamps) direct from:

"Colorado" received five different messages on One
aerial, on Wave -lengths of 600, 1,300, 2,300,

4,300,_ and 4,600 metres, whilst her transmitting
aerial, a few feet away, was sending over 3.001) miles
on 1,430 metres, with two 10 kw. water-cooled
valves and a 45 amp, input-and all simultaneously !
The transmitter, naturally, is a very special one, which
emits a pure wave, free from harmonics and mush ;
otherwise the reception would have been hopeless.

A Neat Control Unit.
I saw an extremely neat two -calve control unit the

other day, made by Kralt, of Ashley Street, Nottingham, which combines two rheostats, fixed condenser,
and grid -leak all in the one unit. It thus provides
practically a complete fitting for controlling an H.F.
valve and detector, and struck me as a very handy
unit for constructors.

J. H. T. It.

THE LONDON SCIENTIFIC STIFFLY CO:,
55.58, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
.

ISINIGI,

EtiocErsrmymis.

2,000 ohms, guaranteed O.K.

British Manufacture 46. , Continental 3/9.
Post 4 pence.

Double Headphones, 4,000 ohms.

British 10/- Per pair. Continental fr. per pair.
Post 6 pence.
All goods guaranteed tested on Crystal.

F, HOWE, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7
ii,,,...v.,..v.,...w..,,,,..v.,..w...v...w-Newowswv111

THE AUCTION ROOMS
13, 111g1h.

HENRY BUTCHER

3/1/.C.1
& CO.;

Have Received Instructions to Sell by Auction on

THURSDAY, JAN. 17til9 1924
AND FOLLOWING DAY at 11 a.m.
Large Quantities of Ex -Govt.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS

Accessories, Material, Stores, Cable, etc.

(Continued from page 758.)

F. BASTIN & CO., 79, Tamworth Rd., CROYDON.

4-5,, Mason's Avenue,

you

that your poor tuning is due
to that inefficient Slider and
Plunger, ask for the

of the main idea, and all fully described. In many
cases, detailed valises are given for the various

The s Bastinia " Valve Amplifier for Crystal Sets
Gives wonderfully loud results. Price E4:1 : 0.
Complete with Dull Emitter Valve and Batteries.

SPENCER'S STORES

realised

along ONE WIRE and rolls
smoothly over them without
scraping or wearing them.
The " G -W " Slider svill
not clog up or short circuit
your inductance.
Ask your dealer for the
LAKER " G.W.", SLIDER.
100 per cent efficient Price

Reinartz Comes Second.
It inttht have' been disappointing for John Reinartz,

Lstabltshed 1840

" TWO -VALVE.'

Bath.

course, instead of the usual six.

-,...-- INVENTIONS
Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
PATENTED.

" Yours faithfully,

When

for amplifying, about 20 to 45 volts. One rather
useful little point that struck me is that, as the filament resistance is about 4 ohms, the ordinary
rheostat works- quite well, using about 2 volts, of

L. -SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT. 14), BLACKPOOL -J

BROWNE
Agents,
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London. W.0.1

and purposes eliminated.

filament consumption being 0.25 amp. at about 0.9 to
1.1 volts. For detecting, the anode voltage is 20, and

British number is 182,135 (application date in Great
Britain, June 26, 1922).

1

garden, the noise has been to all intents

Comprising Approximately 300 Marconi Tuners, -10,000
Telephone Jacks & Plugs 100 miles V.I.R. and Lead Covered -Cable, 1,250 dingle Earphones, 300 pairs

500 " Marconi ' Condensers, 45 " Marconi 'Wireless Sets, 200 2 -way Telephone Switches;
" Marconi " Inductances, 2 8 -Valve _Amplifiers,
500 Telephone Boxes, 20 cwt. Telephone Cord, 10
Field Telephones, 2,000 Telephone Jacks, 12 Telegraph
Sets, 12 " Marconi " Detectors, 60 Aeroplane Inch.
cators, 30 Portable Telephones, 100 Telephone Relays,
500 Ebonite Accumulator Cases, 150 Induction Coils,
100 Morse -Tapping Heys, 25 Liquid Compasses. 100
Glass Battery Tanks, 6,000 Sheets Thin Ebonite, 1,000
Tripods, 80 Coils 42G. Wire, 3 cwt. Black Enamelled
Wire, 19 S.W.G., 14 large X-ray Spark Coils, 14
Headphones,

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

'

Dear Sir,-In a recent issue you published
a query from a correspondent who *com-

plains of a rushing noise in his 'phones

when a tramcar enters his street.
Having experienced a similar nuisance
and overcome it, the following may be of
service to hips and others.
Our earth' wire was at that time connected
the house water -pipes, and, after
numerous experiments in shielding, etc.,
to

.100

Mahogany. Surgical Cases, 50 Galvanometers, 12 Clint);
meters, 2 Automatic Primer Meters, 200 pairs
Receivers, 100 Hand Sets, 300 Dewar Switches. 21,
Vibrating Sets, together with large, quantities of
Marconi instill/milts. ef _every description.
ON VIEW 3 Days. Preceding Sale Day and Morning of Sale.

Catalogues (when ready) may be obtained from Messrs.
HENRY STITCHER d, CO., Atictioneers, Tattlers and
Surveyors, 63 it
Chanc-ery Lane, London, WC. 2.

RiR

POP ULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.

January 12/h, 1124.
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r APPROACHING ONE MILLION and a HALF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS II
SAVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTISEMENTS
I

ELKAY WIRELESS CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE WIRELESS STORES

talini11111111111111:11W1111111111!!11111111111111Illa

QUALITY,

1-111111111111111111.11141111111111111111111111111111111HEI

PIONEERS of CHEAP PRICES

ELKAY Lightweight Headphones
4,000 ohms, all guaranteed, per pair
FELL O W 3' New Lightweight
Phones, 4.000 ohms, stamped B.B.C.
SUPER PHONES, Light, Easy
-

Ei

1111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111MIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111

DRASTIC NEW REDUC nom in PR.CE of VALVES =
suitcoNzAkLEDIIVAENS-BIRLY,1=!Ect.g,EraTii. Top). =

1 219

1816

alininium1111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111mmitmumiliniummimilla

= DULL !EMITTERS, Ediswan and

1319 EN & K (The genuine article),
4,000 ohms. all guaranteed, per pair .. 1 219
Adjustment, 4,000 ohms, guaranteed

ALSO BROWNS, BRUNET, THOMSON-HOUSTON (FRENCH), ETC.

cuarantced (postage 11-)

'

6:11 & 7/11
1. All
each 11/3

1/9. 1/3, & 10d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclJscd in glass
2/6, 2/3, 1/6
case

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed harddraiva sipper, MO ft. (postage 1/.) 1/101d.
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,
per doz. 3(d.
REAL COLD CAT'S WHISKERS, each
2d.
1/5
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS, per doz.

STATE WHAT MAKE OF LAD SPOAKE

EVERY TYPE IN STOCK.

:=-

SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS

in.

each

per doz.

7d.

J to 1-0
each
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,

CONDENSER SCALES,

BASKET COILS, set of
inctr,-3
SLEEVING, 3 y.ls.
NUTS, 2 B.A.

the set

6, up to

square, drilled

SWITCHES

24d.

6d.
6d.

id.
10d.

Id.
9d.

Id.
31

each

EBONITE,

ON

(quality the best)

SWITCHES

assorted colours, for 110.

each

SLIDER KNOB

61d.
214

per doz.

,

doz.

PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete
each
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 in. long, i in.
SWITCHES

=
=

YOU REQUIRE

PRICES RIGHT.

SAYE MONEY

Einniiiiiiiminn111111111111111111111111mimmoilHHimiltilitiffitinmilimiimiff

,

3d.

3,000

ME TO ELKAY AND

C

FILAMENT
COMPLETE
CIRCLE
RESISTANCE SCALES, 0 to 300 each
BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 yds.
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer
each
per doz.
,,
VALVE PINS, nut and washer
each

,

2-v /

MEaArcconHi

Special backing and too I/- each extra.
In stock also 0. IL 3'05, ,tc.

1:11111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111111141111111111111111111111111111[111111111111111111111111111111Et

DUTCH VALVES
L.F. TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5 to

SEE OUR "SIX -WINDOW
DISPLAY OF BARGAINS

:=3

EBONITE,

ON

(quality the best)
ON
EBONITE,
(quality the best)

CONDENSER SPINDLES,

all

stock, from

S Pe.Sa.cl'.

each
S P.D.T.
each
D P.D.T.
each
sizes in
each

SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A., 12 in. lung, each

1/6
1/11

2/9
11d.
3d.

SUPER
QUALITY
2 -WAY
HOLDER
VARIABLE CONDENSERS of.

COIL
613

high

With alumininni. top and bottom plates. Complete with knob and
dial, guaranteed accurate:
quality.
Vernier

1/.
4/.

.0005
.00075

....... .....

4/6
5/6

.001

..... .......

'

.0001

.0002
M003

6/7f.
8/-

REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER.
O.B.A. NUTS
per doz.

7/9
4d.

Ball Joints, Ebonite
Handle and Whisker hole or
3id.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS
each 1d.
SHELLAC
per bot. 101d. & 6d.
DETECTOR ARMS,

4

AERIAL PULLEYS,
TINFOIL

each laid., na.,

6d. & 41d.

largo 'sheet

COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 ineg
FLEX (Twin), various colours,

4d.
5d.
10;d.

per ft.
each
per yd.

2d.

OUR NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

159, iBIS1401:2SCIA.FriE5
E.C.2
12 Doors from Liverpool St. Station -Same Side
2d.
per doz.
td.
per doz.
per doz. 11d.
nuts and
4d.
per doz.
washers
TERMINALS, with out and washers,
each Id., lid. & 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2- B.A., each 2d. & 3d.
per doz. 2id.
SPACING WASHERS, large
per doz. 11d.
SPACING WASHERS, small
id.
each
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw
2d.
each
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw
all
capacities,
CONDENSERS,
FIXED
each 101tt.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery
per lb. 3/6
w bile you Walt
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and
each:lid., per doz. 1/3
washet2d.
W.O.TERMINALS, nuts and washers, each

NUTS, 4. 5, 6 and S B.A.
WASHERS, 2 B.A.
WASHERS, 2 B.A.
STUDS,
with
CONTACT

'

PANEL BUSHES, drilled

,
TOP CONDENSER
fl

per doz.

,,

each

bushes

CONDENSER' bushes
BOTTOM CONDENSER'
4

per doz.

Mail Orders
Despatched

Same Day as
Received.
Please Remit
Ample Postage.

113

Id.

td.
id.

'

knob, complete with panel, bush, nuts,
and spring washer
per doz.
STOPS, with nuts
smooth
RESISTANCES,
FILAMENT
action, marvellous value
With engraved dials

1id.
9d.

each

per doz.
laminations, ebonite
II

II

SWITCH ARMS,

1/7

each

per doz. ,

If

81d.
6d.

1/9
'

2/6

B.A., 12 in. long, each
LEADING -IN

21d.

VARIABLE GRID LEAK (pencil type)
INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., each td.,
per doz.

1/11

SCREWED ROD,

4

RUBBER INSULATED
WIRE

per yd.

INSULATORS, white egg, each 2d., per doz.

WOUND INDUCTANCE COILS (postage
lid.): 12x4
9x4
8x23
6x3
6x2
2/5

2J3

1/8

1/11

pints, wound to 1,600 metres

VARIOMETERS (Tube
\l ill]

11d.

1/8

each

type), complete

2/6

3/11 ,& 2/11

k1101)

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length 114d.
HERTZITE, Genuine, in box
8d.
TALITE, Genuine, in box
8d.
PERMANITE, Genuine, in box
Sd.
ZINCITE, Genuine, in box
8d.
'

BORNITE, Genuine, in box

6d.
9d.

MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds)

Ud.
ZINCITE AND BORNITE, both in box - 11
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite, 1/3, 101d., and 91d.
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER:
1
...
130 to 450 metres
3/9
2 ...
250 to 700
4/.
CARBORUNDUM

3 ...

430 to 1200
4 ...
900 to 2000
5
1600 to 3200
6 2200 to 5600
.
EBONITE
CONDENSER

DIAL

4/3
4/6
4/9

KNOB

AND

tinned copper, 20

per lb.

22
2/4

24
2/8
Bobbins 2d.

2d.

and 111). 3reC.Iss;
23
26
3/2 ,
.3/6

Note:
each extra,
guaranteed up to
500 ohms, superior make, compact size

POTENTIOMETERS,

7/3

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed,
fitted on 4 x 2 ebonite panel with

1/5

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tap -

CONaiHgEeCTING WIRE,

lid. ENAMEL WIRE, in I,

5/.
1/6

terminals for aerial, earth and 'phones.

already wired and beautifully finished
VALVE HOLDERS
BATTERIES, 11.T , dry, 41-volte,al
pee4rd4oz:
"d

4/9
1/.3
4.1

3/3

30 volts, including Wander Plugs
5/9
00 volts, including Wander Plugs
9/6
ATRALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals. No Wood's metal necessary.
6d.
GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals
6d.
IVORINE NAME -PLATES, all readings. each Id., per. doz.!
9d.
EARTH CLIPS, Copper adjustable, each' 51d.
FILAMENT
RESISTANCES,
smooth
action, marvellous value
With engraved dials
FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS
THE WONDERFUL TITANIC CRYSTAL
SET, stamped B.B.C., Including 1 pair

1/9
2

6

of 4,000 ohms headphones, aerial wire,
insulators, leading -in wire, lead-in tube,
earth clip, etc. Maker's price 3 guineas

Our

price

WIRELESS
CO.
225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2
66 ELKAY "
Open Saturday all day.

SPECIAL TERMS TO RADIO CLUBS.

Sundays 11-2.30.

Telegrams

IEVLEK..ALMROYN

Trade Counter now open.

Telephone

BISHOPSGATE 2SE3,A4Li;elesa le.

REMEMBER -DON'T PAY MORE

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY

iv

January 12th,

1924.

Why do you clean
a Joint ?
The current dealt in by your receiver is only small, but it is
precisely for that reason that all sources of loss must be

avoided-that is why you clean a joint before soldering. That
is the reason. too, for carefully choosing the day -out of your.
receiver, short leads, and so on. BUT MOST VITAL OF ALL
ARE THE PARTS THEMSELVES WHICH YOU USE, for a
receiver is built of parts, and -IF IN EACH PART THERE IS
A LOSS OF EFFICIENCY, NO MATTER HOW SMALL, THINK
HOW THIS AFFECTS THE FINISHED INSTRUMENT.
a. Your variable condenser must not absorb any of the power
put through it. (LISSEN Mark II. Mica Variable (prov. pat.)
Condenser turns through 72e of scale.)
2. Your Vernier Condenser in H.F. circuits should be capable

1. LISSEN Mica Variable Condens-r
(prov. pat.) Mark 11.
17/6

8. LISSEN Tr Tranisformer 30L

of the finest possible variation of capacity-it should have
small area to influence or be influenced by stray capacity.

2.

LISSEN Vernier 1216

3.

LISSEN
It; o',)
4%
CONDENSER

4.

its range.
5.

LISSEN Pixel Condenser.
'0001 to '000 Capacity 2/- ; 'oot to
'002, 2/6 ; '00S to '006, 3/-

Your fixed Condensers should be silent, constant, unaffected
by temperature change-they should DELIVER ALL THEIR
STORED -UP ENERGY. (Prices: LISSEN Fixed Condensers
'cool to '0009 capacity, 2,'-; oor to '002, 246; '003 to '006, 3/-.
You cannot expect to get distant stations if your radio frequency amplification has any peaks and depressions within
If you wish to make your receiver exceptionally sensitive you
can employ a component in the anode circuit of the first H.1..
vajvc, which will provide, fully variable non -radiating reaction,
and make your receiver so responsive that under many conditions reception is possible without both aerial and earth con-

9. LISSEN T 2 Transformer 251 -

nections.

-

6.
7.

If you use a Variable Grid Leak, be sure the resistant element
is one which is chemically correct.
The same thing applies where a stabilising resistance is required.

8,
11!1111111111111111i111111111111111111111101

9.

If you are using a " straight " circuit, your first stage transformer as important, for here you can make or mar your reproduction.
For reflex circuits use a transformer which is Peculiarly adapted

to meet the conditions present.
ao. Where a light transformer is desired, get one of the best you
can.' '

,

.

When choosing an inductance, make sure it covers a wide

1.

range without loss of efficiency

any point.

12.

Your filambnt control should be one which will enable your
valve to detect with great clearness.

13.

If you use plug-in coils, use only coils with which it is possible
to 'obtain a coupling purely inavtetic, so that the coils can be
kept as far apart as possible, in this way obtaining extremely

ao, LISSEN 1' 3 Transformer 1616

z
ti

sharp tuning.

0

Note the New Coils : 30, 40 and 60.

LISSENAGON TUNING CHART.
TABLE I.
Wavelength range when used as Primary

Coils with Standard P.M.G. Aerial and
-001 mid. condenser in parallel.
No. of Coil

4. LISSEN Reactance Corot-. put. 196
-

-

Minimum
Maximum
avelength. WavelenatIi.
185

30
35
40
50
60

235
28;
360
48o
500

75
Too

for,

350

440
530
675
85o
950

150

82o
065

200
250
300

1,300
.1,700
2,300

1,885
2,300
2,5na

3,200
3,500
4 600

-

ci

TABLE 2.
Wavelength range when used as See ondary Coils with .001 mid, condenser
in -parallel.
Minimum
Maximum
Wavelength, Wavelength:
ioo

130
. tcw,
200
25o
295

425
490
635
Boo
900

36o
500
700
925

1,100
1,550
2,150
3,000

r000

s,ropo
.1,100

I,400

42

0

00

cf,

PRICE
4/10

'4110
4;10

r. LISSEN Tuner 22,6

4/10
5-

CZ

54
54
69

It is because performance is so dependent on good parts that
there is a LISSEN part for every vital place of a receiver. If

O
P.

7

85

ci

89
92
12.

Lissenstat (prow. pat.) 7/6

you desire to easily fix responsibility ior the behaviour of
your set, if you want satisfaction for all time, you will build
with all LISSEN parts-we expect to hear from you if you

0.
a>

E

are not satisfied.

LISSEN PARTS ARE THE LARGEST SELLING PARTS-

apart from their extraordinary efficiency, they. eliminate more
LTSSEN ONE than three -fourths the labour of building.
HOLE FIXING" is now an almost famous phrase.
For full description send for " THE TEXT BOOK OF LISSEN

PARTS," post free, 8d.
trade heading.
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One copy free if applied for on
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RADIO, MOTOR, ELECTRICAL. AND HARDWARE FACTORS
SELL LISSEN PARTS.

LISSEN LIMITED
8-16,Woodger Rd.,Goldhawk Rd.,Shepherd's Bush,
LONDON, W,I2.
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OWN A RECEIVER BUILT OF ALL LISSEN PARTS

13.

Lissenegon (prov, pat.) Coils.
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